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ABSTRACT
Problem
It was the primary purpose of this study to develop a secondary 
school physics curriculum guide for use within a modular-flexible 
schedule framework. A secondary aspect  was to design a model 
modular-flexible schedule sp e c i f ica l ly  for physics instruction.
Procedure
Information has been obtained through the direct v is itat ion of 
seventeen schools  in the M in n e a p o l i s -S t . Paul and suburban areas 
which were using a modular-flexible scheduled program. A comprehen­
sive study has been made of the physics curricula used in each  school 
to determine its relative e f fec t iv en e ss  within a modular-f lexible frame­
work .
Interrogation of administrators,  s taff  members and. curriculum • 
sp e c ia l is ts  was employed to ascerta in  operational procedures.
Faculty members and students were questioned about the strengths 
and w eaknesses  experienced during the actual operation of the present 
curriculum within a modular-flexible schedule .
vii
Summary
A physics  curriculum e s p e c ia l ly  designed to accent  the benefits 
that accrue from a modular-flexible schedule has not been produced prior 
to this effort.  The guide produced herein e f fect ively  re f lec ts  the b as ic  
philosophies of the three principal approaches to the study of phy s ics .  
Modular-flexible scheduling and the "n ew -d e s ig n " of the curriculum 
complement one another and enhance learning.
viii
CHAPTER I
FORMULATION AND DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM-
Introduction
Mankind is now in the greatest  period of change that the world has
ever known. One s e e s  a new kind of l ife pulsating within co n t in e n ts .
Douglass has said that men of the commercial world are trying to make
)
the most of it; theologians are tantalized by it; philosophers ref lect  upon 
it; and educators are perplexed by i t ,  yet must contend with i t .  No 
sphere has immunity to this contagion of change.  One is conscious of 
accelerated developments in technology,  of the "explosion"  of knowledge, 
and the surge in the number of col lege-bound students.
From the preceding paragraph, two observations can be made:
(1) "The i l l s "  perceived in this era of change "from which we are suffer­
ing have had their seat  in the very foundations of human thought."
(2) " . . .  today something is happening to the whole structure of human *2
■^Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, Building the Earth (Wilkes-Barre ,  
Pennsylvania: Dimension Books, 1965),  p. 19.
2
Harl R. Douglass ,  Trends and Issues  in Secondary Education 
(New York: The Center for Applied Research in Education, I n c . ,  1962) ,  




con sc io u s n ess .  A fresh kind of l ife is s t a r t i n g . " 0 A graphic conclusion 
to these observations is that educators have a responsib il ity  to place 
education with all  its dimensions and implications in its proper p lace .  
Hence, educators envision alterations as  well as marked changes in the 
present traditional means, as  they search for rea l is t ic  goals and 
object ives that are in tune with contemporary t imes .
For better or for worse,  the world today is committed to change: 
radical wrenching, erosive of both traditions and old v a lu es .  Its 
inheritors have grown up with rapid change, are better prepared to 
accommodate it than any in history, indeed embrace change as a 
virtue in i t s e l f .  With this skeptical  yet humanistic outlook, his 
disdain for fanaticism and his scorn for the spurious, the Man of- 
the Year suggests that he will  infuse the future with a sense  of 
morality, a transcendent and contemporary ethic  that could 
infinitely enrich the "empty s o c i e t y . "  If he succeeds  (and he is 
prepared to),  the Man of the Year will  be a man indeed— and have 
a great deal of fun in the p r o c e s s . 3 4
Such a man must face  and solve many complex educational prob­
lems . One of these is relating curriculum and scheduling so that the 
educational product will  be enhanced.
Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this study (1) to examine the b a s ic  tenets  of 
modular-flexible scheduling; (2) to structure a particular schedule for 
secondary school  physics;  and (3) to incorporate and adapt according to
3
Teilhard de Chardin, Building the Earth, p. 19.
4 "The Man of the Y ear , "  Time, LXXXIX (January 6 ,  1967) ,  
PP. 2 2 - 2 3 .
3
the needs of students and teachers traditional,  PSSC, and Harvard 
Project materials into a curriculum for a modular-f lexible scheduling 
system.
Four developmental phases which required extensive consideration 
were: (1) the development of an understanding of modular-flexible 
scheduling with a progression from a general philosophy to the sp e c i f ic  
schedule advocated by the writer; (2) the development from b a s ic  source 
materials of that curricular content most relevant to the student; (3) the 
development of methods of instruction most productive for student learn­
ing; and (4) the development of time blocks (modules) for each unit 
studied by the student.  e
Importance of the Study
Modular-f lexible scheduling as a framework within which better 
instruction and relevant learning may take place has afforded educators 
the challenge to develop curriculum materials for such a schedule ,  
information about the impact on student learning when materials are 
presented within this framework has been meager.
In the M in n e a p o l i s -S t . Paul and suburban areas where this study 
was centered, the schools  viewed modular-flexible scheduling in a 
multiplicity of w ays .  For example,  it was discernib le  that independent 
study varied from as little as  15 to 20 per cent to as much as 65 to 75 
per cent of the students'  scheduled time.
4
Modular-f lexible scheduled schools  have assumed that students 
v;ill learn more. However, scheduling in i t se l f  does not increase learn­
ing. It can only promote (or deter) the curriculum development which 
faci litates the educational p rocess .
Several questions need to be answered. Under what conditions 
does learning increase quali tatively and/or quantitat ively?  Are students 
capable of directing their programs with le s s  adult supervis ion? What 
favorable attitudes toward learning are fostered by modular-flexible 
scheduling? What degree of independence can>be permitted during 
"independent study" ? What function does the teacher have during large 
group instruction, laboratory e xp e r ie n ces ,  small group discuss 'ion, and 
independent study? What fa c i l i t i e s  are needed? Does the "open" 
laboratory increase  injury r isk ,  equipment l o s s ,  and breakage? Are 
effective student-teacher  relat ionships weakened ? Does discip line break 
down? What modes of instruction are b a s ic  to flexib le  scheduling?  Does 
the effort ec l ip se  the teaching-learning resu l t?
Educators, confronted with such questions ,  have become aware 
that learning increases  when co-development of the schedule and the 
curriculum occurs .  Such development accents  the positive values of both 




Modular-f lexible-scheduled programs of seventeen schools  were 
studied, and the students,  teachers and administrators were interrogated 
to determine the strengths and w eaknesses  of each program. Physics 
instructors designated curriculum modifications created for the sp e c ia l  
requirements of modular-flexible schedules .  Resource centers and 
curriculum libraries ,  where present,  were employed. The libraries of the 
College of St .  Thomas in S t .  Paul and of the Universi t ies of Minnesota 
and-North Dakota were uti l ized.
Need and Purpose
The percentage of high school physics students has been dropping 
almost continuously s ince  the 1 8 9 0 's ,  while the percentages of biology, 
chemistry, and mathematics students have remained the same or have 
shown gains .  A re-organized physics curriculum such as  the curriculum 
guide which was developed to complement and to be enhanced by a 
modular-flexible schedule may help to check  the de c l in e .
The co-development technique proposed and the physics curriculum 
developed have interested the Minnesota State Department of Education.
Limitations of the Study
Modular-f lexible schedule longevity in the schools  studied varied 
trorn several months to four years '  duration. Therefore,  ef fect ive
6
evaluations and comparisons were made difficult due to the newness of 
the programs.
The scope of the study was limited to physics curriculum develop­
ment for a modular-flexible schedule .
The s ignif icance of this study depends upon understanding of 
(1) student needs in secondary school physics;  (2) techniques of curricu­
lum development; and (3) modular-flexible scheduling.
Definition of Terms Used in the Study
The terminology used in modular-flexible scheduling was first 
introduced about ten years ago,  and workable modular-flexible,  programs 
are even more recent .  Consequently ,  the definitions of terms have not 
been f ixed.
Module, small group, large group, laboratory, independent study, 
team-teaching,  team-learning, f lex ib i l i ty ,  e t c . ,  are integral parts of the 
vocabulary for those involved in flexible  scheduling. Some of the 
definitions seem to be se l f -ev ident  but great f lex ib i l i t ies  e x i s t .  The 
meanings of four terms (small group, large group, laboratory experience,  
independent study) will  be related in depth later; and, therefore,  only 
brief explanations of these  have been given in this se c t io n .  Terms are 
defined to the degree of relevancy n eces sary  for this study.
Module. A module is a block of time which can be used to build 
c lass  periods of varying lengths.  If a school  uses twenty-minute
7
modules, c la s s  periods must be built on multiples of twenty. If twenty- 
minute modules are structured, a teacher  who desires  to use thirty 
minutes for a particular lecture to a large group would not be free to do 
so.  This larger, multiple module has been called a " c la s s -m o d "  or a 
"period-mod. "
"A schedule-module is that period of  time during which the master 
schedule does not repeat i t s e l f .  For example,  in conventional  schedules 
the schedule-module is one d a y ."^  This time schedule would be repeated 
the following day. The structure of a conventional schedule-module 
might have English III scheduled for. the first 5 5 -minute period-mod; 
mathematics III for the second; world problems for the third; lunch for the 
fourth; German III for the fifth;  chemistry for the sixth; and study for the 
seventh period-mod. This is not the c a s e  with schools  organized on the 
modular-flexible scheme. Such schools  commonly have a schedule-  
module that extends for one week.  Modular-f lexible  scheduling does not 
usually allow each student's schedule to repeat i t se l f  daily ,  however, 
part of his schedule may be repeated. For example, those modules 
assigned to lunch may occur regularly,  but,  even here ,  variabil ity may 
. vxlend over several periods. Chances are manifold that’ a student will  
not have the same sub ject  period-mods each day, nor will his  c l a s s e s  
mcmt for the same number of period-mods at each  meeting.
"*!• Lloyd Trump and Dorsey Boynham, Guide to Better S c h o o l s - -  
—-£i?.s on Change (’Chicago- Rand-McNally Company, 1961) ,  p. 21 .
8
Team -teach ing . "A teaching-team co n s is t s  of from three to seven 
or more teachers jointly responsible  for the instruction of 75 -225  or more
O
cupils in one or more age groups or grade l e v e l s . "  The team members 
should hold regular meetings to set overall  aims for the sub ject  area 
content, as well  as  the sp e c i f ic  ob ject ives  to meet the abili ty  and 
interest lev e ls 'o f  the student groups; to make de c is io n s  pertaining to 
individual teacher ta lents  so that the more talented, in one particular 
aspect of the subject  matter, has responsib il ity for that area; and 
finally,  to evaluate both the progress of the teach ing- team 's  endeavors 
and the student. A school  which has team-teaching programs 
"emphasizes the team, rather than the individual teacher  in the plan­
ning, teaching and evaluating c y c l e . " ' 7
Team-learning. This refers to a student-student relat ionship 
where the better students work with those no t -so -s t ro n g  academ ical ly .  
Laboratory experiments and some tes t s  are scored by the team rather 
than by the individual teacher .  The student-pairs are expected to study 
together during part of their independent study time. Team-learning has 
demonstrated that students learn readily from their peers .
F le x ib i l i ty . Any variation from the normal time schedule demon­
strates f lexib i l i ty .  This term has been used for years in connection with
0
Medill  Bair and Richard G .  Woodward, Team Teaching in Action 
(Boston: Houghton Miff lin Company, 1964) ,  p. 28 .
7Ibid . , pp. 2 9 - 3 1 .
9
traditional scheduling changes .  Shifting c l a s s  periods to meet any 
unusual situation represents f lex ib i l i ty .  The broad term should not be 
confused with modular-flexible which has more restr ic ted l imits .
Modular-flexible scheduling . This is a new design in scheduling 
where c la ss  periods are constructed on a pre-determined "module ,"  or 
period of time b a s i s ;  and which provides " flexib le  arrangements which 
consider not only pupil d i f ferences ,  but consider those unique' talents 
and specialized competences of teachers  and differences in the subject 
fields as w e l l .
Large group. This type of instruction "refers to teacher-p lanned 
presentations either provided by the teacher  himself ,  or by the use of a
q
guest,  -a film, or a recording.
Small group. This is a group that usually would not exceed 15 to 
.10 students.  Through group d iscu ss io ns  pupils use and reinforce the 
•-.nowledge they gain in large groups and independent study.
Laboratory e x p e r ie n c e s . These refer to the actual use of physical 
facilities for conducting experiments,  but they a lso  include research and 
project work.
Independent study. Learning under this type of study is dependent 
largely upon the students' initiative and in teres ts .
g
Trump and Boynham, Guide to Better S c h o o ls , p. 5 .
g
J .  Lloyd Trump and Delmas F. M il ler ,  Secondary School Curricu- 
llGL Planning fRostnn- Allyn and Bacon, I n c . ,  1968),  p. 2 7 4 .
10
Background of the Problem
An educator should have a philosophy that leads rather than 
directs ,  if he is to meet s u c ce ss fu l ly  the demands of the "modern"
school.
A Philosophy of Education
Regardless of what the school of educational philosophy may 
proffer, all  schools  of educational thought in America have at their core 
’.no concept of ch i ld-centeredness  .
Nearly every educational philosophy embodies the aims and
objectives known as the Seven Cardinal Principles of Education. Modes
of realization vary, but as Scott wrote,
Education should pave the way to brotherly asso c ia t io n  with other 
peoples, so that genuine unity and peace on earth may be pro­
moted. For a true education aims at the formation of the human 
person with respect  to his ultimate goal,  and . . .  to the good of 
those so c ie t ie s  of which . . . he is a member, and in whose 
responsibili ties  . . . he will  s h a r e . ^
.r.is basic  aim should remain constant  as educators attempt "to provide
'or each child— girl and boy, rich and poor, native and a l ien ,  gifted and
r :ardcd--a continuing education through the twelfth grade. "  *
^ W a l te r  M. Sco t t ,  S .  J .  , e d . , "Declaration on Christian 
education, " The Documents of Vatican II (New York: Guild Press ,  1966),  
P. 639.
^Morris Gall  and William V. H icks ,  Modern Secondary Education 
'•Nov: York: American Book Company, 1964) ,  p.  1.
11
In the attempt to provide the sub jec t  matter content for the a t ta in­
ment of the Seven Cardinal Principles,  educators have been confined by 
structure. Modular-f lexible scheduling has been designed to combat 
this limitation.
A Philosophy of Flexible  Scheduling
Educational research has helped to negate some concepts which 
encumber the general educational system . These are (1) that all  teachers 
are alike; (2) that a pre-determined period length can serve many purposes 
effectively and effic iently ;  (3) that a c l a s s  s ize  of thirty students is 
equally appropriate for the many different kinds of instruction; (4) that 
the self-contained classr6om with one teacher  is equally appropriate for 
a -.vide variety of learning experiences ;  (5) that al l  learners in a group 
should study the same course content and should learn at the prescribed 
rate, implying similar in terest ,  motivation, and innate abili ty ;  (6) that 
students should be scheduled for at leas t  two hundred minutes per week 
:n all courses;  and (7) that students will not learn unless  they are taught 
.n classrooms by tea ch ers .  ^
"Administrators and teachers  confused equality of opportunity and 
: ocracy with uniform ity ,"1'1 and they constituted rigid and equitable
12
P. R. Ploward, "F lex ib le  Scheduling ,"  North Central Association 
Quarterly, XL (Fail ,  196 5), p. 208 .  " ' 13
13
J.  Lloyd Trump, "Flex ib le  Scheduling: Fad or Fundamental,"  
Ll‘a£j£_Educators’ Tournal. LII (November, 1965),  p. 61.
12
-c'-'^duling. It is apparent that the "right conventional schedule c o n -  
-ziMjtes one of the most formidable impediments to progress for schools  
desiring to encourage independent l e a r n i n g . " * 4 Delimiting factors in the 
traditional schedule have stimulated research  and experimentation in the 
'.rea of scheduling. Many educators believe that an immediate change 
should take place in the conventional schedule ,  and students indicate 
the want for opportunities to develop individual responsibility-and the 
skills of independent study. The typical school system does the opposite 
as it chalks each step of the student's  program from his entrance upon 
the "educational s tag e .  "15
Independent study may help in the development of responsible  
individuals, but the values of independent study do not end with the 
teaching-learning of responsib i l i ty .  Creativity doors are opened by 
such study. Modular-f lexible  scheduling is the framework within which 
these learning situations can take p lace .
Contemporary students must become aware of the relevance of 
communicative s k i l l s .  They should learn to think clearly  and c r i t ica l ly ,  
' tree" discussion during small group ac t iv i t ies  produces a needed 
Sensitivity to lo c a l ,  s ta te ,  national,  and world problems.
14Howard, "F lex ib le  Scheduling, "  p. 208.
^Trump and Boynham, Guide to Better Schools , p. 5.
13
Discussion in today's schools  is  often limited to a few remarks 
‘-..-•tween the teacher  and one pupil. Really ef fect ive d iscuss ion  
of important content develops best  in the small group of no more 
•hen twenty persons, a setting log is t i ca l ly  difficult to achieve 
in today's s c h o o l s . 16
Appreciation of difference in ra ce ,  relig ion, so c ia l  c l a s s ,  
economic attitudes and national origins need to be learned.
Learning to live with these differences with mutual understand­
ing without abandoning one 's  heritage or denying equal con­
sideration to others is a major ob ject ive of the general education 
17program.
>h traditional schedules and teaching methods, it has been possib le  
arrange for students to study about a subject ;  however, no academic 
11 is acquired by studying about,  l istening about,  or writing about it .  
i student must participate in a real s ituation,  if he is to become 
oped in desired att itudes.  Effect ive relat ionships are an outgrowth of 
poet for "innate dignity of other humans and an understanding of the 
' ties of thought and behavior that c loak that d i g n i t y . " 16 Through 
xibility in scheduling, a greater possib i l i ty  for ef fect ive relat ionships
There is no way of ascertain ing what the ultimate in flexible  
’.oduling will be ,  but the
16Ibid. , p. 6.  •
Scott,  The Documents of Vatican I I , p. 639.
18
" Jo h n  S .  Brubacher, Modern Philosophies of Education (3rd e d . ;  
fork; McGraw-Hill  Book Company, 1962),  p. 253 .
14
goal necessar i ly  is to return to teachers and students as much 
freedom, with responsib i l i ty ,  as is ef f ic ient ly  ef fect ive in the 
use of time, sp a ce ,  numbers (in the group), and content for
instruction.
A concise philosophy for modular-f lexible scheduling is found in 
• he following quotation:
The central issue of our day is human freedom, and the crux of 
freedom is the right of the individual c h o ice .  Freedom of action 
has necessary l imits ,  but freedom of expression must not be 
denied even to those on the left or on the right who are the enemies 
to l iberty .20
History of the Problem
In education, there has long been concern for and effort directed 
to-.verd child-centered curricula.  Rousseau,  a naturalis t ,  had as an aim 
the development of the natural powers of the individual. He wrote 
' .  . . excite  in children a desire  to learn. Give a child this de s ire ,
O I
ur.d do as you will . . . any method will  then be s u f f i c ie n t . '  Froebel 
proclaimed that the creative seif-development of the individual was of 
:or-^most importance. His act iv i ty  curriculum utilized "free play" as an 
educational tool .  He said ,
19
Howard, "Flexib le  Scheduling,"  pp. 2 0 8 -0 9 .20
Trump, "Flexib le  Scheduling,"  p. 139.
2 1
‘ Robert Ulich ,  e d . , Three Thousand Years of Educational Wisdom 
x 'm idge, M a s s . :  Harvard University P r e s s , 1954) ,  p.  4 0 5 .
15
To stir up, to animate, to awaken, and to strengthen, the pleasure 
and power of the human being to labour uninterruptedly at his own 
education, has become and always remained the fundamental 
principle and aim of my educational work. 3 2
John Dewey wrote "All education proceeds by the participation of the
O  Q
individual in the so c ia l  c o n sc io u s n ess  of the r a c e . "
Traditionally,  the teacher  has been given the task of relating
information to the student.  He has been a "well"  of factual  information.
The student 's  role was pass ive ;  to accept  the ideas and habits imposed
upon him. Student responsib il ity  apparently ceased  with the replay of
mentally taped material .  In contrast ,  Saylor and Alexander stated that
"Our kind of soc ie ty  c a l l s  for the maximum development of individual
24potentia l i t ies  at a l l  l e v e l s . "  It is fortunate that the means to educate 
everyone to the level  of his abili ty  and the means to provide exce l len ce  
in education are not incompatible.
Educators have long sought means and methods to individualize 
instruction. At f i r s t ,  the process of individualization was aimed at 
making better c i t ize n s  and stronger s o c i e t i e s .  More recent ly ,  educators
2 2 Ibid. , p. 525.
2 3 Ibid . , p. 629.
O A
J .  Galen Saylor and William Alexander,. Curriculum Planning 
(Chicago: Holt,  Rinehart and W inston, I n c . ,  1966),  p.  3 6 9 .
23Rockefeller Brothers'  Fund, "The Pursuit of Excel lence :  Educa­
tion and the Future of America,"  in Panel Report V of the Specia l  Studies 
Project (New York: Doubleday and Company, I n c . ,  1958) ,  p. 22 .
16
have begun to emphasize the individual and the worth placed on " s e l f . "  
Modern curriculum materials have been directed toward the discovery,  
through an inductive approach, of the meaning of sub jec t -m atter  to that 
" s e l f . "  Individualized instruction has been a sought aim, even as 
traditional,  rigid schedules have made group education an accepted 
r e a l i ty .
In the search for individualization, educators have tried many 
departures.  Heretofore,  no departure has been as radical a change as 
that of flexible-modular scheduling.  Professor Dwight W .  Allen, when 
speaking to a group of educators ,  said:
Achievement,  not time spent in c la s s  should be the criterion 
for educational progress .  Emphasis should be on the con ­
tinuous development of responsib il ity rather than on a demanded 
metamorphosis at the time of college entrance or vocational 
employment. The only way educators can-achieve continuous 
development of responsib il ity  among their students is to provideo c
for new levels  of individualization within the school program. 
Modular-f lexible  scheduling can do this for the modern school .
Trump and Miller wrote:
Independent study may be an individual activ ity  or it may involve 
two or more pupils working together.  A group of pupils with 
similar needs for remedial work may work in a sp e c ia l ly  equipped 
laboratory, or an advanced group with sp e c ia l  interests  may 
cooperate in a pro ject.  In any c a s e ,  the emphasis remains on 2
2 6Stanford Universi ty,  School of Education Conference,  
"Individualized Instruct ion ,"  Cali fornia ,  1966. (Mimeographed.)
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the individual, who has  been placed in a learning situation v/here 
he may succeed and contribute to others as  well  as  to his own 
personal development. 2 ?
Albert Oliver contends:
Ultimately the focus.of  attention must go from broad general iza­
t ions  about the a c t iv i t i e s  of a c l a s s  down to the individuals in it .
In actual pract ice the reverse attack often is more e f fe c t iv e ,  that 
i s ,  concern about an individual leads to inquiry about others in 
this c l a s s ,  this school ,  this soc ie ty .  28
Good teachers  have long recognized that each  child is unique, and
that individual differences in children influence their a b i l i t ies  to learn;
but such recognition has done lit tle to correct the lack  of individualized
instruction. Usual ly ,  the attempt to solve the dilemma has been through
the addition of more e le c t iv e s  to the school program. This has not
worked. As stated by Thorton and Wright:
As the full extent  of  individual dif ferences among students of the 
same age or grade level was understood, it became apparent that 
mere proliferation of e lec t iv e  courses  would not provide the b e s t  
education for al l  youth of high school a g e . 2 9
H istor ica l ly ,  the problem has been of long duration. This study 
emphasized the need for radical departure from the tradit ional.  Three 
apparent needs were:
2 7Trump and Mil ler ,  Secondary School Curriculum Planning,
p. 265 .
O O
Albert I .  Oliver,  Curriculum Improvement (New York: Dodd, 
Mead and Company, 1965),  p.  157.
29james W .  Thorton, Jr. and John R. Wright,  e d s .  , Secondary 
School Curriculum (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill  Books, I n c . ,  
1963),  p. 90 .
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1. To create a schedule that would permit a greater proportion 
of the school day to be used for individualized instruction 
(independent study);
2. To design a.curriculum from se lec ted  materials that would
make physics more useful and interesting to the student;
f
and
3 .  To fuse the new mode of scheduling with the sp e c i f ica l ly  
designed curriculum.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
American soc ie ty  had not yet been "alarmed" in 1956 by the 
Russian achievement in space exploration,  although information had 
filtered through about the coming of Sputnik. The Russian s u c c e s s  in 
1958 served as  a ca ta ly t ic  agent acce lerat ing development already begun 
in the fields of s c ie n ce  and mathematics.  The low lev e l  of instruction 
prevalent in secondary school physics had been noted, but the* 
imminence of Sputnik crystal l ized concern and directed efforts toward 
upgrading physics  materials and modes of instruction.
Since 1956,  three major pedagogical influences have been felt  in 
the field of secondary p h y s ic s .  In the fa l l  of 195 6 ,  the Physical Sc ience 
Study Committee was born. In 1960, Professor R. V.  Oakford, an 
industrial engineer,  developed a computer scheduling system, and, in 
1964, Harvard Project  Physics  piloted its curriculum.
Literature Related to the Physical 
Science Study Committee (PSSC)
The Physical  Sc ience  Study Committee was born when Professor 
Jerrold R. Zacharias ,  the Department of Physics of the M a ss a ch u se t ts
19
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Institute of Technology, assembled some 60 leaders in p h y s ic s ,  educa­
t ion ,  apparatus design,  writing, art ,  and other sp e c ia l i t ie s  to pool their 
knowledge and experience and produce a pilot model of the PSSC physics 
c o u r s e .
The Committee was funded by a grant from the National Science 
Foundation, and later  by contributions from the Ford Foundation and the 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
The literature reveals  conflic ting opinions regarding the value of 
PSSC. Evaluation has  been difficult because  PSSC has a continuous 
program of review and change.  An extensive attempt at evaluation of 
the program has been done by Frederick L. Ferris ,  Jr . His study was 
completed when PSSC was s t i l l  in its formative s ta g e .  The study 
included the following questions :
1. W as the group of students in the PSSC program during 
1958-59  representative of the aptitude level  for which 
the course was designed?
2 . W as the course generally appropriate to the abil ity range 
of  students for which the course was designed?
3 .  W as the course ,  a s  many cr i t ics  had predicted, hope­
le s s l y  beyond the capacity  of physics students in the 
lower aptitude ranges ?•*•
^Frederick L. Ferris ,  Jr. , "An Achievement Test  Report, " The 
Science T e a c h e r , XXVI (December, 1959) ,  pp. 5 7 4 - 8 1 .
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F e rr is ’ results  indicated that PSSC physics  was designed for the 
typical United States  high school  physics  student.  However, 'most 
United States physics students are from the upper twenty-f ive per cent 
of high school  students when sca led  according to abi l i ty  and sch o las t ic  
aptitude.
1
Dr. Gilbert Finlay surveyed physics t e a c h e r s ’ opinions of PSSC. 
He summarized his findings in three succinct  statements which demon­
strate the wide spectrum of teacher  opinion:
1. The course is over the heads of average and poor students.
2 . The students rated the course as  generally more difficult
than average . . . s ince  we used the course for a l l  physics
c l a s s e s  and no grouping was done, the level of understanding
varied greatly .
3 . The general differenpe between the work done this year and
that of other years was that poor students got a l i t t le  moreO
this  year and good students got a great deal more.
The literature revealed that more teachers  opposed the program
than supported i t .  O scar  L. Brauer summed up the negative opinion:
In the first place it is not designed for the general high school 
physics student,  although they (PSSC) pretend that .it  is . . . 
poorer students are no better off than they would have been had 
they taken no physics at a l l  . . . ^
In 1 9 5 7 - 5 8 ,  eight schools  and 300 students tried the PSSC 
materia ls .  Then, in 1958-59 , nearly 300 schools  and 1 2 ,5 0 0  students
2
Gilbert Finlay, "Summary of Judgments Made by T e a c h e r s , "  The 
Science T e a c h e r , XXVI (December, 1959),  pp . 5 7 9 - 8 1 .
3
Oscar  L. Brauer, "Something Dangerously New in Physics  
T each in g ,"  Sc ience Education, IIIL (October,  1963),  p p . 3 6 5 - 7 1 .
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used the course ,  and in 1 9 5 9 -6 0 ,  almost 600 schools  and 2 5 ,0 0 0  
students part icipated. Meanwhile,  the p rocess .o f  evaluation had 
accented the dissenting opinion, and PSSC has lost  much of its impact.
Experience with teaching PSSC demonstrated that it was a course 
designed by s p e c ia l i s t s  for s p e c ia l i s t s .  Student abi l i ty  and interest were 
not given prime consideration. There are ,  however,  many valuable facets  
contained within the PSSC course .  In the humanistic curriculum guide 
prepared by the author se lec t io n  of materials from PSSC gave primary 
importance to student abili ty  and interest.
Literature Related to Curriculum and Scheduling
Curriculum planners have developed "new1' materials and radically 
changed the approach used to implement their adoption, but each  effort 
has been stymied by strict  adherence to traditional time schedules .  
Flexible scheduling has been attempted by educators,- but real  flexib il ity 
became increasingly  difficult as  student populations increased. Tradi- 
tional scheduling procedures too were cumbersome and unwieldy with 
large numbers,  because  they relied mostly on manual procedures.
In the spring of 1960 the Ford Foundation and its Fund for the 
Advancement of Education financed the Stanford Computer-based High 
School Flexible Scheduling and Curriculum Study. Professor R'. V. 
Oakford, computer sc ien t is t  and engineer,  developed the process which 
later became known as the Stanford School Scheduling System (SSSS) .
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Computer scheduling s u c c e s s  meant that manual scheduling was no 
longer a ch ief  restraint to curriculum experimentat ion.4
Recent literature related that many types of experimental schedule 
modifications were in operation. Traditional period schedules were 
being changed to period-mods of f i f teen ,  e ighteen ,  twenty, twenty-four, 
twenty-eight ,  thirty,  e t c .  , minutes.  Time a l located to particular 
courses varied from one day to the next ,  and total time given to a sub ject  
has become aligned with the level of dif ficulty.  Modular-f lexible 
scheduled programs were allowing things to be different.
Traditional schedules used te a m - te a c h in g , team-learning,  labora­
tory e x p e r ie n ce s ,  and, although l e s s  commonly, large group instruction; 
while project work permitted a kind of independent study, and panel d i s ­
cuss ions  functioned somewhat like small groups. However, it was not 
until computerized scheduling that the full potential of the last  two types 
began to be rea l ized.
Independent study during the school day was utilized as  the thread 
that gave continuity to instruction. This phase of instruction was 
regarded as  e s s e n t ia l  by curriculum planners,  if modular-flexible 
scheduled programs were to be promoted. Schedule modifications should
^Stanford University,  School of Education Conference,  "Flexib le  
Scheduling: A R eal i ty , " California , 1966 , pp. 1 - 2 .  (Mimeographed.)'
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be considered part of curriculum development.5 A condensation of the 
literature pertaining to independent study may be expressed as  "time for 
the student to be creative . "
The second vital phase of instruction utilized within modular- 
flexib le  schedules was the small group, the le a s t  c lear ly  understood of 
the four b a s i c  p h a s es .  DeLoy stressed that educators think of the small 
group in terms of numbers or s ize a lone ,  neglecting the difference in 
teaching techniques and mode of learning involved. The small group 
provided a powerful resource for learning that focused on the behavior of 
the group members as  well  as  the teacher .  A new role was required of 
al l  part ic ipants .  Communication was freer,  while anxiety was minimized. 
Small groups varied in s i z e ,  but they should be composed of five to 
twenty m em bers .5
Glatthorn emphasized the importance of the small group when he 
stated:
Let me begin by stating flatly that the small group is one of the 
most important educational innovations to be d iscu ssed  at this 
conference .  We could survive without the large group. We 
could manage without the complexities  of the flexib le  schedule .
But without the small group we would inevitably fail  in our 
educational t a s k .  The reason is simple: it is  only through
5Dwight W . Allen and R. B. Moore, "Nothing Ventured, Nothing 
G a in e d ,"  California Tournal of Secondary Education, XXXV (February, 
1960),  pp. 9 1 - 9 3 .
r
Stanford University,  School of Education Conference,  "Small 
Group Instruction: A New C h a l le n g e , "  California,  1966,  pp. 1 -2 .  
(Mimeographed.)
the small group that we can multiply the opportunities for pupil-  
teacher  interaction and very significant  kinds of learning take 
place through such in te ra c t io n .7
The small group is such a vital component of learning that it must 
be an often scheduled ac t iv i ty .  However, it could not function ad e­
quately and smoothly without the framework of modular-flexible 
scheduling. In this manner,  the literature often has s tressed  that 
'scheduling and curriculum planning go together.  A change in the 
scheduling process should e f fec t  a change in the area of curriculum. ®
Thorton and Wright have claimed that s u cce ss fu l  scheduling 
demands an appraisal of student performance. They have said a lso  that 
student performance includes achievement and progress toward important
q
instructional goals  or o b je c t i v e s .  The scheduling process should not 
be directed toward increasing the performance of students .  Educators 
who attended a Stanford University conference on small group instruction 
bel ieve that independent study and small group instruction afford the 
personal contact  n e ce s sa ry  for adequate appraisal of the individual 
student's worth. They said that scheduling of these two phases  demands
7
Allan A. Glatthorn, "Learning in the Small Group,"  Institute for 
Development of Educational Act iv it ies ,  Melbourne, Florida, 1966, 
pp. 3 - 5 .  (Mimeographed.)
O
Saylor and Alexander, Curriculum Planning, pp. 5 1 8 - 1 9 .
q
James W .  Thorton, Jr. and John R. Wright ,  Secondary School 
Curriculum Development (Englewood C l i f f s ,  New Jersey:  Prent ice -H al l ,  
Inc .  , 1967),  p. 233 .
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a site for personal and group study, such as a resource center  which 
should be es tab l ished  within the department. ^
"Who should be involved in the planning of educational f a c i l i t i e s ?  
The simplest answer is everyone who can make a contribution to the 
planning p ro ces s .  It was felt that the entire school community 
should be involved, but that the major task  becomes one for the staff .  
Time for curriculum improvement has been a major concern of school 
administrators,  and modular-flexible scheduling could enable them to
schedule within the school day teacher  a c t iv i t ie s  to accomplish  the ta s k .
• *• . . . . .
Literature Related to the Harvard Project Physics
Harvard Project Physics  began in 1964 and has grown until ,  
according to the Project Newsbrief (March 1, 19 69),  it then enrolled a 
total of 8 ,9 9 9  high school  students in the course .  In addition, there 
were 1 ,100  col lege  students in 10 c o l l e g e s ,  f o r a  grand total of 10 ,099  
students who were test ing and evaluating the Pro ject .
A review of the literature pertaining to Harvard Project  Physics  had 
strict l imitations,  b e c a u s e :  (1) the course materials had not been made
^Stanford  University,  "Individualized Instruct ion, "  pp. 2 - 3 .
■'■■'■Ross L. Neagley and N. Dean Evans, Handbook for Effective 
Curriculum Development (Englewood C l i f f s ,  New Jersey:  Prent ice-H al l ,  
Inc .  , 1967) ,  p. 253 .
12Harvard University,  Plarvard Project P h y s ics ,  "Teacher s 
N ew sbrief , "  Cambridge, M a ss a ch u se t t s ,  March 1, 19 69, p. 2 .  
(Mimeographed.)
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available  commercially;  and (2) printed matter that was available  ref lected 
strong bias  because  its origin was the Pro ject .
Proponents of the Harvard Project  have recognized many a s p e c ts  of 
the teaching-learning p ro ce s s .  Holtan, writing about the P ro ject ,  stated 
that the four most relevant o b jec t ives  of the program were: (1) to create  
a coherent,  tested course for use on a national sca le  alongside others 
that have been developed previously; but it was to be a course that 
accentuated those a s p e c ts  of physics  and pedagogy which,  although 
held to be des irab le ,  have not been prominently incorporated into course 
developments in physics  on the high school  level ;  (2) to help stem the 
decl ine in proportionate enrollment in physics  at the high school level  — 
a decl ine which in fact  has now reached into the col lege years ;  (3) to 
provide teachers  with a l l  the n e ce s sa ry  teaching aids for teaching good 
physics  in ex ist ing classroom situations;  and (4) to require re-thinking 
some b a s ic  qu es t ion s ,  such as  the new role of the teacher  and his 
rapport with the c l a s s ,  the new desire to allow greater diversity and 
f lexib i l i ty ,  and the new opportunities opened up by the developing 
technology of education. ^
It seemed possib le  that diversity and variation would become 
predominate ch a ra c te r is t ic s  of physics teaching in the schools  and
13 Gerold Holtan, "Project  P h y s ics .  A Report on Its Aims and 
Current S t a t u s , "  The Physics  T e a ch e r , V, No. 5 (May, 1967),  
pp. 1 9 8 -2 1 1 .
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would permit the physics teacher  to reassert  his position as  the chief 
designer of the course 'he te a c h e s .  Project Physics " s e t  out to design a 
course that permitted and indeed encouraged var ia t ion ,"  according to 
Rutherford. ^  The central core of the course was to be se lected from the 
materials presented by PSSC, Harvard Project and the more traditional.  
The course was to be designed to meet the needs of boys and g ir ls ,  to 
exc i te  the in terest ,  and to increase  understanding of the students'  
physical  universe.  Although the laboratory technique used by Harvard 
Project Physics was not considered to be the discovery-oriented method, 
the experiments lent themselves to this instructional mode.
The review of the literature related to the major influences a f f e c t ­
ing physics course development was not meant to accentuate particular 
strengths and w eaknesses  in the PSSC, Harvard Project Physics and 
traditional materia ls .  It was directed toward underscoring the lack of 
relevancy of s ingle-approach materials to the physics student.  Harvard 
Project has introduced another approach, alignment and organization for 
consideration, but, although the pilot stage has not been completed, 
rumblings of discontent  have already been heard.
Physics instructors have stated that c lass-p er iod  -structure con ­
tributed to the lack of student in terest .  The introduction of modular- 
flexible  scheduling eliminated the rigid structure factor; however, no
14 James F. Rutherford, "Flexib il ity  and Variety in P h y s ic s , "  The 
Physics Teacher ,  V, No. 5 (May, 1967),  pp. 2 2 4 - 2 2 9 .
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enrollment increase ensued.  This indicated that single-approach 
physics courses even when presented in a modular-f lexible framework 
do not have an incentive level high enough to captivate  students .  A 
pluralist ic  approach which more ef fect ively  utilized learning domains 
might meet the need. Traditional courses have emphasized the cognitive 
domain, while PSSC and Harvard Project have accented the cognit ive-  
psychomotor and affect ive domains, resp ec t ive ly .
The curriculum guide prepared as an appendix to this study con­
tains se lected materials from each of the three plans of instruction set 
in a modular-flexible framework. The approaches,  methods and materials 
have been molded into the guide so that independent study and small 
group instruction have been maximized . The guide has sought to obtain 
a balance in the use of the domains of learning. Appendix A presents an 
outline of the learning domains so that teachers may more thoroughly 
understand the content ,  processes  and outcomes for e a c h .
There has been much confl ic t  among those who represent the three 
schools of thought. A comparative study has been prepared that d is cu s s e s  
the b as ic  d i f ferences .  The Comparison of Study Programs for Secon'dary 
Schools ,  Figure 1, has need for a c lar i f ication of terms'. In the figure, 
words underlined have been defined at the base of the comparison. The 
defin it ions , in general,  are those most commonly accepted in the field of
educat ion .
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Method deduction induction deduction-
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Emphasis textbook oriented laboratory oriented idea oriented
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forced , e . g .  
study Gali leo 
then at a later 
date relate  him 
to Newton
Arrangement unitized by chapters unitized into four 
major parts
unitized with 




cognitive psychomotor and 
cognitive
affect ive and 
cognitive
Emphasis . •
deduction— applies to the process by which one starts with a general
principle that is accepted as  true, applies it to a particular 
c a s e ,  and arrives at a conclusion that is true if the starting 
principle was true.
induction— applies to the process by which one c o l le c ts  many particular 
c a s e s ,  finds out by experiment what is common to all  of them, 
and forms a general rule or principle which is probably true. 
domains- -  cognit ive— knowledge, intel lectual ab i l i t ies  and sk i l l s ;  p sy -  
chomotor- -m an ip u la t iv e , muscular,  or motor ab i l i t ies  and 
sk i l l s ;  a f f e c t iv e - - a t t i t u d e s , in teres ts ,  va lues ,  and appreci­
ations .
Fig.  1 . - - A  Comparison of Study Programs for Secondary School 




At leas t  seven elements indicated conflict  between the traditional
and the flexible schools  of thought. Comparison of the two schools  left 
no doubt that real change transpires when traditionalism has been 
eliminated and f lexib i l i ty  insta l led .  The rigidity of traditional schedules 
becomes conspicuous during comparison:'*'
Element Traditional Schedule Flexib le  Schedule
Content Assumes each course is ^Assumes requirements
equivalent  in requirements for mastery of content 
for mastery to al l  o th e r s . vary from course to
c o u r s e .
Fac i l i t ies  Use is se t  by the schedule .  Use is sometimes deter­
mined by the needs of 
s tu d e n ts .
Groups All c l a s s  groups are
nearly equal in s ize .
C la s s  groups differ in 
s ize  depending on the 
instructional t a s k .
Scheduling Each day in the week has
Unit the same order as  every 
other d a y .
Each day in the week 
has different order.
Donald C .  Manlove and David W. Beggs, II I ,  F lexib le  'Scheduling 
(Bloomington: Indiana University P r e s s , 1965) ,  p. 4 2 .
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Students Students should be in
c l a s s  or supervised study.
Students may be in 
c l a s s ,  study, or work 
independently.
Teachers All have equivalent a s s i g n -  Number of c l a s s e s  varies
ments and demands on 
their t im e .
from teacher  to teacher 
and demands on time 
vary.
Time Usually equal for al l  
s u b j e c t s .
Usually different for 
various s u b je c t s .
*B a s ic  assumption for modular-flexible scheduling.
Note: The length of the school day is assumed to be equal 
in the s c h e d u l e s .
Modular-F lexible  Scheduling
Educators have been seeking answers to the following questions :
(1) What is b a s i c  to modular-f lexible scheduling that makes it a 
desirable  organization of the school  day; and (2) how could it be 
analyzed in order to determine its functions.  Complete answers to these 
questions have been hindered by constant change in modular-flexible 
programs.
An e s s e n t ia l  that should be produced by modular-flexible 
scheduling has  been observed. Schools using it were perceiving con ­
trol by teachers  and administrators rather than by the system of 
scheduling. Schedules served the educational system rather than d irect ­
ing and restr ic t ing instruction. Howard wrote:
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Such a schedule must provide an adequate structure so that the 
school can operate e f f ic ien t ly .  This structure must, however,  
be broad enough to allow teachers  and students progressively 
more autonomy in decis ion-making.^
Autonomy has  been more fully achieved under this system.
The schedule was not the only highly structured component of a
• 1 •
school system. There were apt to be inflexible  f a c i l i t i e s ,  people,  and 
curricula.  Altering the schedule did not assure improvement in instruc­
t ion.  Proponents of modular-flexible scheduling believed signif icant  
improvement resulted only when a wel l-planned attack was made in’ a ll
a re a s .  However, the schedule was the one factor which encompassed 
3
al l  others .
In the field of scheduling, educators have made bold advances .  
Administrators and teachers  have realized that some courses demand more 
time and a higher percentage of contact  time than others .  For example,  
sc ience  laboratory . c lasse s  need longer periods than other sub ject  a reas .  
Because of this "time" need,  sc ien ce  has tended to direct scheduling. 
Proper utilization of the "modular concept"  of f lexib le  scheduling, would 
not permit such direct ion.
Modular-f lexible  scheduling has organized instruction in combina­
tions of four phases :  (1) large group instruction; (2) small group d is ­
cussion; (3) learning laboratory; and (4) independent study. Science
^Howard, "Flexib le  Scheduling,"  p. 283 .
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instructors have found al l  phases  readily adaptable to their subject  
a r e a .
Phase One: Large Group Instruction
This phase emphasizes the importance of presentation. One 
lecture to the large group delimits repetition, and students benefit  from 
the freshness  and enthusiasm of the instructor's " f irs t "  lecture .  Prior 
to the live presentation,  the lecturer should video-tape and critique the 
lesson  with the other team members.  Suggestions and corrections 
designed to improve the le s so n  should be made with complete freedom.
Students are given an outline at the beginning of the large group 
se ss io n  and are expected to enlarge the outline by note-taking as  the 
lecture is delivered.
Large group instruction has multiple values  such a s :  (1) permits 
the use of the most talented team member as  group lecturer;  (2) allows 
scheduling of guest speakers ,  te le v ised  programs, motion pic tures,  and 
recordings with little disruption of other c l a s s e s ;  and (3) fac i l i ta tes  
t e s t i n g .
In p h y s ic s ,  large group instruction frequently becomes a lecture-  
demonstration combination utilizing students and peers as  a id e s .  Where 
the strict  lecture method is used,  student involvement is more .passive. 
Involvement should be carefully planned. The lecturer presents material 
needed during small group d is cu s s io n s .
mm*
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phase Two: Small Group D iscussion
This phase emphasizes f a c e - t o - f a c e  contact  and verbal interaction 
between student and tea ch er ,  and student and student.
The small group has proved to be ef fec t ive  and e f f ic ient  for the 
explanation of physics problems. "Analytical and exploratory d is ­
cussions and group crit iques demand limited nu m b ers . "4 Group inter­
action provides opportunity for individual participation, if the group is 
small,  i . e .  , a group of not more than twenty pupils.  There is danger of 
group takeover by a strong personality if too few students are in the 
group, so the limits are usually fixed at from eight to twenty members.
In the proposed physics  structure, the small group size  has been 
set at twenty members,  two of which are e le c te d  team lead ers .  This 
permits sub-units  of  ten students with their instructor floating between 
the sub-units during their operation. Team-learning may be emphasized 
within the sub-units and competition between the sub-units should be 
maximized.
The small group should be utilized when interaction is desired in 
the following kinds of s ituations :
1. Evaluating le s s o n s  and ascertaining implications for solving 
problems.
2 .  Explaining possible  reasons for the action when given a
Trump and Boynham, Guide to Better S c h o o ls , p. 36 .
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certain set of conditions.
3 . Constructing general izat ions from phenomenon observed 
in a s c ie n ce  demonstration.
4 .  D iscu ss ion  of possib le  applications of a principle or 
theory. j
5 .  Deriving general izations from re a l - l i fe  s ituations.^
The length of the small group period may vary. It is not uncommon 
nor irregular for two or three uninterrupted twenty minute modules, to be 
used for the small group period of instruct ion. This phase affords an 
opportunity to stimulate the student and encourage independent study.
Teachers must be re^-educated as  to their role in small groups.
The group must not be teacher-centered .  The small group has been set 
up as  a student-led unit.  When a student l is tens  to ,  agrees or disagrees 
with, and a c ce p ts  or r e je c t s  another person's  ideas,  sensit iv ity  to that 
individual,  his needs and viewpoints,  becomes more personal .
The sk i l ls  which teachers  must strive to develop in the small group 
instructional techniques are:
1. Accurately observing cues that reveal a student 's personal 
learning needs .
^Rowen C .  Stutz and Russell  G.  Merrel ,  e d s . , Western States 
Small School Project (Denver, Colorado: State Department of Education), 
p . 20 .
6Ib id .
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2 .  Ability to induce " s e t "  or initial  inquiry by means other 
than dominance .
3 .  Ability to perceive group consensus and to initiate closure 
and direct ion .
4 . Becoming a member of the group in good standing (learning
n
to be quie t ,  to l i s ten  and to observe) .
Conversion from traditional modes to small group methods with individual
involvement may be an overwhelming ex p erien ce .  Some teachers  are
<■
unable to cope with this  phase .  However, students and teachers  who 
understand the nature, purpose, and potentia l i t ies  of the small group 
find this learning experience to be invaluable in te l lectua l ly ,  personally ,  
and so c ia l ly .
Phase Three: Laboratory Experiences
This phase is so c lo s e ly  a s so c ia te d  with independent study that 
many who write about flexible  scheduling do not present it as  a separate - 
phase.  Laboratory experience is a type of learning that has been used 
extensively  in sc ience  instruction s ince it st imulates hypothesizing from 
observations.  Observation begins the laboratory process and init iates 
the learning.
The te a c h e r ' s  role in this  phase is to plan laboratory experiences
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and serve as  an important resource,  while the learner explores ,  experi­
ments and te s t s  what he has learned.
Phase Four: Independent Study
This phase requires that students engage in study apart from other 
students and, often ,  independent of the supervision of the teacher .  The 
types of work which a student may do in independent study are:  drill to 
attain mastery of the b a s i c  s k i l l s ,  reading, writing, research ,  and work­
ing with teaching machines and other automatic instructional d e v ic e s .  
Independent study may take place as  part of laboratory instruction. "The 
purposes of this  type of instruction are to promote independence, to pro­
vide opportunity for study of topics beyond the regular curriculum, and to
O
permit maximum use of instructional r e s o u r c e s . "
The idea of independent study is not new; but in the structure-of 
modular-flexible scheduling,  it has taken on new implications.  Tradi­
tional pol ic ies  were based on the assumption that students abuse free 
study time unless  they are supervised continually .  Properly ordered 
flexible scheduled schools  have not found this to be the c a s e .
Independent study has one unique possib i l i ty  that other phases of 
flexible scheduling do not p o s s e s s ;  namely, the specia l ized study 
project.  The specia l ized study project allows a student to pursue a
g
Robert N. Bush and Dwight W. Allen, New Design for Secondary 
.Education (New York: McGraw-Hil l ,  1964),  p. 35 .
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particular course of study, or a particular unit of study within a course ,  
independent of his c l a s s .  The spec ia l ized study project should be an 
integral part of the physics  course .  The- following steps should be c a r e ­
fully considered in the establishment of a "project  system. "
Physics  Specia lized Study Project
1. An explanation of the program should be made to the 
students by the physics instructor during a large group 
time unit.  Application forms should be made a va i lab le .
2 .  Completed forms should be returned to the physics 
instructor by those students who are interested in 
project work. This should be accompanied by an outline 
of the project to be undertaken.
3 . A review of the application is then made by the faculty
committee and the physics instructor. The project is l ikely  
to c ro ss -o v er  subject  matter l in e s ,  so it should be reviewed 
by al l  involved faculty members.  '
4.  The committee will  accept  or re jec t  student applications ‘ 
after the review has been completed.
5 .  Projects  accepted as spec ia l  study must be d iscussed  with 
a l l  involved teachers where credit is sought.  This will 
n e c e s s i ta te  a student-teacher conference .
6.  The project is to begin the second sem ester .
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7.  Periodic progress reports must be made by the student to 
al l  instructors involved.
8 .  Each project participant is required to make an oral report 
of not more than 1/2-1 module to the large group.
9 .  The finished project is evaluated by all  teachers  where 
credit was to be given.
The Project
1. The project should be in some area that is of interest to 
the part ic ipant .
2 . The project  should be of such a nature that in pursuing it 
the student wili  make use of knowledge gained and sk i l ls  
developed in al l  or at l e a s t  several sub ject  a r e a s .
3 .  The project should be such that it can be completed in 
three months.
4 . The project should be in an area in which the physics
instructor and/or related sc ien ce  personnel are competent.
5 .  The project should'be such that a tangible product can be 
exhibited upon completion.
Each school should es tab l ish  its own set of purposes and quali 
cations for participation. Rules should be set that will govern se lect ion 
of participants and determine the amount of credit to be given the
student.  If this is done properly, the spec ia l ized study project becomes 
an outstanding motivational learning tool .
Physics  teachers  should incorporate al l  phases of modular-flexible 
scheduling in their co u rs e s .  However,  in p h y s ic s ,  independent study, 
laboratory work, and small group instruction are the student 's program.i
An effect ive schedule may readily a l locate  ninety per cent  of a student's 
time to these three ph ases .
Figure 2 depicts  a Structural Design Model that v is u a l iz e s  the 














Doing (2 0%) 
Experimentation 
Laboratory Group
Discussion (30%) Directed Independent
Small Group
30% (plus) Study Study (30-40%)
Fig. 2 . - -Structural  Design Model
involved approximately forty students .  (There was no real limit to the 
number that could be handled in this  p h a s e . )  It was believed that the 
majority of schools  in the area would not go beyond this enrollment,  so 
it was se lec ted  as  functionally representat ive .  Most schools  had only 
one physics teach er ,  and, sometimes,  was only a part-time instructor.  
In such c a s e s ,  he would find that f lexib il ity  afforded advantages by
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permitting completion of laboratory experiments before an incoming c la s s  
in another su b je c t .  The "open" laboratory might have to be limited if the 
school had a multi-purpose laboratory which was for all  the s c i e n c e s .  
Multi-purpose laboratories were common in small s ch o o ls .  Figure 2 
with the seven b a s i c  divis ions of study can be adapted to multi-purpose 
conditions with relative e a s e .  This figure indicates  that independent 
study ( I . S . )  has been recognized a s  the core of the model. At leas t  
thirty per cent  of the student 's  school  time should be allocated to this 
phase. Personalized instruct ion, a tutorial period with one to one 
contact  for the teacher  and student,  took place during the unscheduled 
time. The model has been designed to aid scheduling and programming 
of students.
In p h y s ic s ,  a te n ,  twenty, thirty,  and forty per cent division of 
time allows ef fect ive and eff ic ient  c l a s s  programming.
CHAPTER IV
PRELIMINARY. PROCEDURES FOR THE ADOPTION OF 
MODULAR-FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING
The Work of the School Certified Personnel *1
General Procedures
The attitude of the s taff  must be one that expects  a modular- 
flexible schedule to extend student learning opportunities.  The staff  
should be cognizant of the number of variables which make the s u c c e s s  
of the program unpredictable.
Modular scheduling should be structured for each particular 
school .  There are three requis ites that demand primary consideration:
1. The staff  and administration must be positively 
e n th u s ia s t i c .
2.  The fa c i l i t ie s  must be adequate or money should be 
available  to make them adequate.
3 .  The student body must be determined capable  of handling 
the independent study time in an acceptable  manner.
Determination of these  requis ites  should be the major staff  responsibil ity,  





resolution of the listed points.  Since flexib il ity is a fundamental 
deviation from the conventional structure in which teachers are s teeped, 
it is the responsibil ity of al l  those who work in a school system to 
become familiar with the nature of modular-flexible scheduling.
The school  personnel must carefully chart all  r eso u rces .  Thorough 
knowledge of the personnel ,  curriculum, classroom and laboratory 
fa c i l i t ie s ,  s i z e ,  nature, and intellectual strength of the student body, 
must be obtained . This demands total involvement of the school  com­
munity in the planning.
SDecific Procedures 1
The study revealed some specif icat ions  which administrators and 
teachers must agree upon before the adoption of modular-flexible 
scheduling can take p lace .  Specif ications include:
1. The b a s ic  building blocks (modules) for construction 
of a modular-flexible schedule must be determined. If
2 .
distr ict  policy does not designate the module time 
length, then the certified personnel must se t  the length. 
The number of students (minimal and maximal) that are to 
comprise the small group units .
The number of students comprising each large group and 
available  fa c i l i t ie s  for large group instruction.
......... ............ — ............................ ■ —
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4. Determination of the school  day and the number of imodules 
within that day. (The plan presented proposed the use of 
twenty modules each of twenty minutes duration.)
5. Establishing the course c y c l e .  This may repeat i t se l f  every 
week,  every two w e ek s ,  or as infrequently as every 
semester ;  however,  the weekly cyc le  appears most workable 
and valuable.
6. Determination by the teaching-team of;
a .  the number of modules per week to be used for course 
instruction.
b. the number of modules to be used each day for course 
instruction.
(1) for large group instruction.
(2) for small group instruction.
(3) for laboratory experiences .
(4) for independent study.
Observations in schools  preparing for modular-flexible scheduling
revealed five areas where the certified personnel functioned in a major
way. Major functions according to Trump and Boynham included;
1. The charting of the department
a .  Faculty
(1) Number of instructors in the department
(2) Subject  area strength of each teacher
(3) Lecture abil ity rating for each teacher
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b. F a c i l i t ies
(1) Room space for large and small groups
(2) Materia ls  and equipment (on hand and needed)
(3) Specia l  needs such as laboratory and theater
2. The grouping of students
a .  According to c la s s  level
b. According to abili ty  academically
c .  According to expressed needs
d. According to team-learning cri ter ia
3 .  The es tabl ish ing of "building blocks"  such as :
a . Time blocks
(1) Pertaining to length of the school day
(2) Pertaining to the length of the single module
(3) Pertaining to the length of the weekly module
b. Group blocks
(1) Small group size
(2) Large group size
4 .  The se lec t io n  of methods and techniques for teaching using:
a .  Team-teaching
b. Team-learning
c .  Large group instruction
d. Small group discuss ion
e .  Independent study
f.  Laboratory experiences
g . Others
5. The development of the curriculum e s p e c ia l ly  for modular- 
flexible  scheduling1
Homogenous grouping when done according to abil ity made modular- 
flexible scheduling more e f fe c t iv e ,  because it enabled teachers to 
schedule entire groups as they deemed n e c e s s a r y .  If an instructor ch o s e ,  
he could meet with some sect ions  a greater number of times per week. 
Only f lexib le  scheduling allowed this freedom.
^Trump and Boynham, Guide to Better S c h o o l s , pp. 1 1 8 -1 9 .
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The Work of the Computer
To assure accu ra te ,  e f f ic ien t ,  and reliable, scheduling,  the master 
schedule,  teacher sch ed ule s ,  and individual student schedules were set 
up by the use of computers.  The information given to the computer was 
as follows:
1. Students grouped according to abi l i ty .
2 .  Teachers assigned to c l a s s e s  according to in teres ts ,  
strength in their subject  a r e a s ,  and a b i l i t i e s .
3 .  Time patterns for the courses offered (the number of times, 
each c l a s s  meets per week,  including multiple periods, 
and sp e c i f ic  hours to be designated to any course . )
4 .  The number of c lassrooms available  with the s ize  of sect ions  
each room could accommodate and the range of c l a s s e s  that 
could appropriately be ass ign ed .
Teachers were the real designers of the programs. Computers simply did 
the manual time consuming paper work. They arranged the curriculum 
and made considerations which would benefit  the student.  This control 
was maintained by the availabil ity  of al l  scheduling data for checking at 
the time of each d e c is io n .  Freedom to experiment over a wide range of
O
alternatives has been provided .
o
Dwight W .  Allen and D. DeLoy, "Stanford's Computer System 
Gives Scheduling Freedom to Twenty-Six D istr ic ts ;  Stanford School 
Scheduling S y s te m ,"  Nation's Schools ,  LXXVII (March, 1966),  p. 124.
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Early spring registration of students was n ecessary  to allow ample 
time for abili ty  grouping in each course offered and/or requested. 
Specifications  for the computer had to be exact  with alternatives c learly  
set forth. The system processed the input and determined who would 
teach what,  when, where, and to whom. Then, the master schedule was 
generated and students were assigned to i t .
A computer could be expected to:
1. Free teachers  from the scheduling burden yet increase 
their opportunities to make vital educational scheduling 
d e c i s i o n s .
2.  Keep track automatically of a large number of facts about 
the avai labi l i ty  of tea ch e rs ,  students,  c lassroom s ,  and * 
combinations of these factors that far exceed the 
c a p a c i t ie s  of the most astute administrator.
3 .  Sat is fy  a higher percentage of student scheduling require­
ments by accommodating more student and teacher 
p re fe re n c e s .
4 .  Allow courses  to meet sp e c i f ic  o b jec t ives  by varying the 
amount of time scheduled or the s ize  and frequency of
c l a s s  m e et in gs .
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A computer could not be expected to:
1. Devise a sat is factory  schedule if improper information had 
been programmed into i t .
2 .  Create needed room, additional te a c h e rs ,  or expand time 
for a program.
3 . Cost the same as scheduling by the traditional method if 
a highly complex program must be developed.^
^Ib id . , p . 12 6.
r
CHAPTER V
DEVELOPMENT OF A MODULAR-FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE 
General Stages  of Development
It has been observed that modular-flexible scheduling must pass 
through several developmental s tages  as it proceeds toward actuation. 
They are:
1. The "k erne l - idea"  stage: when an administrator or staff 
member becomes enthusiast ic  about the nature of flexible  
scheduling .
2.  The " investigat ion"  s tage: when the individual(s) researched 
in order to become knowledgeable in the sub ject  area.
3 .  The "involvement" stage : when the person reached out 
through d iscu ss io n  in an attempt to foster  growth of the 
new plan.
4 .  The "planning" stage : when enough people became 
enthusiast ic  so that the idea moved toward realizat ion.
5 .  The "actuation"  stage: when the school system culminated 










Preparation for the change-over  to modular-flexible scheduling 
should follow a well -def ined pattern. The following sequence was 
recommended:
1. Department meeting: members of the department where 
the kernel- idea was fostered should meet.
a .  If a Director of Education serves the system , his 
presence should be requested as well as that of 
the Principal.
b .  Special  serv ices  people such as  the Curriculum




Specif ic  Stages  of Development
Director should a lso  be present.
Department heads meeting: this assumes that the spon­
soring department was strongly favorable and no 
administrator was negat ive.
a .  Administrators should be present at the opening of 
the meeting to give their support, but it was highly 
recommended that they leave afterward to allow 
department heads complete freedom during the d i s ­
cuss ion  .
b .  There should be a full d iscuss ion  of advantages and 
disadvantages to students and s taff .
This was the most c r i t ica l  meeting because  the support 
of a l l  department heads was n e c e s s a r y .  Non-support of 
a chairman might split  the faculty and cause termination 
of the proposal.
General s ta f f  meeting: this meeting should be called by the 
Principal but the leadership role should be left  to the 
chairman of the department heads committee.
a .  No administrator should be present.
b .  Full faculty d iscussion  of the program.
c .  At the conclusion of the d is cu ss io n ,  the faculty should 
' c a s t  a secre t  ballot indicating continuation or d i s ­
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approval of further invest igation.
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4 .  Development of an outline of the proposal by a facu lty -  
administrator committee.
a .  Outline should be approved by the s taf f  and 
administration.
b. Preliminary approval by the Board of Education 
should be sought at this point.
5.  Orientation of the certified personnel should include: 
in -s erv ice  training, vis itat ions to schools  with modular- 
flexible  programs, alignment of all  f a c i l i t i e s ,  equipment, 
non-cert if ied personnel and students ,  advice from pro­
fe ss io n a ls  which may involve training by Stanford 
Scheduling S p e c i a l i s t s .
6.  The establishment of wel l-def ined lines of communication 
so  that the entire community has an awareness  of action 
taken and the anticipated-outcome .
7.  Computer development of a tes t  schedule for thorough' 
study by the staff  and administration.
8.  Development of a schedule for the system using a corrected 
model that has been designed s p e c i f ica l ly  for the school'.
9 .  Student orientation to d is cu ss  the benefi ts to them and the 
disadvantages if any a r i se .
There should be no rush to install  modular-f lexible scheduling in a
school .  The developmental stages may require more than an entire
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school term, but s u c c e s s  of the program depends greatly on the care 
exercised in planning.
The study included schools  with structures having 30 ,  28,  25 ,  2 0 ,  
18, and 15 minute modules.  Mod-days were observed to vary in length 
from 400 to 450 minutes.  From the observations made and the d i s ­
cussions held, it was evident that:
1. Long modules (25-30  minutes) generated more wasted time 
than modules which were somewhat shorter.
2 .  Long mod-days (420-450  minutes) were les s  ef fect ive than 
shorter days because  of the fatigue element.
3 .  The shortest mod-periods observed (15-18  minutes) did not 
allow time to introduce topics sa t is fac tor i ly .
4 .  The twenty minute module was se lected as the b a s ic  time 
unit because:
a .  In the twenty-minute module co n cise  preparation was 
n e c e s s a r y ,  yet the length of the module allowed more 
meaningful lesso n s  than did longer modules.
b .  The twenty-minute module, or multiples thereof,  pro­
duced f lexib il ity  without confusion of schedule time.
c .  The twenty-minute module when utilized for large group 
instruction was able to focus student attention without 
having it wane for that period.
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d. The twenty-minute module when doubled gave ade­
quate time for fi lms,  fi lmstrips,  ta p es ,  and s l id e s .
e .  The twenty-minute module gave adequate time for:
(1) Introductory large group lec tures .
(2) Student project presentations .
(3) Motivational ac t iv i t ies  such as teacher or 
student demonstrations and experiments.
f .  The .twenty-minute module (with its multiples) most 
c lo s e ly  paralleled the needs of p h y s ics .  When blocks 
of twenty, forty, s ix ty ,  and eighty minutes were set 
up; large group, small group, laboratory, and 
independent study were made e f fec t ively  operational.
(1) One module (twenty minutes) accommodated brief ,  
to the point, large group physics lectures .
(2) Two modules (forty minutes) permitted active 
student participation without lag during small 
group d is cu s s io n s .
(3) , Two, three and four module periods' enabled a 
wide range of experimentation within one 
scheduled c la s s  period.
5 .  The twenty module day composed of twenty-minute modules
was se lected because:
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a .  Twenty modules per day permitted greater opportunity 
for students to seek  individualized instruction than 
afforded by the use of fewer modules in the mod-day 
s c h e d u le s .
b .  Twenty modules per day enabled the students to main­
tain ef f ic ient ly  the momentum needed for a 400 minute 
mod-day schedule .
6. The physics  mod-week included a minimum of twelve 
modules.  It was recommended that fourteen to s ix teen 
modules be provided on alternate w e e k s .  The 24 0 minute 
mod-week should be structured, but the additional two to 
four modules on alternate weeks should be provided for 
independent study and project  work.
Physics Modular-F lexible  Schedule
Building Blocks'




Small group s ize  one instructor






modules on a l te r ­
nate weeks)
4 0 -2 0 0  students
20 students with 
two sub-units of 
10 students each
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Laboratory 2 0 students with
extensive  u t i l iza ­
tion of team­
learning technique
The fa c i l i t ie s  n eces sary  for physics instruction within a modular- 
flexible schedule framework were found to be no more extensive than 
those for the traditional schedule .
Facilities Found to be Desirable
The following fa c i l i t ie s  are desirable :
1. A laboratory that has at leas t  twenty s ta t ions .
2 .  A lecture room that has adequate s i z e ,  a co u s t ic s  and 
viewing properties for the total number enrolled in 
p h y s i c s .
3 .  Small group instruction rooms to house the number of 
groups that meet simultaneously . Individual room size  
should be suff ic ient  for at l eas t  ten students at one 
seat ing .  Location of the rooms should be in c lo se  
proximity to the laboratory.
Time Allocation
The study accepted the premise that not all  su b jec ts  require the 
same amount of time for adequate understanding. There was no research 
that supported the "equal time for all  su b je c ts "  point of view. Time
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necessary for learning depended upon the content,  interest level  and 
student abi l i ty .  Educators in the schools  visited insisted that:
1. Student welfare not be compromised because of 
scheduling difficulty.
2.  Subject  content difficulty be related to the abil ity of the 
student.  Generally ,  difficult content required more time, 
but if the students were of high ab i l i ty ,  the time they 
actually  required for understanding might be le s s  than for 
lower abili ty  students to learn l e s s  difficult content .
Homogeneous grouping has become a common pract ice in schools  which 
have installed modular-flexible scheduling, because c l a s s e s  were 
manipulated more e a s i ly  when grouping had been accomplished.
It was n ecessary  to "exhort" the s taff  on the need for grouping as 
well as the need to a l locate  variable time periods to different subject  
areas .  Observation and experience have shown that each staff  member 
guards the time allotted for his sub jec t  with z e a l ,  while opposing the 
principle of grouping.
The Student Week as  charted in Figure 4 was made with the 
assumption that the need for variable time periods had been resolved.  
Allocation of physics modules was made after more than 300 physics 
students were asked: What sub ject  on your schedule do you feel  requires 
the greatest  amount of c l a s s  time for adequate understanding? Almost 
nine out of every ten (89 per cent) named phy sics .  Figure 4 has been
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Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Frid;
8; 10- 8:30 P U P B P
8:30-  8:50 F U P B P
3:50-  9:10 F U P B B
9:10-  9:30 B P F B B
9:30-  9:50 B P F B C
9:50-10 :10 B P F B F
10:10-10 :30 B P F C F
10:30-10 :50 B D F C F
10:50-11:10 B D F C F
11:10-11:30 L L D C F
11:30-11:50 L L L L F
11:50-12:10 C E L • L L
12:10-12:30 C E C F L
12:30-12:50 F E C P F
12:50- 1:10 F E C P F
1:10- 1:30 F E F P D
1:30- 1:50 F F F P D
1:50- 2:10 D F F F D
2 :10 -  2:30 D F R F F
2 :30 -  2:50 D F R F F
P = physics 14 modules
F = independent study 33 modules 
B = 14 modules
C =
D =
L = lunch 









Fig. 4 . — Student Schedule
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based on a 100 module week, consis t ing of five 20 module days.  The 
■ symbols used include: -F (flexible), which equals independent study;
B, C ,  D, F., for other c l a s s e s ;  U for unschedule time; and P for physics .
This schedule allowed for thirty-three per cent of the student's  time 
to be expended in independent study. There has been an allocation of 
three per cent of the student 's time for tutorial a id , where the teacher 
and student work on a one to one basis  .
The study affirmed that "it  is impossible to picture one schedule 
for a teacher and have it be valid for a l l  other staff  members. "  * There 
were, however, some generalizat ions that could be made:
1. The teacher who made group presentations had need 
for more preparation time than a teacher who worked 
almost entirely with small groups during d is cu s s io n .
2.  Members of teaching teams must a l locate  time to meet 
as a unit during the school week so that they might 
prepare their instructional participation program.
3 . Department heads needed:
a .  Time to meet with department personnel.
b.  Time to meet with the administration.
c .  Time to meet with other department heads to 
coordinate the school program.
^Manlove and Beggs, Flexible Scheduling, p.  76.
4.  Staff members needed time to develop curricular 
m ater ia ls .
If teachers were required to meet after school hours,  they could not 
be expected to perform'at peak e f fe c t iv e n e s s ,  so time should be 
scheduled within the regular school day for such meetings.
Figure 5 has been developed as the teachers '  general pattern for 
one week. There were no supervisory duties given to the department head 
in this particular pattern.
"Much of the s u c c e s s  of the independent study act iv i t ies  (project
work) will depend on both the services  students can get and the a v a i l -
2
ability of resources in the, instruct ional materials c e n te r . "  It was recom 
mended that tea ch ers ,  in addition to the sp e c ia l  staff  members,  be 
scheduled in the instructional materials center  to aid students with their 
individual learning pro jec ts .  The teacher  schedule should give con­
sideration to the physics instructor for the amount of time that must be 
devoted to laboratory preparation.
Figure 6 presents a time schedule for representative teachers  
utilizing a mod-day of twenty modules.  The teacher lunch period should 
include at least  two modules.  The length of c la s s  periods for any 
individual teacher  must fit in the schedule as  multiples of twenty. Each 
teacher has fifteen modules per day as  scheduled time and five modules 
for preparation.
^Ibid . , p . 77.
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Hours Modules Professional Activity Distribution For Whom
5 15 C la s s  preparation Equal each day All teachers
i 3 Team conferences At leas t  two 
per week
Team members
2/3 2 Team leader Varies Team leader
1* 3 * Large group lecturer Varies Lecturer
5 15 Department heads Varies Head only




















a s s i s t a n c e
Varies Any staff
1 3 Department meeting Varies All members
*For each lecture made to the large group, the lecturer should be 
provided with three modules for preparation.
**Students doing particularly advanced work, as well  as  those 
doing remedial s tudies ,  must meet with their teachers on a 
regular b a s i s .  Time must be provided in the schedule for 
such instructional a c t iv i t i e s .
Fig .  5 . — Teacher  Schedule , Time per Week
Module 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Time 8:10 :30 8:50 :10 :30 9:50 : 10 :30 10:50 : 10 :30 11:50 : 10 :30 12:50 : 10 :30 1:50 :10 :30
Sch e d . : 3 0 : 50 9:10 :3 0 : 50 10:10 :30 : 50 11:10 :30 : 50 12:10 :30 :50 1:10 :30 : 50 2:10 :30 : 50
Teacher
One X X X X X X X X L L L L X X X X X X X ' O
Teacher
Two O X X X X X X X X X X L L X X X X X O O
Teacher
Three X X X X X O X X X L L X X O O X X X X X
Teacher
Four X X X O O X X X L L X X X X X X O X X X
Teacher
Five X X O X X O X X X L L X X O X X X X X X
Legend: X = scheduled period; O = open period; L -  lunch period
Fig. 6 . — Teacher Mod-Day Schedule
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
f
Summary
The purpose of this study was: (1) to examine the b a s i c  tenets  of 
modular-flexible scheduling; (2) to develop a particular modular-flexible 
schedule for secondary school  physics;  and (3) to incorporate traditional,  
PSSC, and Harvard Project materials into a single curriculum for use 
within a f lexib le  framework.
f
Educators have been concerned with the development of a student- 
teacher schedule that would enable more individualization of instruction. 
In this l ight,  the present study has examined c lo se ly  the radical departure 
from traditional scheduling referred to as modular-flexible scheduling. It 
has been found that such scheduling accentuated individualized instruc­
tion.
The research has been directed toward the determination of a 
spec if ic  modular-f lexible schedule within which a physics curriculum 
could be best  developed. It util ized applicable components of that 




M in n e a p o l is -S t . Paul and suburban schools  where modular-flexible 
programs had been installed were v is i te d .  These sch ools '  programs 
varied in duration from the beginning of the fourth year in 1968 ,  to 
inauguration of the program. Within the limits of the study, findings were 
summarized as follows:
1. Physics teachers  were searching for an instructional mode 
that would command more student in terest ,  participation 
and enrollment.
2.  A physics curriculum was needed that was more meaningful 
to the s tu d e n ts .
3 .  Such a curriculum must be adapted to modular-flexible 
programs.
4 .  Educators were not fully cognizant that co-development of 
curriculum and schedule was an e s s e n t ia l .
5.  The co-development procedure accented the positive aspects  
of scheduling and curriculum development.
6 .  The introduction of modular-flexible scheduling should 
follow a defined procedure, and the decis ion-making con ­
siderations should be sequentia lly produced. The sequence 
can be arranged as a ten step continuum. Figure 7 sum­
marizes the sequence for decis ion-making.
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Spnuence Topic Time Suggestion
First School O b ject ives September-October
Second Content Se lect ion N ovember-December
Third Education Requirement 
Determination
January
Fourth Group S i z e ,  Frequency, 
and Duration
January-March
Fifth Schedule Cycle March
Sixth Faculty Utilization March
Seventh Student Grouping Specif ications April
Eighth Team-Teaching Units April
N inth Assignments for the Non- 
Certified Personnel
April
Tenth Final Student Program May
Elections
Fig .  7 . — D ecis ion-M aking Considerations3
g
Donald C .  Manlove and David W .  B e g g s , III,  Flexib le  Scheduling 
(Bloomington: Indiana University P r e s s , 1965) ,  p. 76.
7. Scheduling elements se lected from alternatives in this study 
have e s s e n t ia l  qualit ies which can be summarized as shown 
in Figure 8.
8. Within the limits of the study, it was concluded that the 
sub ject  matter of physics did lend i tse l f  well  to the four 
phases of modular-flexible scheduling. Modular-f lexible  
scheduling had no magical qual i t ies ,  but it helped to create 
a more professional atmosphere for teachers  and a more 
























Unitary sub ject  a reas  with defined 
content
Unitary sub ject  areas  with 
undefined content 
Coordination of more than one 
sub ject  area with defined content 
Coordination of more than one 
sub ject  area with undefined 
content
Learn in equally balanced groups 
Learn in varying c l a s s - s i z e d  
groups
Every period is of equal length 
Multiple periods for some courses  
Period length preset  in terms of 
c l a s s  s iz e s  and instructional 
functions
Period length determined by 
teachers  within an ass igned block 
for one or more sub jec ts  
No assigned period length made
Standard distribution of time for 
all  sub jec ts
Standard distribution of time but 
varies  with grade level 
Various distributions of time for 
each sub ject
Distribution of time varies ;  




Not set ;  determined on an ad hoc 
b a s is
Figure 8 - - Continued
Dimension Preference Alternatives
Instructional Media X 1. Media used on an ad hoc b a s is
2 . Planned media; es tabl ished order
3 . Media used as  part of. individual 
study
Facil it ies 1. Multi-purpose fa c i l i t ies
2 . Highly specia l ized fac i l i t ies
X 3 . Sem i-spec ia l ized  fac i l i t ies
Teachers 1. One teacher  working with a given 
number of students in varying 
c l a s s - s i z e d  groups
2 . One teacher  working with a given 
number of students in equally 
balanced groups
3 . A team of teachers  (three or more) 
working with a given number of 
students in- equally balanced
groups
X 4 . A team of teachers  working with a 
given number of students in vary­
ing c l a s s - s i z e d  groups
Non-Certified 1. Members of teaching teams
Instructional Aides X 2 . Service personnel who a s s i s t  on 
an ad hoc b as is
Fig. 8 . - -Scheduling Elements3
a Dona Id C .  Manlove and David W . Beggs ,  III,  Flexible Scheduling 
(Bloomington: Indiana University P r e s s , 1965),  p. 76.
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many advantages for students and allowed them to meet 
their individual needs and i n te r e s ts . * . . i f  educa­
tional leadership engages in a never-ending search 
experimentally to seek soundly based answers to the 
question of how to return the enlightened use of time, 
s p a c e ,  numbers,  and curriculum to the teachers  and 
students,  then flexible  scheduling is absolutely funda-
O
mental in the search for better education. "
9 .  The study demonstrated markedly that small group a c t iv i t i e s ,  
large group instruction, laboratory e x p e r ie n c e s , and 
independent study had strong aff in it ies  for the newly 
developed physics  curriculum completed in conjunction 
with the f lexib le  program. Figures 9 ,  10, 11,  and 12 
summarize the four phases  o f  instruction which were b a s ic  
to modular-flexible scheduling.
An o b je c t iv e ,  s ta t i s t i ca l  evaluation of modular-flexible scheduling 
has not been made. However, a pract ica l -exp er ience  evaluation was 
related by staff members who have taught within such a framework. They 
maintained that teachers  were working harder; but that their work was
T. G. Leigh, "Big Opportunities in Small Schools Through 
Flexible  Modular Scheduling,"  Journal of Secondary Education, LI 
(March, 1967),  p. 178.





























Fig .  9 . - - S m a l l  Croup Activities
^  Content Presentation ^
X Multimedia Experience X X
Teacher X
Who Subject  Summaries Students
Presents /I
\ Evaluation by Testing /  1 /  |
\ Enrichment /
\ /  Y
Small Groun -eS—--------------- or -a*---------------------Independent Study
\ /
\ /
Fig. 10 . - -Large  Croup Relationships
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The teacher is a:
1. Vehicle of Group Motivation
2 . Director of Learning
3 .  Source of Id e a s ,  F a c t s ,  and Explanations 
The student will :
i
1. Take notes
2 .  View fi lms,  transparen cies ,  f lannel board 
d is p lay s ,  and other idea presentations
3 . Do test  work
4 . Listen to the teacher
5 .  Get background material for small group 
d iscuss ion  and independent study work
Fig .  1 1 . — Large Group Teaching
Practice
Investigate
Students Application on Job Teacher  Leader
Problem Solving 
Simulation
Fig. 12 . --Laboratory Activities
conducted on a more professional le v e l ,  and h e n c e , they were receiving 
more sa t is fac t io n .
Librarians stated that student response had produced extensive 
use of library fa c i l i t i e s  and had decreased discip linary problems. Non­
fiction book usage had increased markedly. During independent study
in schools with es tab l ished programs, students e lected  to go to resource
O
■centers, l ibraries and study areas for most of their unscheduled time.
Extended evaluation of modular-flexible scheduling will be forth­
coming. So far, the program has proved to be ef fect ive and e f f ic ient .
i
Recommendations
This study represented a beginning. The curriculum guide, found 
in Appendix C ,  has limitat ions.  The guide was recommended as  a core 
around which each school may build a physics curriculum that was 
adapted to its fa c i l i t ie s  and staff .
The curriculum guide has a l located modules for al l  major se c t io n s .
r
The modules were se le c te d ' to  permit a combined (deduction-induction) 
approach. Time should be allotted to study the real meaning of 
" induction."  As a method of instruct ion, it requires an attitudinal 
change in the teacher .  It is not as  e a s i ly  attained a s  commonly 
believed.
The curriculum presented contains information gathered from many 
sources.  It may be considered as  a substantial secondary physics 
guide. The teacher who may choose to use the materials should 
remember that it has been designed for twenty-minute modules. If a 
dif ferent-s ized module is used,  re-assignment  of time units would be 
required.
Allen and DeLoy, Nation's S c h o o ls , p. 124.
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Consideration has been given in the guide to' the three domains of 
learning. The cognit ive,  psychomotor and affective domains were 
incorporated in the scheme used. It was recommended that the reader 
carefully study the p r o c e s s e s ,  contents and outcomes for each of the
domains. It was e s p e c ia l ly  recommended that the user become fully
I
aware of the affect ive learning domain. The enrollment problem faced by 
educators on al l  l e v e ls  where physics is being taught can be solved only 
if prime consideration is given to this domain. Physics  instructors,  in 
fact all  t e a c h e rs ,  should inculcate the domains in their teaching if they 
wish to become e f fe c t iv e .  If the peak level  of student learning is to be 
attained, all  domains must be incorporated. The entire staff should 
devote considerable study to the materials presented in Appendix A.
The study revealed that only three of the seventeen schools had 
planned for an evaluation of their instructional program. There were two 
basic  reasons for this  apparent lack of evaluation:
1. Modular-f lexible  scheduling was a very recent venture.
2 .  Measuring instruments,  techniques ,  and methods have 
not been e s ta b l ish e d .
The most complete evaluation conducted throughout the area was done by 
South High School in Minneapolis,  Minnesota .  Appendix B should be 
studied carefully by those schools  contemplating evaluation.
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The scope of this study has been at l e a s t  equalled by the problem 
of ever-decreasing enrollments in high school  p h y s ics .  Within a 
flexible schedule the curriculum guide and its presentation methods and 
techniques and professional consideration of the learning domains will 















Signals Perceived Through 
S e n s e s ,  Actual Things Seen,  
Heard, Felt ,  e t c .
Symbolic-Letters ,  Dig its ,  and
Other Signs or Signals Usually 
Organized in General Systems 
Such as the Alphabet













1. Specif ics  
Terminology 
Facts
2.  Ways and Means of 








3 . Universals and 
Abstractions in a 
Field; Principles and 
G eneral izat ions , 
Theories and Structures
Abilities and Skills in
Utilizing All Processes in
Column One When Dealing
With Natural Phenomena
Evaluation



















Sc ienti f ic  Apparatus, e t c .
Outcomes
Psychomotor Outcomes 
are Often Closely  Related 
to Cognitive Outcomes; 
e . g . ,  Writing, Drawing 









Will ingness to Receive 





Will ingness to Respond 
Satis fact ion in Response
Valuing
Acceptance of a Value 
Preference for a Value 
Commitment
Organization
Conceptualization of a 
Value
Organization of a Value 
System
Characterization by a
Value or Value Complex
Generalized Set Characterization





Intermalization of a Set of
Specified Ideals or Values 
Identification
Pursuance of a Value or Ideal 
Motivation to Act Out a Behavior
Outcomes
Sensit iv ity ,  Empathy,
Tolerance,  Devotion, 
Compliance of 
Obedience,  Careful­
n e s s ,  N e a t n e s s , 
Responsibili ty,  Alert­
n e s s ,  Openmindedness,  
Ethical Behavior,  a 
Consistent  Philosophy, 
e t c .
APPENDIX B
Progress Report on the Modular-F lexible  Scheduling Program at 
Minneapolis:  South High School
Introduction: Preparation for the modular-flexible schedule at 
South High School began during the school year 1 9 6 6 - 6 7 .  In -serv ice  
meetings were held during the spring of 1967 for-the purpose of intro­
ducing the general concept of modular-flexible scheduling.  Teachers and 
other staff  visi ted schools  where the schedule was es ta b l ish e d .  During 
the summer of 196 7, staff  at South High School participated in develop­
ment experiences centering around curriculum, and several  s taff  members 
visited Stanford University at Palo Alto, California for more complete 
information.
Evaluation of the program was conducted by a South High School 
staff  committee.  This committee was elected during early September 1967 
and consis ted of the school principal and five elected staff  members.  
Members of the research team for federal projects  and the Minneapolis 
sch ools '  Consultant in Educational Research ,  a l s o ,  participated in the 
committee meetings.  The primary responsibil ity of the committee was to 
work out ways and means of evaluating the modular-flexible program. It 
was anticipated that the evaluation would be more valid and better 
received by the s taf f  if conducted by elected representatives rather than 
by external agencies  .
Procedures:  Questionnaires were used as the major means for 
obtaining information regarding the program. Alternative means such as  * 
standardized test  were either not available  or were impractical at the 
time when they were needed.  However, the Minnesota Sch o la s t i c  Apti­
tude Tests and the English Coop T e s t s ,  given over a number of years 
could have provided a useful record of trends. Other data which could 
have been used ,  if a v a i la b le ,  would have been dropout ra te s ,  at tendance,  
and failure rate comparisons over the past few ye ars .
Two similar ,  nearly identica l ,  questionnaires were developed by 
the committee during a ser ies  of meetings in the fall  of 1967.  One 
questionnaire was for teachers '  responses and the second questionnaire 
was for students'  r e sp o n se s .  Items and questions were worded so as to 
compare student and teacher  responses to a number of s ignif icant  items.




2. Teaching (learning) conditions
3 . Supplementary study areas
4 .  Grouping methods
5. Use of unstructured student time
6. Comparison of flexible  and regular programs
These questionnaires were administered during the week of 
February 5,  1968 during an extended home room period. Every effort 
was made to pick up a b s e n te e s ,  to insure respondent anonymity, and 
to obtain full cooperation and return of the questionnaires .  The return 
for the s taff  approached 99 per cent and a lso  was high for the students 
with a total of 942 student respondents . '
Questionnaire
A. What statement or position best  ref lec ts  your present attitude 
towards modular-flexible scheduling? This should be answered 
by use of a brief non-signed paragraph from each staf f  member 
and student.
B. What are the present program needs ? According to the:
1. Staff  members
a . Student accountabil ity more le s s
b. Administrative direction more le s s
c . Progressive structuring of student 
unscheduled time— least  to most -
d .
from sophomores to seniors 
F lex ib i l i ty  in scheduling for the
yes no
various departments more le s s
e .
f .
Student pre-preparation for the program 
Schedule continuity in large group,
more le s s
small group, laboratory, e t c .  
Students
more le s s
a . Schedule continuity for large group,
b.
small group, laboratory, e t c .  
Experiences in the use of unstructured
more le s s
time more le s s
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C .  How would you rate your personal s u c c e s s  with the program 7
1. Good
2. ' Average
3 .  Poor
D. Respond to the-" following:
1. Do you have enough supplies in your course ?
2.  Do you have enough equipment ?
3 .  Are learning fa c i l i t ies  adequate?
4 .  Is your schedule sa t is fac to ry ?
5. Were you given adequate preparation?
6. Was your pre-planning adequate?
7. Are you able to use unstructured time 
as you like ?
8.  Would you recommend more unstructured t ime?
9. Does your unstructured time coincide with 
that of your instructor? or student?
10. Should a student be required to spend a set 
amount of his unstructured time in each of 
his su b jec ts  ?
11. Should student be'held responsib le  for usage 
of unstructured t ime?
12. Should teachers  use a contractual system 
for students ?
13. Do you prefer the assignment system on a 
c l a s s  b as is  ?
14. Does structured time permit adequate d i s ­
cuss io n  of sub ject  m ater ia ls?

















E. Rate the following areas:
exce l len t  good adequate
1. Resource centers _____  _____  _____
2.  Library _____  _____  _____
3 .  Study areas _____ _____  _____
4 .  Large group _____  _____ _____
5. Small group _____ __________  _____
6. Laboratory (open) _____  _______________
7. Laboratory (assign) _____  _____  ____ .


















F.  How would you compare regular scheduling with the modular program 
. in regards to: (teachers only respond to this)
Under modular scheduling increased same decreased
1. Teacher- teacher  coopera­
tion has • _____ _____  -•
2. Teacher c ler ica l  duties have _____ _____ _____
3 .  Paraprofessional help needs
have _____  ■ _____
4 .  Adequate coverage of sub ject
materials has _____  _____  _ ____
5. Student learning has _____ _____  _____
6. Adequacy in meeting student
needs has _____ _____  _____
7. C la s s  interruptions have _____  _____  _____
8. Value of departmental
meetings has _____  _____  _____
9 .  Student disciplinary problems
have _____  _____  _____
10. Teacher-administrator
■ cooperation has _____  _____  _____
G. How would you compare regular scheduling with the modular program 
in regards to: (students only respond to this)
Under modular scheduling increased same decreased
1. Adequacy of instruction has _____  _____  _____
2. Learning opportunities
presented have _____ _____________________
3 .  Student se lf -motivation has _____ _____  _____
4 .  Teacher motivation of the
student has _____  _____  _____
5. Student disciplinary problems
have _____  _____  _____
6.  Student awareness of demo­
cratic  procedures has _____  _____  _____
7. Variable c l a s s  period length
value has _____  _____  _____
8.  Good student-teacher  relations
have _____  _____  _____ ■
9.  Responsible  ci tizenry for
students has _____  _____  _____




The forms were key punched, processed and summarized by mem­
bers of the Federal Projects research team. The data were arranged ip- 
tabular form with numbers of responses  converted to percentages of 
response  in order to compare responses of different groups to the same 
questions .
The d is cu ss io n  centered around areas included in the questionnaire 
and a comparison of percentages of response according to the following 
categories :
1. Teacher-s tudent responses
2. Student's grade level
3 .  Student's grade point average (GPA)
4 .  Student's vocational plans
In general ,  the opinions of teachers  were about evenly divided with 
regard to the teaching condit ions.  These conditions included a v a i l ­
abili ty  of supplies ,  equipment, f a c i l i t i e s ,  program scheduling and student 
preparation. Although these items were not unique to modular-flexible 
scheduling, heavy d issa t is fac t io n  with any single item could have ea s i ly  
influenced the entire program's e f fe c t iv e n e s s .  They fe l t ,  however,  that 
the students were not well  prepared for the new program. In comparison 
to the tea ch ers ,  the students were more favorably disposed toward their 
learning condit ions.  When categorized according to claimed grade point 
average,  students who were failing favored supply, equipment and 
fa c i l i t i e s  and were le s s  enthusiast ic  about their individual schedules 
than students who were pass ing.  When categorized according to student 
grade levels  , seniors were more cr i t ica l  of fa c i l i t i e s  than sophomores 
and juniors .  There were no dif ferences according to vocat ional and 
educational p la n s .
Supplementary study areas :  Supplementary study areas included the 
resource ce n te rs ,  library and study areas where students were more or 
les s  free to enter and to direct their own a c t iv i t i e s .  The perceived 
e f fec t iv en e ss  of these  areas was rated on a five point sca le  ranging from 
inadequate (1) through excel lent  (5).
In general,  both the teachers and students rated the study areas as 
adequate,  and teachers were somewhat more cr i t ica l  than the students.  
There were no meaningful dif ferences in responses  with regard to supple­
mentary study a r e a s ,  according to student 's grade lev e l ,  student 's claimed 
GPA, or student 's  vocational  plans .
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Grouping methods: Grouping methods included grouping students 
for instruction and learning as  follows:
1. Large group instruction
2 .  Assigned laboratories
3 . Open laboratories
4 .  Small group discussion
In general ,  both teachers  and students tended to rate these  various 
groupings as  adequate in value with the teachers  being somewhat more 
cr i t i ca l  than the students.  The grouping method rated highest by both 
teachers  and students was small group instruction. There were no 
meaningful dif ferences in response with regard to students'  groupings, 
according to student 's  grade le v e l ,  student 's claimed GPA or student's  
vocational p lans .
Use of unstructured time: There v/ere some areas  of agreement and 
some dif ferences of opinion between students and teachers  v/ith regard 
to unstructured t i m e .
Responses of students and teachers  were almost evenly divided as  
to whether or not they codld contact  each other during unstructured time.
A larger percentage of students (69 per cent) than teachers  (49 per cent) 
felt  that they were able to use their unstructured time sa t is fac tor i ly .  
Students who were failing were le s s  sat is f ied  with the use of unstructured 
time than were students who were p ass ing .  Neither teachers  nor 
students wanted more unstructured time; but 63 per cent of the staff as 
compared with 13 per cent  of the students felt  that the students should 
have le s s  unstructured time.
Most teachers  (61 per cent) required students to report to them for 
some portion of the student 's unstructured t ime.  Most of the students 
(71 per cent) fel t  that this was not n e ce s sa ry  and not in keeping with the 
spirit of the program. Students who were failing were most receptive 
while "A" students were least  receptive to the idea that portions of their 
unstructured time be spent with a teacher .
Most te ach ers  fel t  that the students were not assuming any respon­
sib il ity for the use of their unstructured time other than what their grades 
ref lec ted .  The students were about evenly divided a s  to whether or not 
they should acce p t  any responsib il ity  other than grades.  However, there 
were difference's among the students according to the lev e ls  of a c h ie v e ­
ment. According to their GPA 71 per cent of the "A" students,  as  com­
pared with 3 7 per cent  of the "F"  students,  felt  that grades should be 
the only criteria of responsib i l i ty .
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Most teachers  (74 per cent) felt that the students spent too much 
time in the commons while students were about evenly divided on the 
matter.  However,  the "A" students were much l e s s  concerned with this 
question than were the remaining students.
Comparison of modular-flexible and reguJar programs: The teachers  
were asked to rate a number of items on a five point sca le  ranging from' 
considerably decreased (1), the same (3), through considerably 
increased (5).  For purposes of this discuss ion  the categories  have been 
reduced to three; d e cre ased ,  the same and in creased.  According to the 
teachers  the following items or areas had been increased:
t
1. Teacher to teacher  cooperation
2 .  Teacher 's  c le r ica l  duties
3 .  Need for paraprofess ional help
4 .  F lexib il ity  in meeting individual needs
The following items or areas had remained about the same or had 
increased slightly:
1. The amount of sub ject  matter covered
2 . The amount of sub ject  matter learned
Teacher and student opinion: At the end of both the student 's and 
te a c h e r 's  questionnaire was an open ended question asking for that 
"statement or position which best  re f lec ts  your present attitude towards 
modular-flexible sch ed ul in g ."  Both students and teachers  responded 
positively but with qual i f ica t ions .  The interpretation meant, so far so 
good, but improvements were needed and in order.
Summary
The general reaction towards modular-flexible scheduling by both 
the teachers  and students was posit ive .  Most students and te a c h e r s ,  
however, quali fied'their  acceptance  with constructive c r i t i c i sm .  Their 
attitudes seemed to be that the program was working about as  well as  
could be expected considering the unprecedented approach. Areas 
needing more attention and possib le  change as  suggested by staff  and 
students were as  follows: 1
1. Student accountabil ity
2 .  Administrative direction
3 . Structuring of unscheduled time
4 . Flexibi l i ty  in scheduling
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5 .  More e f fec t ive  student preparation for the program
6.  Continuous in -s e r v ic e  and curriculum development
7.  More continuity between large group instruction and 
small group instruction.
8 .  R ea l is t ic  demands upon student 's  unscheduled time
9 .  Improvement in general teaching and learning condit ions,  
including the resource  and study areas
The te ach ers  and students had similar perceptions with regard to 
most a s p e c ts  of the program, although the teach ers  were somewhat more 
c r i t i c a l .  One area of d i f fe re n ce ,  was in the use of unscheduled time.
In genera l ,  t e a c h e rs  wanted a reduction in student 's unscheduled t ime,  
while  the students did not want any reduction.
There were few d if ferences  among the students when categorized 
according to grade l e v e l ,  c la imed grade point average,  and vocat ional 
p lans .  The major d i f ference was that the "A" students preferred much 




P h y s ics ,  perhaps, more than any other sc ie n c e  has set forth a 
chal lenge to mankind that a l l  the world's people life together and benefit  
through its d is co v e r ie s .
The physic is t  has produced the mechanisms that have caused 
dis tances  to become relat ively  small and have brought the people of the 
world c loser  together.  This rela t ive shrinking of the earth travel time­
table demands that people live together in harmony. The virtual eras.ing 
of geography as a separating factor has c a s t  man in a new ro le .  This 
role challenges man's ingenuity to organize his mental,  physical and 
spiritual resources  so that international peace and prosperity might 
prevail .
The study of physics increases  perspective and helps the student 
visual ize  "tomorrow." This tomorrow will  be made richer by the d i s ­
coveries that physics will  bring to light.
Perhaps, this guide will  open doorways and broaden horizons for 
the generation of physic is ts  now' in the making, whose d iscoveries  might 
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One of the principal a s s e t s  of physics is that it introduces the 
learner to the functional value of mathematics.  A quantitative sc ie n c e  
such as physics demonstrates the importance of mathematics to under­
standing. Mathematics c lar i f ies  and simplif ies an otherwise complexi
body of sub jec t  matter.
A larger measure of s u c c e s s  will  be experienced by those physics 
students who have become well grounded in b a s ic  mathematics.  Ideal ly ,  
such students would have had algebra,  geometry, and elementary 
trigonometry as prerequisites and would be taking advanced mathematics 
concurrently with p h y s ics .  R ea l i s t i c a l ly ,  the physics student should be
r
required to have had algebra.  Additional courses  must not be considered 
mandatory to student s u c c e s s  unless  homogeneous grouping has e s t a b ­
lished a s e le c t  se c t io n .
Some of the b a s ic  mathematics n ecessary  for an introductory 
physics course has been reviewed in this guide. The precepts presented 
should be studied by the individual student.  Concepts should be dealt 
with by the instructor and students in a more sophist icated manner when 
the opportunity presents i t s e l f .  If bas ic  mathematics has been reco g ­
nized as a b a s ic  tool in the study of p h y s ics ,  measurement is an 
observable factor and cannot be separated from mathematics .
Elementary physics is congruent with observation in several asp e c ts  
where it deals  with reality and f a c t .  Sometimes, the limits of observation
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blend imperceptibly with interpretation. The imaginative and creative 
facu lt ies  of the mind have given great breadth and depth to the study of 
physics and have made its study requisite for understanding our physical 
world.
This course has been geared sp e c i f ica l ly  to reach most secondary 
high school students .  It has been carefully s e le c t iv e  in the materials 
presented and the method of presentation so that understanding would not 
be limited only to the s e l e c t  few.
The writer has attempted to design the structure so that the guide 
will  fit into a modular-flexible schedule .
The time units chosen to be the "mods" for this curriculum guide 
were twenty minutes in length. During the school week,  the total 
student time exposure to physics has been set  at 240 minutes.
The c l a s s  unit s ize  that permits most adequate functioning has 
been s e t  at twenty pupils .
A b as ic  pattern from which fluidity can come has been portrayed on 
the following p ag es .
GROUP A (2 0 Students)
Period Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
1 st Large Lab. L a b . Independent Open
Group Study
2 nd Open L a b . L a b . Independent Open
Study
3rd Open Small L a b . Independent Large
Group Study Group
4 th Open Open Lab . ■ Open Large
Group
"  • • T-'- *mr«--rirr-M- -fc*.î »m ianirr- , r mm
GROUP B (2 0 Students)
Period Monday Tuesday
1 st Large Open
Group
2 nd Open Small
Group
3rd Open L a b .




L a b . Open
Independent
Study
L a b . Open
Independent
Study
L a b . Large
Group
Open L a b . Large
Group
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Unit O b jec t iv e s
1. To present the functional mathematics n e c e s s a r y  for. the 
understanding of a high school  p h y s ics  co u rs e .
2.  To develop an appreciation for the in terre la tedness  of 
mathematics and phy s ics .
3 .  To direct attention toward co n ce p tu a l iz a t io n  of ideas garnered 
from mathematical computations us ing  empir ical data collected 
from experimental observation.
4 .  To foster  the awareness that m ath em atics  and physics 
instructors should exchange i d e a s ,  methodology,  and 
techniques that are found to be fru i t fu l .
f
5. To inspire students to develop d e x te r i ty  in certa in  operational 
procedures such as the structuring o f  v e c to r  forces  and the
use of the slide rule.
1 0 0
Suggested Outline for Presentation
I .  Mathematics Review
A. Algebraic Needs
1. Pertaining to number systems
a) Algebraic addition
b) Algebraic multiplication
2. Pertaining to operations that are sp e c ia l  properties 
of different number systems
a)  - Algebraic subtraction
b) Algebraic division
3 .  Related to exponents and their:
a) Functions
b) Fractional values
4 .  Related to problem solving that requires:
a) An understanding of square root





2. Pythagorean Theorem 
3 . Slope concept





2 .  Related to non-right tr iangles
a) Law of Sines
b) Law of Cosines
D. Vector Analysis Needs
1. Pertaining to vectors acting along the same axis
a) Parallel  (same direction)
b) Parallel  (opposite direction)
c) Resolution of such vectors
2. Related to vectors  acting in a coordinate system that is
(a) Rectangular
(1) Graphic solution by
(a) Addition of vectors
(b) Subtraction of vectors
1 0 1
(2) Analytic solution for
(a) Vectors acting at right angles





E. Understanding and Proper Use of
1. S ignif icant  figures
2. S c ie n t i f i c  notation
F. Slide Rule
II .  Mathematics  Pre-test
*
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Bas ic  Operations: Large Group 
Presentation (One Module)
The method of using symbols for performing operations on number 
systems is ca l led  a lg e b r a . It frequently permits us to solve problems 
that would be unsolvable by any other means.  The two most b a s ic  
operations in algebra are addition and multipl ication. Subtraction and 
division are spec ia l  properties which characterize  some other number 
sy s tem s.  The theory of se ts  will  not be studied. This presentation has 
been limited to the manipulations b a s ic  to solving those problems in an 
introductory physics  course .  '
I .  Bas ic  operations
A. . Addition
1. Commutative addition: a + b = b + a
2 . Associat ive addition: a + (b •+ c) = (a + b) + c
B. Multiplication
1. Commutative multiplication: a • b = b • a
2 .  Associa t ive multiplication: a (b • c) = (a • b) c
3 . Distributive multiplication: a (b + c) = (a • b) + (a • c)
II .  Specia l operations
A. Subtraction: a -  b = c
B. Divis ion:  If a = b • c ,  then a/b = c I.
III .  Brackets  and parentheses are used to show order
A. Example: (a + b) c -  e = f
B. Order of operations for the example:
a + b = x 
x • c  = y 
y/d = z 
z -  e = f
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IV. Superscript numbers which indicate that a quantity is multiplied 
by i t se l f  a number of times are ca l led  exponents 




1 . a 8  = 1




B. The process  used to raise a number to a power (also a quantity) 
that is  greater than one or equal to one 
1 . a 1 = a 
a /j = a2 . 'j  • a
3 .  a^ = a • a • a
4 .  an = a - a > a . a . . .
If a quantity raised to some power is multiplied by the same 
quantity raised to a different power, the quantity raised to the 
sum of the two powers is the result
1 . a m • a 11 = a m + n 
+ 2 _2 . a°  . a  ̂ = a'3 + c = (a • a • a) (a • a) = a "3
If a quantity raised to a power is in turn raised to another
power, the result is the product of the powers for the quantity
1
2
( a m ) n = 
<a2 ) 4  =
>mn
4 -= (a • a) (a • a) (a * a) (a a) = a 8
Negative exponents are used to express  rec iprocal  quantit ies
1 . A -  a ' 1a
1 -32 . 3 aa
3 . A = a - n
a "
When exponents are frac t ions ,  the extraction of a root is the 
operation to be performed
1 1/2 w ----- -
1 . a = vf a
4
= \ r r
n




Large Group Presentation (One 
Module for Each Division)
Geometry is the branch of mathematics that dea ls  with l in e s ,
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a n g le s ,  su r fa ce s ,  and so l id s .  There are several important concepts  in 
geometry that are very useful in the study of p h y s ics .  The most b a s ic  
are;
Triangulation (One Module)
A direct measurement is not practical in many physical s i tuat ions .  
One method used to solve problems where actual measurement is 
prohibitively difficult is by triangulation. An example follows: refer to 
the diagram for the n eces sary  visual a id s .
A
If we needed to determine the width of the lake at AB, it can 
readily be seen that direct measurement w’ould be dif ficult .  A c lo s e  




AB = BC • A'B' 
B'C
Let BC -  2000 feet 
B'C = 40 feet
A'B' = 3 0 feet
Then, AB =
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The shadow method for determining the height of a tree is another 
example of the use of triangulation. The following diagram will picture 
the method and make it readily understood.
AB = height of tree 
A'B1 = meter st ick 
BC = length of tree shadow 
B 'C ’ = st ick shadow
The same method of calcula t ion is employed as for the lake problem. It 
is suggested that the c l a s s  (small group units) carry out field experiences  
to reinforce their learning. A teacher  aide should work with ten students
in a laboratory situation while another ten work outside.
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Proportionality (One Module)
A symmetrical arrangement indicating the equality of ratios is 
referred to a s  proportionality.  The concept of proportionality is 
encountered frequently in p h y s ic s ,  because  it is largely an empirical 
s c ien ce  and resu lts  of sc ien t i f ic  experiments are often proportional 
re la t ion sh ip s .  The two b a s ic  kinds of proportions are direct and 
in v e r s e .
Direct  proportions. —A direct proportion is a constant  ratio 
between two qu ant i t ies .  Increasing one quantity must bring an increase 
in the other quantity,  so that the ratio between the two remains the 
same. If quantity X is related to quantity Y so that:
X <€ Y 
2X 2Y 
3X t£. 3Y
then,  they are said to be directly proportional.  The ratio between X and 
Y remains the same and is referred to as  the proportionality constant  k .  
X
Y = k = constant
The relat ionship which e x i s t s  between the circumference c of any c irc le  
and its diameter d is another example of a direct proportion.
c  f.' d
c = k d
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The relationship between the mass and volume of a homogeneous sub­
stance a lso  ex p re s se s  proportionality. This relationship is such that:
mass ci volume
m < V
m = k v
k m
V
The proportionality constant k is commonly ca l led  the mass  density .  A 
direct proportion may ex is t  between a quantity and a power of another 
quant ity:
a = k bn where b is a quantity to the nth power.
k = -----  k is the proportionality constant .
bn
9 QIt should be understood that a can be proportional to or b . It is a lso  
possib le  that doubling a could cause b to quadruple or change by a 
multiple of bn .
Inverse proportions. --An inverse proportion e x i s t s  when an 
increase in one quantity produces a decrease  in another quantity.  This 
relat ionship is such that:
a «£ — or a = -  = kb-n
b bn
A quantity which var ies  inversely with the power of another quantity is
manipulated in th is  manner.
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Pythagorean Theorem (One Module)
The square of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the sum 
of the squares of the other two s id e s .
c 2 = a 2 + b2
Slope Concept:  Large 
Group (Two Modules)
Two number s c a l e s  are used when locating a point on a plane. The 
rectangular  coordinate system is most commonly used, although s c a l e s  
can be in different pos i t ions .  The s c a le s  or axes  are at right angles  to 
each  other in this system. In the rectangular coordinate system, the 
horizontal s c a le  is referred to as  the X ax is  and the vert ica l  s c a le  
becomes the Y a x i s .  These intersect ing a x e s  divide the plane into-four 
quadrants,  known a s  Q j ,  Q2 , Q3 , find Q^. The rectangular coordinate 
system introduces the concept of ordered pairs .  The elements se lec ted  
must be arranged in an ordinal manner.  In the diagram that follows,  
points P and P' are located by the use of two ordered pairs (X̂  , Y^) and
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(Xz , Yz).  It is  customary that the first term designated be placed on the 
X - a x i s .  An ordered pair lo ca tes  only one point in the plane.
If several  points are located within a l in e ,  the dis tance between 






-2 - 1 0 1 2
1 1 0
The dis tance AB, which is equal to (X2 -  X^), is a l ine segment.  The 
distance given by the (X̂  -  X^) relat ionship may. be either positive or 
negat ive .  It is called the directed d is ta n ce .  Directed dis tance is deter­
mined by subtracting the coordinate of the init ial  point X  ̂ from the final 
coordinate X  ̂ . Due to direction,  the line segment AB which equals  
(X2 -  X^) is said to be pos i t iv e ,  while BA (X  ̂ -  X2 ) is designated as  
negat ive .  The study of mechanics employs directed d is ta n c e s .
In the diagram below, a line has been drawn that is oblique to both 
coordinate a x e s  X and Y. Through points P and Q and parallel  to the X 
and Y axes  re s p ec t iv e ly ,  the l ines  PR and QR have been constructed.
The directed dis tance PR which paralle ls  the X -a x is  is ca l led  the run,
I l l
while l ine QR which paral le ls  the Y -a x is  is ca l led  the r i s e . Slope is 
defined as  the ratio of 'rise/run (QR/PR) and is a c o n stan t  for a straight 
l in e .  If  the coordinates of P are (X^ Y^) and the coordinates  of Q 
Ĉ 2 ' ^ 2 '̂ the slope m, equals  (Y2 -  Y^) (X2 -  X^).
Y2 -  Yi  = rise
are- •
Slope = m
~ X j  = run
The slope of a curve at any point is i l lustrated by the s lope of the 
tangential l ine through P. Graphic an a lys is  of em pir ica l  data is  often 
significant in the field of p h y s ics .  Working between f ixed  points ,  
interpolating, is perm issib le ,  however,  working beyond point P 1 without 






Trigonometric functions can be related to a right triangle by the"'  
following:
Sine function: pertaining to right t r iangles .
Sin BAC = sin B = a/c = -sAjg opposite 9
hypotenuse
Cosine function: pertaining to right t r iangles .
co s  9 = b/c = M de.adjacent 9
hypotenuse
Another very useful relationship for right tr iangles :
tan 9 = a/b = side opposite 9 
side adjacent
cot  9 = b/a 
s e c  9 = c/b 
e s c  9 = c/a
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a _  b _ c 
Sin A Sin B Sin C
Cosine Law:
= a^ + b  ̂ -  2ab cos  C
c = \Ja^ + b^ -  2ab cos  C
Vector Analysis Needs
Scalar  and Vector Quantit ies Analyzed:
Large Group (Five Modules)
A quantity which can be expressed completely in appropriate units 
by a magnitude is a s c a la r  quantity.  A vector  quantity requires both 
magnitude and direction for its complete description. Vector quantit ies 
should be identified whenever used throughout the study of p h y s ic s .  
Because sca lar  quantit ies  are se l f -explanatory ,  th is  review will deal 
mostly with the vector quantity and its functional operations.
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Vectors Acting Along the Same Axis:
Paral lel  Vectors (One-Half Modulef
In the study of p h y s ics ,  those quantit ies having both magnitude
and direction are called vector quanti t ies .  If they act  along a line in a
given plane, they are referred to as  parallel  v e c to rs .  Parallel  vectors
i
acting in the same direction are added a lg e bra ica l ly ,  while those acting 
in opposite directions are assigned negative components.
---------------------------
A = 5 cm
------------------
B = 3 cm
A B
---------- C
A + B = C = 8 c m
The graphical solution is to start with a common point of origin and then 
to add the vectors  " ta i l - to -h e a d .  " The combined length of the vectors 
g ives  the resultant or solution.
----------------------------------------->-
A = 5 cm ^
------------------- • < ----------------- - - ? * -
A - B = C = 2 cm
-x----------------------------
B - 3 cm
I f  vector B is n eg at ive ,  in the opposite direction to vector  A, the graphic 
representation appears to be a subtractive p ro c e s s .  Direction is 
frequently referred to as  being either positive or negative.  Such 
reference is purely arbitrary and cannot be assumed to lack variation.
u n^lKlMiSS^8i
Vectors  Acting in a Coordinate System
Rectangular . - - T V o  methods employed for the solution of vector 
problems are the analyt ical  method and_the graphic method. If the 
student has  a limited background in mathematics,  the graphic method 
should be used. Students with more mathematical training should be 
taught both w a y s .




A + B = C
X = point of origin
(b) Parallelogram method (one module):
(1) Involving two vector quant i t ies .
A + B = C
X = point of origin
(2) Involving three vector quantities (two in a line) .
A + B + D — C
X = point of origin
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N on-rectangular . — If two vector quantities act  about a point X at a 
sixty degree (acute) arigle to one another,  the resultant may be found 
graphically a s  shown by the following diagrams.
Graphic s o lu t io n s . — (a) T a i l - to -h e ad  method (one-half  module):
(b) Parallelogram method (one-half  module):
If vectors  ac t  about a point X at an obtuse angle to one another,  
the resultant may be found graphically in the following manner:
(a) T a i l - to -h e a d  method (one-half module):
It is important to e s ta b l i s h  the proper direction of the resultant  when
using this method.
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(b) Parallelogram method (one-half module):
Analytical solution (one module). - -T h e  composition of vectors  
acting at right angles  requires use of the Pythagorean Theorem or the 
trigonometric functions of a right triangle..
C2 = A2 + B2
2 ? 1/2
C = (A + B2)
tan 0 = B/A
All students should be taught how to find the square root of a 
number despite the avai labi l i ty  of tables  (one-half  module).
Significant Figures and Sc ient i f ic  
Notation: Large Group (Two Modules)
The following rules for determining the number of s ignificant  figures
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1. All nonzero digits are signif icant:  1 5 9 .7 5  g contains five 
s ignif icant  figures.
2 .  All zeros  between two nonzero digits are signif icant:
1 0 8 .0 0 5  m contains  six  signif icant  figures.
3 .  Unless  otherwise indicated, al l  zeros to the left  of an under­
stood decimal point but to the right of a nonzero digit are NOT 
signif icant:  2 0 2 .0 0 0  mi contains three signif icant  figures.
4 . All zeros to the lef t  of an-*expressed -decimal point and to the 
right of a nonzero digit are s ignif icant :  2 0 2 , 0 0 0 .  miles 
contains six  significant  figures.
5 .  All zeros to the right of a decimal point but to the left  of a 
nonzero digit are NOT signif icant:  0 .0 0 0 6 4  7 kg has three 
s ignif icant  f igures.  The single zero conventional ly placed 
to  the left  of the decimal point in such an expression is 
never s ignif icant .
6 . All zeros  to the right of a decimal point and to the right of a 
nonzero digit are signif icant:  0 . 0  7080 cm and 2 0 . 0 0  c e n t i ­
meters each contain four signif icant  figures.'*'
Sc ient i f ic  Notation t
Very large a s  well  as  very small numbers concern the physic is t  
and sc ie n t i f ic  notations afford convenient means of dealing with them.
General:  In sc ien t i f ic  notation a number has  the form M x  10n , 
where M is a number which is at leas t  one but l e s s  than ten and n is a 
posit ive or negative integer.
Sp ec i f ic :  To change a number into sc ie n t i f ic  notation:
1. Determine M by shifting the decimal point in the original 
number to the left  or to the right until only one nonzero 
digit  is to the left  of  it .  Retain only signif icant  figures.  1
1
Charles E. Dull,  H. Clark M e tca l fe ,  and John E. W il l iam s,  
Modern Physics  (New York: Holt,  Rinehart,  and Winston,  I n c . ,  
1969) ,  pp. 2 2 - 2 3 .
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2 .  Determine n by counting the number of p laces  the decimal 
point has been shifted; if to the le f t ,  n is posit ive;  if to 
the right,  n is negative.  Example; the speed of light 
expressed in sc ie n t i f ic  notation is 2 .9 9 7 9 2 8  x 1 0 1® cm /sec .
J
Operations with Significant  Figures (One Module)
The results  of  mathematical operations performed with measurements 
can be no more accurate than the original measurements th em selves .  
Accordingly, certain precautions must be observed when performing such 
calculat ions  so that a greater accuracy  is not implied in the result than 
was originally obtained in the measurements.
1. Addition and subtraction.  Suppose we must find the sum of 
the following measurements:  2 . 6  m, 1 2 .5 7  m, and 0 .3 9 5  m.
Since the first measurement is uncertain in the " tenths"  
p la c e ,  the sum should not be expressed more accurately  than 
to tenths of a meter.  Accordingly, we first round off a l l  
measurements so that the right-most  column of digits is the 
only one containing uncertain dig its ;  here ,  we round to ten th s .
Thus 1 2 .5 7  m rounds to 1 2 .6  m and 0 .3 9 5  m rounds to 0 . 4  m.
Then adding: 2 . 6  m, 1 2 .6  m, 0 . 4  m = 1 5 .6  m.
Note: The procedure for rounding off s ta tes  that if the first 
digit to be dropped in rounding is 4 or l e s s ,  the 
preceding digit is not changed; if it is  6 or more, the 
preceding digit is ra ised by 1. If the digits to be 
dropped in rounding are only 5 or 5 followed by z ero s ,  
the preceding number, if ev en ,  is not changed but,  if 
odd, is raised by 1. If the digits to be dropped in 
rounding are 5 followed by digits other than zero s ,  
the preceding digit  is raised by 1. '
2 .  Multiplication and divis ion.  A block has the following 
dimensions: 15 .42  cm long, 5 .5 3  cm wide,  and 2 . 7 0  cm 
high. Find the volume .
15. 42  cm x 5 . 5 3  cm = 8 5 . 2 7 2 6  cm^ , however (a) the 
las t  signif icant  figure in a number measurement is 
uncertain; (b) the product of any number by an
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uncertain digit is a lso  uncertain; and (c) only one • 
uncertain digit is retained in any computation. The 
product becomes 8 5 . 3  cm2 .
Then 8 5 . 3  cm2 x 2 . 7 0  cm = 2 3 0 . 3 1 0  cm2 , but the 
digits 0 . 3 1 0  are uncertain, so the volume expressed 
to the proper number of signif icant  figures is 
230 . cm2 . 2
Slide Rule
Basic  Operations of  the Slide 
Rule: Small Group (Four Modules)
It is suggested that the instructor or a proficient student use the
large demonstration slide rule to explain the b a s i c  operations of:
1. Multiplication
2 .  Division
3 . Extraction of roots
4 .  Raising numbers to the various powers 
Pract ice in the operation should be accomplished with student help where 
groups do not exceed five persons.
2 Ib id . , pp . 2 3 - 24  »
1 2 1
Closure Activit ies
Evaluation by test ing would be common but it is advised that 
students be allowed to work in teams and that the average score of the 
total membership be the score of each member. Final evaluation should 
not be made until the students have used the materials in the correspond­
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M ech an ics  is that branch of physics dealing with the e f fe c t  of 
forces  on .bodies .  It is usually subdivided into three a r e a s .  S ta t ics  is 
that branch of mechanics that deals  with o b je c ts  at rest  or forces that 
balance each  other.  Kinet ics deals with the e f fe c ts  of forces in causing 
or changing the motion of o b je c t s .  Kinematics deals  with the 
ch a ra c ter is t ic s  of different kinds of pure motion, without reference to 
mass or to the c a u s e s  of motion. It can be seen that the term dynamics 
which deals  with.the act ion of force on bodies either in motion or at rest  
a lso  includes s t a t i c s ,  k in e t i c s ,  and k inem atics .
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Unit O b jec t iv e s
1. To study those factors that make physics an exac t  s c i e n c e .
2 . To understand the practicali ty  of the b a s ic  principles of 
motion.
3 .  To become knowledgeable regarding the sc ie n t i f ic  principles 
governing machines .
4 .  To ascer ta in  the relat ionship between matter and energy.
5 .  To develop an understanding of composition and resolution 
of physical  forces .
6 . To observe and measure forces and relate  them to the greater 
forces  that control the motions of the planets .f
7. To stimulate thought regarding the principle of conservation 
of m a ss ,  energy, and momentum.
8 . .To observe and experiment with the laws governing circular  
and rotary motion.
9 .  To develop a knowledge of how to achieve a balance of fo rces .
10.  To demonstrate that large re s i s ta n c e s  can be overcome with
small fo rces .
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Suggested Outline for Presentation
I .  Kinematics and Stat ics
A. Motion— a continuing change of place or position
1. Linear motion— motion in a straight line
2 .  Rotary motion— motion about an ax is
B. Speed— rate of motion without reference to direction
C .  V e lo c i ty - - ra te  of motion in a particular direction
D .  Velocity vectors
1. Vectors and sca lars
2 . Vector nature of veloci ty
3 .  Addition and subtraction of ve loci ty  vectors
a) Graphic method— composition and resolution
b) Mathematical method— composition and resolution
E. A cce lera t io n -- th e  rate of change of veloci ty
1 . a = , where a v  is the change in veloci ty ;  4> t is
the change in time
2 .  Uniformly acce lerated motion
3 . Decelerated motion
4 .  Variable motion
F .  S ta t ics
1.  Composition of forces
2 .  Resolution of forces I.
I I .  Newton's Laws of Motion
A. Newton's First Law of Motion: A body continues in its 
state  of rest  or uniform motion unless  an unbalanced force 
a c ts  on it
1. Inert ia— the property of matter which requires that a 
force be exerted on a body to acce le ra te  it
2 .  M a s s — one measure of the inertia of a body
B. Newton's Second Law of Motion: The acce lera t ion  of  a 
body is directly proportional to the force exerted on the 
body, is inversely proportional to the mass of the body, 
and is  in the same direction a s  the force
1. Units of force— dyne, newton (nt), and pound (lb)
2 .  Units of m a ss— gram (g), kilogram (kg), and slug
3 .  B as ic  formula— F = kma
4 .  Impulse = F • J k t  = m * < £ v  = momentum
C . Newton's Third Law of Motion: Whenever one body exerts  
a force upon a second body, the second exerts  an equal 
and opposite force upon the f i r s t— for every action there 
is an equal and opposite reaction
1. M a s s  • veloci ty  = momentum 
2 . Conservation of momentum
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III. Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation: Every particle in the 
universe at tracts  every other particle with a force that is 
direct ly  proportional to the product of their m asses  and inversely
proportional to the 
A. Bas ic  formula:
square of the dis tance 
F = G n q  m 2
between their centers
B. W eight— the force that gravity exerts  on the ob jec t :  W = mg
C .  Derive and solve for the mass of the earth
IV. Law of conservation of momentum
V. Law of conservation of energy (clarify al l  terms)
A. Kinetic and potential energy
B. Work as  a measure of energy transfer
C .  Power
VI. Circular motion--motion of an ob ject  along a curved path of 
constant  radius
A. Centripetal accelerat ion
B. Centripetal force
VII. Rotary motion— motion of a body turning about an ax is
A. Angular veloci ty
B. Angular acce lera t ion
C .  Moment of inertia
D .  Angular momentum
E. Precess ion VI.
VIII. General
A. Center of mass and gravity
B. Friction
C .  Machines  and mechanical advantages
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Procedural Activit ies  
Motivational Techniques (Two Modules)
The instructor should perform a demonstration experiment that will 
attract the attention of the students and stimulate their interest in the 
top ic .
O b jec t ive ;  To il lustrate the law of inertia.
M ater ia ls :  Inertia ball  and string; card and pedestal;  several 
hardwood blocks  (smooth finish).
Procedure; Suspend the inertia ball  as  shown in the sk e tch .  Pull 
gently but firmly on the lower string.
Second, place a ball  on a card and balance on a pedestal a s  shown 
in the sk etch .  Snap the card by using the spring apparatus.
Z -S T
Third, s tack  several hardwood blocks as  sketched.  Strike the
lowest  block a sharp blow.
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Observations:  When the string is pulled gently,  it breaks at a 
point above the ba l l ,  but when it is jerked the string breaks below the 
inertia b a l l .  Second demonstration: When the spring str ikes the card 
a sharp blow, the card s a i l s  from beneath the b a l l .  The ball  drops into 
the cup at the top of the pedesta l .  Third demonstration: The same type 
of ac t io n-reac t ion  occurs as  in two.
Conclusions:  Gentle pulling adds your force to that exerted by the 
inertial b a l l ,  so the string breaks above.  However, if the string is 
jerked the inertia of the ball  must be overcome and the string breaks 
below the b a l l .  Second demonstration: The force of the re leased spring 
str ikes the card but not the ball resting upon it .  The inertia of the card 
is overcome but not the inertia of the b a l l .  Friction between the bal l  
and card is neg l ig ib le .  Third demonstration: Same explanation as  for 
tw o .
There are many demonstration experiments that can be done by the 
instructor,  such as  the step-on cart for ac t io n -re a c t io n ,  use of the 
col l is ion  bal l  apparatus, pro jecti le  car t ,  gy roscopes ,  and coin and 
feather-tube experiment for falling bodies .
Students and teachers  should keep a w e l l -d re sse d  bulletin board. 
Every effort should be made to relate the text  materials with current
events in sc ie n c e  and exploration.
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Interest Development 
Kinematics:  Large Group (One Module)
Kinematics is concerned with the concepts  of speed,  posit ion ,  and 
t ime. It d e scr ibe s  motion without taking 'into account what it is that 
moves or what c a u s e s  the motion. Any moving body can be used to 
il lustrate a cce le ra t io n  and ve loci ty  and both can be either positive or 
negat ive .
Laboratory (One Module)
The use of  the straight path, the curved path and the cyclo id  path 
to discover  the relat ionships between the v e lo c i ty ,  time and momentum 
of a ball on ea ch  path.
Laboratory (One-Half  Module)
Individual tr ia l  and observation of the feather and coin in an 
evacuated t u b e .
Student participation is assumed for a l l  laboratory work, because  
of the nature of the experiments designed. The laboratories  should be 
kept open during the entire school day so that students might use them 
for independent study.
As a b a s i c  guide in the development of v e c to rs ,  the PSSC Physics  
tex t ,  pages 7 4 - 9 2 ,  presents a vivid explanation.  The instructor should 
show the development by using the blackboard,  drawings and graphs in a
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large group, general explanat ion. Then students should solve problems 
in small groups.
Dynamics:  Large Group (Four Modules)
Dynamics includes the ca u s e s  of motion, what is moving, and how 
its nature a f fe c ts  the motion. The pushes and pulls which c a u s e ,  r e s i s t ,  
and determine motions must be taken into account as  w el l .  A large 
group, one module explanation for each of the four laws should be 
planned.
Newton's First Law of Motion (Lav/ of Inertia) has been stated 
previously. The important consideration for interest development pertains 
to the demonstrations and student experiments to 'be  completed. It is 
suggested that the students be challenged to design an original demon­
stration. The student ideas should be d iscu sse d  briefly within the small 
groups and the b es t  ideas should be presented to the large group meeting 
by the student .
Small group topics  for d iscuss ion  might include the great force 
exerted on the astronauts as  they leave the earth 's  gravitational field 
on a journey to the moon, the operation of a l o o p - o - p la n e , a fast 
ascending e levator ,  or the e f fec t  on standing passengers  when a bus 
halts  abruptly.
Newton's Second Law of Motion is applicable  in b a s e b a l l — pitching,
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c h i n g , batt ing ,  and s l i c i n g ,  it a lso  applies to track,  football ,
- n i s ,  g o l f ,  and in f a c t ,  to a l l  sports .
 ̂ .oratory !
Force tab le s  should no u sed  for analyzing composition and resolu-"'
. i .
on of force v e c to r s .  Equilibrium of parallel  forces should be studied 
d t h e s e  experiments should ne conducted individually.  The study of 
-'..ling and sliding friction c a n  be done at this time. Bulletin materials  
" 'j uld be se lec te d  to exem plify  various operations, processes  and 
• '-tions of Newton s Laws,  but should leave their determination to the 
>dents.
Newton s Third Law (Action-Reaction) could be related to the use 
c'• -'jcat b e l t s ,  firing a bazooka ,  rocketry,  rowing a boat ,  je t  propulsion, 
the w a l k -o n - c a r t .
Newton s Law of Gravitation (Force of Attraction) can readily be 
rt-luted to the throwing a shot-p ut ,  d is cu s ,  or javel in in field ev e n ts .
^1"’ force between people and the earth can be d iscu sse d .  The bulging 
s l‘npe of the earth and its affec t  on the force of gravitation; including the 
ecM th in its orbit,  and the t ides and their relation to sun, moon and earth 
lc't at ion make very interesting topics  for small group d is cu ss io n .
The concepts of center of mass and center  of gravity should be 
- '•v isidered at this time. The center of mass is defined as  that point at 
x ' v'ch  a l l  the mass of an object is considered to be concentrated.  The
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center  of gravity is that point at which all  of the weight of  a body is co n ­
sidered to be concentrated.  The rocking-horse apparatus, spoon-fork- 
g la s s  and toothpick apparatus, and problems such as  seeking the weight 
of  a f ish  that could be 'supported by a fishing pole with a center  of 
gravity that can be determined. Perhaps the most e f fect ive  demonstration 
is the apparatus I have chosen to ca l l  the spoon-fork-g lass  and tooth­
pick .
Spoon tip is pushed 
into the fork t i n e s .  
Combination is then 
balanced on a tooth­
pick supported by the 
edge of a water g l a s s .
If  a match is used to ignite both ends of the toothpick, the tooth­
pick will burn to the edge of the g lass  on the one end and to the fork 
tine on the other end. This leav es  only a tiny point of b a la n ce .
The Law of Conservation of Momentum s ta tes  that the total 
momentum before impact is equal to the total momentum after impact.  
The "co l l i s io n  b a l l "  apparatus il lustrated on the next page may be used 
to demonstrate this  phenomena. The laboratory manual presents an
experiment that should be done by each student.
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The ba l ls  must be adjusted carefully  so that they strike each 
other squarely. If ball  one is pulled to the side and allowed to collide 
with the other five b a l l s ,  the impact will cause  ball  s ix  to swing from 
the pack. If ba l ls  one and two are pulled to the side and allowed to 
col lide with the remaining four, the impact will  drive ba l ls  five and six 
from the pack.  It is interesting to note what ac t io n -reac t ion  tak es  place 
when four b a l ls  are allowed to col lide with the two that remain.
Potential energy should be d is cu sse d .  It is stored energy or 
energy p o s se ss e d  by a body by virtue of its position or configuration.
The potential energy p o s se ss e d  by a body cannot be measured direct ly .
It can be measured indirectly by conversion to some form of k inet ic  
energy.
Laboratory (Two Modules)
Do the experiments on conservation of energy that can be found in
the manual.
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Traditionally,  the six  simple machines are the lever ,  pulley, 
wheel and a x le ,  inclined plane,  s c r e w ,  and the wedge. Essent ia l ly  
there are probably only two groups of simple machines,  levers and 
inclined p lanes .  Models can be used to advantage,  but if they are not'  
available  most c lassrooms have several exam ples— actual machines 
afford more complex understandings.
Laboratory (Four Modules)
Do the experiments in the manual pertaining to the simple 
machines and their mechanical advantages.  The accuracy will  be 
determined by the measuring tools  a v a i la b le .  The simple machine 
experiments should take about four modules,  but 'slower students can
uti lize some independent study time for completion.




Ball (one) is sponge rubber whi
Grasp the hollow tube 
and cause the rubber 
ball  (one) to ro tate .  If 
the ve loci ty  of rotation 
becomes great enough 
the rubber ball  will  move 
outward and lift the 
metal ball  (two).
bal l  (two) is brass  or s t e e l .  The
two bal ls  are connected by a strong cord that p a s s e s  through a hollow
tube. The implications can be discovered by the students.
An e le c t r i c a l ly  powered gyroscope can be used to demonstrate 
gyroscopic  s tabi l i ty  and angular momentum. The.ideal model has 
angular vectors  and weight that can be ad justed.  Stability can be shown 
by the use of a weighted b icy cle  wheel and a stool that rotates  freely 
(standing platform made from a car rim and axle  is b e s t ) .  An interesting 
demonstration requires a student to stand on a rotating platform holding 
weights in his outstretched hands. Lowering the weights to hi's s ides 
produces a phenomena for student consideration in small group d i s ­
c u s s io n .  This demonstration should be done as  part of large group 
instruction (one module).
P ro je c t i le s  and t ra jec tor ies  may be studied by using the apparatus 
for Newton's Second Law of Motion, but the air gun and monkey give a 
better  demonstration. The demonstration and general explanation should 
be done with the large group, then d iscu ssed  in small group s e s s io n s  and 
carried into the laboratory for independent study. The time allocat ion 
breakdown is :  large group (one module), small group (one module),  and 
independent study (two modules). The second law of  motion apparatus 
and the air gun and monkey apparatus are diagrammed:
13 7
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Ba]l A reaches  position at the 
same instant that ball B reaches  
position B^, after the spring has 
been re le ased .
t
If the air gun and monkey apparatus are a v a i la b le ,  it much more 
e f fec t ive ly  demonstrates pro ject i le  t r a je c to r ie s .
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When the projecti le  leav es  the gun barrel ,  it trips a switch and 
r e le a s e s  the monkey target .  The target is always struck if the gun was 
accurately  aimed and fired horizontally.  The gun is at the same init ial  
elevation as  the target (one module).
Laboratory (Two Modules)
The experiment on centripetal force completes  the study of the
u n i t .
Closure Activities
An experiment with a complex machine such a s  a train of gears 
with a wheel and axle  attachment has reinforcement value (one module 
of independent study).
Students can experiment 'with the e levation needed above a loop 
for a ball  to roll down the plane and completely around. Then, they can 
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UNIT III
MATTER AND ITS PROPERTIES
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Introductory Note
The properties of fluid bodies whose shape can be changed by the 
action of forces or s t r e s s e s ,  will  be studied in this unit.  The k in e t ic -  
molecular theory will  form the b a s i s  for much of the explanation of the"  
s ta te s  of matter under consideration.
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Unit O b jec t ives
1. To relate the assumption that pressure and diffusion cause 
molecules  to be in constant but random motion.
2 . To explain cohesive and adhesive forces as  the attraction 
of  one molecule for another when the two are re la t ively  
c lo s e  together.
3 .  To relate  distortion and restoration fo rce s .
4 .  To demonstrate transmission of pressure by liquids .
5 .  To study buoyancy and to d is cu ss  some of its pract ical 
a p p l i ca t io n s .
6 . To d is cu ss  the ^similar and dissimilar  properties of g a s e s  
and l iq u id s .
7 .  To uncover the unique a sp e c ts  of fluids.
Note: Although it is  not impossible to be e f fec t ive  as  a teach er  where
equipment is very limited, it has been demonstrated that interest ,  
retention, continued pursuit of study in the s c i e n c e s ,  a s  well  as 
thorough understanding are all  c lo s e ly  a s s o c ia te d  wTith fine 
laboratory fa c i l i t i e s  and equipment.
I I .  Forces Acting Between Molecules  
A. Molecular attraction
1. In solids
2 . In liquids
3 . In g a s e s
B. C lose  proximity repulsion
II I.  M a s s  Densi ty and Weight Density
IV. The Physics  of the Solid State
A. Geometry of crysta ls
B. Amorphous matter
V. The Phys ics  of Liquids and G a se s
VI. Dif fus ion ,  Cohesion,  Adhesion, Surface Tension, Capillarity
VII. Tensi le  Strength, Ducti li ty ,  and Malleabi l i ty
VIII. E las t ic i ty
A. Extension, compression, torsion,  and flexion
B. E la s t i c  co l l i s io n s  (quartz bal ls )
C .  Stress  = F/A
D . Strain = A l / l
E. Hooke's  Law (Young's E las t ic  Modulus),  Y = ■ -VA... = —
A . l / 1  & 1A
F = force
A = area
O l  = change in length 
1 = length IX.
IX. Fluid Pressure
A. Liquid pressure
B. G aseous  pressure
1. Torricelli
2 .  Magdeburg




Meas 'oru'.c  the pressure of fluids
5tv.rc.cn. gauge and monometers 
. Aneroid and mercurial barometers 
3 .  S tan d ards  of pressure 
F lu id s  in motion 
1 .  F a s c a l ' s  principle 
3 .  V e n tu r im e te r  
3 .  B e r n o u l l i ' s  principle 




Motivational Technique: Large Group (Two Modules)
Interest  can be generated by several teacher  demonstrations that 
pertain to the properties of matter. In an opening large group-presenta­
t ion,  students should become acquainted with the meanings of terms such 
a s :  (1) t e n a c i ty ,  (2) ductil ity ,  (3) malleabi l i ty ,  (4) e l a s t i c i t y ,  (5) 
adhesion, (6 ) cohesion ,  (7) v i s c o s i ty ,  and (8 ) surface tensio n .
O b je c t iv e s :  To demonstrate (1) t e n a c i ty ,  (2) ducti l ity ,  (3) 
e la s t i c i t y ,  (4) surface tension ,  (5) coh es io n ,  and (6 ) adhesion.
M ater ia ls :  Small gauge s tee l  wire and cotton thread; g la s s  tubing; 
high bounce "rubber" ball  and "nutty putty";  surface tension apparatus; ■ 
polished g la s s  cohesion plates ;  an adhesion disk; and a mounted plat­
form b a la n ce .  Note: These demonstrations should be displayed for 
c lo se  observation by the small groups.
Procedure: T e n a c i t y - - s e t  up equipment as  shown by the sk etch .  
Proceed to hang weights on both until the l e s s  tenacious breaks .
W ire------*-
r ~
■<— T h r e a d
3
D u cti i i ty - -heat  a g la s s  tube until white hot .  When the instructor 
indicates ,  an a s s i s ta n t  is asked to take one end of  the tube and run with 
i t .  An exceedingly fine g la s s  thread will  be the r e s u l t .
E la s t ic i ty — use a high bounce "rubber" b a l l ,  quartz  b a l l s ,  or 
"nutty p u t ty .” Balls will bounce higher in i t ia l ly  and continue to bounce 
for a longer period of time than conventional b a l l s .
Surface te n s io n - - r e f e r  to the s k e t c h e s .  Before sucm ersion  (1) ,  








C ohesion--h ighly  polished g la s s  plates  are made to slide 
together.
plates
f  : • ..... ^
tightly Very difficult to pull
bound the p lates  apart.
Adhesion--an adhesion disk is tied to the hook on the base  of a 
mounted platform b a la n ce .  Weights are used to carefully  put the system 
in balance before and after a s  shown. (1) Weight needed before disk 
touches water;  (2) weight needed to lift plate free of water surface after 
touching.
r v-2
Observations:  Tenacity ,  cotton thread breaks  f i r s t .  Ducti l i ty ,  a
very fine g la s s  thread re s u l t s .  E las t ic i ty ,  a l l  three return to virtually 
the original position on the first bounce. Surface te n s io n ,  apparatus 
remains submerged until the detergent is added. C ohesion ,  g la s s  plates
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seem cemented together.  Adhesion, greater weight can be placed on the 
balance when the d is k ' i s  in contact  with water.
Conclusions:  Tenacity ,  wire is of much greater ten s i le  strength. 
Ducti l i ty ,  molten g la s s  is very ducti le .  E las t ic i ty ,  these  materials have 
great e l a s t i c i t y .  Surface tension ,  surface tension is a force that can 
overcome the buoyant force .  Cohesion,  some substances  are strongly 
attract ing to molecules like their own when brought c lo se  together.  
Adhesion, the at traction between unlike materials such as  water for g la s s  
is  m e asu rab le .
Each demonstration should become a part of the small group d i s ­
c u s s io n .  There are many other e f fec t ive  demonstrations that may be used 
to supplement those suggested.
Films to be Shown: Large Group (Two Modules)
1. Application to P a s c a l ' s  Lav/, Parts I and II .
2 . Molecular  Theory of M atter .
Interest  Development
The Kinetic Theory
The term kinet ic  comes from the Greek word kinetikos which means 
to move. By definit ion it means of or having to do with motion; caused 
by or resulting from motion. In the study of p h y s ics ,  we will  frequently 
come in contact  with kinet ic  energy,  kinetic  heat ,  k inet ic  theory of 
g a s e s ,  kinetic  theory of heat ,  kinetic  theory of matter, e t c .
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A theory is an explanation based on observation and reasoning.
It ,  a l s o ,  has Greek roots.in theoria (a looking at) and theorein (to 
consider) .
Kinetic theory then ask s  the student to look,  consider ,  think and „ 
reason about motion. It is an explanation that has been tested and at 
leas t  partially confirmed as a general principle explaining a large 
number of related f a c t s .
Forces  Acting Between M olecules  (Two Modules)
It can be observed that liquids and sol ids  are not e a s i ly  com ­
pressed .  In fa c t ,  when molecules in th ese  s ta te s  of matter are forced 
c lo s e r  together than their normal sp ac in g ,  they repel each  other.  To 
increase the compressing force simply c a u s e s  the repulsive force  to 
in crease .  The force of attract ion between molecules is slight  when, the 
dis tance  separating them is re la t ive ly  great,  but it in creases  as  the 
molecules come c lo se r  together,  reaches  a maximum, and then moves to 
zero at the normal molecular spac ing .  If the space, is further diminished, 
the force becomes one of repulsion which in cre a se s  very rapidly as  the 
molecules are pushed c lo se r  together.
M ass  Density and Weight Density
It should be noted that the mass of a body is assumed to be a 
constant .  M a ss  density would not vary as  the unit is taken from one
elevation to another or even if the move carried it outside of the earth 's
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gravity fie ld. Weight ,  however,  is dependent upon gravity and would 
vary greatly as  the unit moves away from and toward the earth 's  center  
of gravity.
The Physics of the Solid State
Crystallography deals  with the form, structure, and properties of
c r y s t a l s .  The presentation pertaining to crystals  in the PSSC textbook
\
pages 142- 144 is well  done. It is suggested that some students work 
with the development of crysta ls  as an independent study. C leavage 
p lanes ,  l ines of c leavage and geometric design can be shown for some 
c r y s ta l s .  The student should be made aware that crystal l ine  sol ids  may 
co n s is t  of atomic , ionic ,  'molecular,  or macromolecular c r y s t a l s .
Dif fusion, Cohesion,  Adhesion, Surface 
Tension, Capillarity (Two Modules)
So l ids ,  l iquids and g a s e s  dif fuse.  If a gold plate and a lead plate
are in c lo se  contact  for a period of months it can be seen that they dif fuse
into each other.  This demonstrates solid diffusion. Liquids and g a s e s
can be shown to diffuse more readily.  The use of copper sulfate  solution
and pure water makes a good demonstration for liquid dif fusion.  Students
may be given "diffusion"  as an independent study unit.
C ohesion ,  adhesion, surface tension, and capil larity should be
topics  for small group d is cu ss io n  and demonstration. Why does a razor
blade float on w ater?  What c a u s e s  the water level  in capil liary tubes to
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vary?  Why does a camphor boat become self -propelled when placed on 
water?  Why do polished g la s s  plates s t ick  together? What happens 
when a match s t ick  that has been drav.'n through the hair is touched to 
the surface of water on which pepper has been sprinkled? Why does a 
small paper boat move about when placed on water after a piece of 
camphor has been fastened on its s tern ?
Tensi le  Strength, Ducti lity,  and Malleabil ity
These were used as motivational a c t iv i t i e s ,  but they should be 
taken to the small group d iscu ss io n  periods.
E las t ic i ty  (One Module)
E las t ic i ty  is the property of matter that causes  it to return to its 
original shape when a distorting force has been removed. The small group 
unit should be subdivided'into four equal parts so that demonstrations of 
ex tension ,  compression, torsion,  and flexion can be set  up, preferably 
by interested students.  Each sub-unit should be given time to view and 
d is cu ss  the kinds of e la s t i c i ty .
Laboratory: Hooke's Law experiment (Young's Modulus).
Fluid Pressure (Two Modules)
Pressure within liquids and gases  when in motion and at rest is to
be considered in this unit.
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Demonstration of the Magdeburg 
Hemispheres and Guinea-and-Feather  
Apparatus: Large Group (One Module)
Laboratory: Experiment with P a s c a l ' s  v as es  (one module); experi ­
ment involving Archimedes'  principle (one module); experiment with 
sp e c i f ic  gravity: hydrometers, pycnometer and loss  of weight methodsi
(one module); experiment with Boyle's Law (one module); demonstration 
of the hydraulic press and its operation: large group (one module); d i s ­
cuss ion  of pract ical applications of the press:  small group (one module); 
and demonstrations of Bernoulli 's Principle: large group (one module).
1. Hold a strip of paper against  the chin just  below the lower 
lip.  Blow a stream of air directly outward.
r
2. Cut a card about three inches square (from the back of a 
t a b l e t ) . Push a pin through the card at a point near the 
card's  center .  Place the pin in the opening through a thread 
spool.  Hold the card on one end of the spool and blow hard 
in the other end. Release  card when blowing.
3 .  Suspend two ping-pong balls  with threads so they hang about 
an inch apart. Blow a je t  stream of air between the two b a l l s .
4 .  Float a ping-pong ball  in an air stream from an air pump. 
Change the angle of the air stream so that the hand can be 
waved directly below the ba l l .  A stream of water can be 
used a l s o .
5.  Make a dime jump from a table top into a cup or water g l a s s .
Place lips firmly against  
the table  edge and build 
pressure by blowing.
Tip the head back so 
that the air shoots up 
and over the dim e.
When adjusted well  the 
dime will jump into the 
air and land in g l a s s .  
Practice needed.
This is perhaps the most e f fect ive  demonstration. Explain 
briefly about the density of s ilver  in relation to water and the density of 
water in relation to air so that the students will  understand the full 
s ignif icance  of the "lifting force"  exerted by an air stream of great 
v e lo c i t y . The air moving with a great velocity over the upper surface 
of the dime reduces air pressure above the dime.
D iscu ss io n  of Each Demonstration 
Experiment: Small Group (One Module)
Other topics for small group d iscu ss io n  might include: How does 
a submarine operate ? What is the purpose of the Plimsoll mark on a 
ship?  How does a Cartesian diver function?  What is meant by the term
four level  o c e a n " ?
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Closure Activities
A visit  to a wind tunnel used for test ing wing design is of much 
in terest .  Student interest  reports can be. prepared on craft l ighter than 
air such as dir igibles or on diving b e l l s ,  c a i s o n s , and scuba equipment 
The study of barometers ,  a l t imeters ,  Venturi tubes ,  changes of state 
(making a mercury hammer if liquid air is ava i lab le ) ,  can be included.
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If there were no heat ,  there would be no light.  If there were no 
h e a t ,  there could be no life as we now consider i t .  Man's  abil ity to 
control and produce heat is an e s se n t ia l  factor in the development of 
s o c ie ty .
i
Heat may be produced in many ways such as:  chemical ac t io n ,  
fr ic t ion, co l l i s io n  or impact,  compression, nuclear react ion,  and 
e le c t r i c i ty .  Almost all  of the energy utilized on the earth comes either 
direct ly  or indirect ly from the SUN.
We will  study the work of Benjamin Thompson (Count Rumford),. 
William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), J.  P. Joule ,  Henry Rowland, and others .
r
These men have given us the b a s ic  understanding of heat that we now
p o s s e s s .
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Unit Object ives
1. To e s ta b l ish  heat as  a form of energy that can be measured.
2 .  To develop quantitative thinking regarding heat ,  thermal 
energy,  and temperature.
3 . To understand the relat ionships between the forms of energy 
such as heat and mechanical energy.
4 .  To d is cu s s  heat transfer by conduction, convection',  and
radiation.
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Suggested Outline for Presentation 
I .  Conservation of Energy
A. Interrelatedness of all  forms of energy by means of the 
molecular theory
B . Energy cyc le
i
II .  Heat and Temperature
A. Nature and sources  of heat energy
B. Temperature and temperature s c a le s
C .  Thermal energy
D . Specif ic  heat
I I I .  Heat Transfer
A. Conduction, convect ion,  and radiation
B. Black body radiation
IV. Expansion
A. Solid expansion
1. Coeffic ient  of l inear expansion 
2 . Coeffic ient  of  volume expansion
B. Liquid expansidn-— only interested in volumetric expansion
C .  Gaseous expansion
1. Change in molecular motion with temperature change 





Charles '  Law and Boyle 's  Law Combined
A. Interrelatedness of pressure, volume and temperature
B. Kelvin sc a le  and absolute zero
The General Gas Law and Avogadro 
Change of State
A. Heat u n its - -m e tr ic  and English systems
B. Heat of fusion, heat of vaporization,  heat exchange
Laws of Thermodynamics
A. Isothermal and adiabatic  p rocesses
B. Carnot cy c le
C . Heat engines
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Procedural Activit ies  
Motivational Techniques 
Films: Large Group (Two Modules)
There are three films that may be utilized to a great benefit  by the* 
c l a s s :  Behavior of G a s e s , Thermodynamics, and H e a t .
Demonstrations: Large Group (Two Modules)
Graphically show how a l l  forms of energy are related . This may 
be done e f fec t ively  by using the overhead projector and prepared 
transparencies .
Show how the light energy of the sun can be converted into heat by
f
the use of a solar reflector or a large convex l e n s .
Theorize regarding the changes that might evolve at extremes of 
temperature. Immerse an inflated toy balloon in a container with dry 
i c e .  Expose a weiner to dry i c e ,  and quick freeze several other items.
Demonstrations: Small Group (Two Modules)
Demonstrate and then,  d is cu s s  the ef fec t  of heating a metal plate




All substances  are assumed to be composed of small part ic les 
ca l led  molecules .  The motion of these  part ic les  may be increased or 
diminished as energy is either absorbed or r e le a se d .  It is poss ib le  to 
measure the heat energy lost  or received by the e f fec t  one body has upon 
another.  The apparatus for a Joule experiment,  to observe the con ­
version of mechanical energy into heat ,  may be used to demonstrate the 
interrelatedness of different forms of energy.
Heat and Temperature
The b a s i c  assumptions on which the kinetic  theory of g a s e s  is 
es tab l ish ed  can ef fect ively  aid in the understanding of temperature. A 
quantitative description is of more value than a qualitative one but both 
should be uti lized. The students should be made aware that a
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thermometer does not measure heat direct ly.  A thermometer measures 
the expansion of a substance such as  mercury in a fine bore tube caused 
by an increase in molecular ac t iv i ty .
Laboratory: Small Group (Two Modules)
Experiment: The'method of mixtures.
Equipment: Calorimeter,  centigrade thermometer,  hypsometer,  
metal shot ,  burner, water ,  and an accurate ba lan ce .
O b ject :  To determine the spec i f ic  heat of a metal.  Any lab ' 
manual will  furnish the d e ta i l s .
Heat Transfer
If heat is molecular motion, it should be possible  to demonstrate 
that substances  vary as to the time required to act ivate  the m olecules .
Laboratory: Small Group (Two Modules)
The student should use the conductometer , convect ion of liquids 
apparatus, and the convect ion of g ases  apparatus.  A heated metal ball  
may be used to demonstrate heating by radiation.  The relative merits of 
different home heating systems should be d is cu sse d .  D is cu s s  the 
"black body. "
Expansion
Expansion of so l id s ,  l iquids and g a s e s  affords man one of his most 
perplexing phenomenon. Water freezing in the cracks  of concrete
destroys highways and buildings,  but it is used to split  rocks and 
granite b locks  into the desired shapes and s i z e s .  Industry spends 
millions of dollars in its efforts to control l inear ,  volumetric ,  and area 
exp an s io n .
Laboratory: Small Group (One Module)
Quickie experiments:  Pulse g l a s s ,  b imetall ic  strip, and the ball  
and ring apparatus.
Laboratory: Small Group (Two Modules)
Experiment: Expansion of a metal rod.
Equipment: Micrometer screw type expansion apparatus, 
thermometer, hypsometer,  metal rod s e t .
O b jec t :  To determine the expansion of various metals within co n ­
trolled temperature l imits .  Any lab manual may be used to furnish the 
d e ta i l s .
Combined Charles '  and Boyle's Laws
The Kelvin sca le  of temperature, Charles '  Law and the general gas 
law should a lso  be d iscu ssed  and explained mathematically .
Change of State
The state in which matter e x i s t s  depends upon the heat energy 
content of the body. Change in state occurs only when heat is added or
subtracted. For this work the student must understand the terms calorie 
and british thermal unit.
Laboratory: Small Group (Four Modules)
Experiment one: '-Heat of fusion.
i
Equipment: Calorimeter,  thermometer, water and ic e .
O b jec t :  To determine the heat of fusion of ice .  Any lab manual 
may be used for d e ta i l s .
Experiment two: Heat of vaporization.
Equipment: Hypsometer,  calorimeter ,  thermometer, and a burner 
to heat  the water that was placed in the hypsometer.
O b jec t :  To determine the heat of vaporization of water vapor. 
Refer to a lab manual.
The Equivalence of Mechanical
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student(s) should report to the c l a s s  and demonstrate how the apparatus 
work’s .
Closure Activities
It should be remembered that the te s t  is only one n e c e s sa ry  form of
i
closure ac t iv i ty .
The demonstration cited below would provide a thought provoking 
closure act iv i ty  and could be used as  the b a s i s  for a written exam or for 
d is cu ss io n .
Heat metall ic  cylinders in the same container to assure equal 
temperature. The cylinders should al l  be of the same s i z e ,  but of 
different mater ia ls ,  such as  copper,  s t e e l ,  b r a s s ,  and aluminum.
Place  the heated cylinders on a paraffin block and note the degree of 
penetration into the block .  Do the same thing with cylinders of the 
same metals whose m asses  have been made equal ,  keeping the base 
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Early in the study of p h y s ics ,  the student is made aware that 
transfer  of matter requires energy,  but that no energy is lost  in the 
transfer .  If matter is changed from one form or state to another,  energy 
is absorbed or " re leased .  " When sound and light are studied, the 
student becomes acquainted with energy transfers  which are not
accompanied by a mass transfer.
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Unit O b ject ives
1. To acquaint the student with the b a s i c  terminology used in 
wave description,  the student needs a c lear  definition for 
such terms a s :  c r e s t ,  trough, superposition, wave length, 
frequency,  and amplitude, so that he can participate in the 
d is cu ss io n  of wave m echanics .
2 . To develop an understanding of wave types as  well  as  a
profic iency in differentiating between the wave types under 
d is cu s s io n .
3 .  To demonstrate and d is cu ss  the properties of transverse  and 
longitudinal w a v e s .  The student should develop an appreci­
at ion for waves a s  a mode of energy transfer.
4 .  To propagate waves in a ripple tank, and show the inter­
re la ted n ess  of physical (water) waves to sound and e le c t ro ­
magnetic  w a v e s .
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Suggested Outline for Presentation
I .  Energy Transfer By
A. Bodily motion of m asses  of material
B. The motion of partic les
C .  M echanica l  waves
D .  Electromagnetic waves
II .  Wave Types
A. Pulses
1. Transverse
2 .  Longitudinal
3 .  Rarefaction
4 .  Reflection
5 .  Incident




F .  Standing
G .  Electromagnetic
II I .  C h arac ter is t ics  of Waves
A. Speed
B. Phase







V. Common Properties of W aves
A. Rectil inear propagation
B. Reflection
1. Straight pulses






Motivational Techniques:  Large Group (One Module)
Wave projection in a ripple tank using an adjustable  phase gen­
erator may be used to build immediate interest .  Resonance tu b e s ,  
xylophones,  resonance’ b a r s , tuning forks,  torsion apparatus for study­
ing v/aves, he l ica l  springs, Kundt's apparatus, resonance apparatus, 
interference p la te s ,  Galton's  w h is t le ,  Savart 's toothed wheel or d isk ,  
sonometers ,  and others ,  should be used for demonstrations in the large 
group. The demonstrations may be d iscussed  in the small group s i tu ­
ation and the physica l  phenomena explained.  The large group instructor 
should do very l i t t le  except-demonstrate the equipment.  He should not 
endeavor to provide explanations.
PSSC has an exce l len t  film entitled Simple Waves that may be used 
for motivation of the large group. If this  film is used it should be used 
in conjunction with one entit led Similarity in Wave Behavior, and three 
modules should be a l located for the combination.
Interest Development
Energy Transfer: Large Group (One Module)
As a project for independent study, an interested student might 
construct an apparatus for the controlled firing of carbon dioxide c a p s u le s .  
This student demonstration will  furnish a fine example of energy transfer 
by the motion of material m a s s e s .  Heating a brass  rod at one end while
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touching the opposite end exempli fies  energy transfer by p a r t ic le s .  The 
b last  of an air horn demonstrates transfer of energy by mechanical w av es ,  
while transmission of light through a vacuum, by suspending a light in a 
bel l  jar and evacuating the a ir ,  i l lustrates  electromagnetic  wave transfer 
of energy.
Wave Types: Small Group (Three Modules)
Carefully prepared transparencies  may be used to show the types 
of w aves .  The parts of a wave should be c lear ly  indicated and marked. 
Each facet of the wave and its motion should be defined and expla ined.
It is important that terminology be clarif ied before progressing any 
further. H el ica l  springs (a "s l inky"  works satis factorily) show vividly 
several types of p u lse s .  The wave generator and ripple tank might be 
used to demonstrate standing w a v e s .  Each wave type should be demon­
strated by use of an actual model.
C haracter is t ics  of W aves :  Small Group (Two Modules)
It is recommended that the instructor take the students outside to 
determine the speed of sound. It can be done quite accurate ly  by fi’ring 
a gun fitted with blanks and measuring the time lapse between the smoke 
and the sound over a given d is tan ce .  All other ch aracter is t ic s  should be
demonstrated in the laboratory.
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Laboratory: Small Group (Four Modules)
Ph ase ,  frequency, period, wavelength, and amplitude may all  be 
done or determined experimentally,  f = ~  ; v = 1% should be deter­
mined by experimentation.
Independent Study
This might include the use of Kundt's apparatus, sonometers,  
torsion apparatus for studying w av es ,  and resonance apparatus. The 
instructor can have students perform se lec ted  experiments in Sc ienti f ic  
Experiments in P h y s i c s , or those applicable  in Part II of the PSSC 
Laboratory Guide for P h y s i c s . To develop the unit to a greater degree , 
the instructor may use films and filmstrips such a s :
1. Similarity in Wave Behavior 
2 . Simple W aves
Superposition: Large Group (One Module)
The use of mounted tuning forks,  one of which has a slide to adjust 
the frequency, demonstrates beats  which show interference. If adjusted 
carefully the pulse can be damped out completely.  It is a lso  poss ib le  to 
show interference visual ly  by using an o s c i l lo s c o p e .
Common Properties of W aves:
Small Groups (Four Modules)
The small group s ize  has been set at twenty in th is  paper. If 
enough equipment is a v a i la b le ,  it is highly recommended that the work
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pertaining to wave properties be done a s  a laboratory experiment by 
pairs of students .
Closure Activit ies :  Small Grbup (Two Modules)
It is suggested that much of the closure act iv i ty  be devoted to use 
of the hand stroboscope to stop and measure the frequency of periodic 
motion and for observing the behavior of water w aves .  This should be 
done as  student demonstrations of work done in independent study t ime.
The following equipment can be student constructed and will  serve 
to reinforce the concepts presented in this  unit.
Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q O O Q Q Q
X Y
6 6 6 6 0 6 6 0 0 6 6 0 6 6 6 6
Anchor end X. 
Hold end Y 
horizontal to X. 
Give rod a quick 
twist  at Y.
Slide bar AB back and forth. 
Rods with knobs on the ends 
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In a s e n s e ,  man is rarely c reat ive .  He merely uncovers the 
s e cre ts  of the universe.  Sound, a phenomena that is so much a part of 
our modern mileau that, its absence  would cause  consternat ion ,  has been,
studied from the beginning of time. Pure s c ie n t i s t s  as  well  as industrial
i
s c i e n t i s t s ,  constantly seek more ef fic ient  sound d e a c e n e r s ,  producers,  
and changers .  We use sound for communication in radio,  telephone,  
telegraph, and te lev is ion .  Radar and sonar are used to determine lo c a ­
tion and Infrasonic and ultrasonic.sounds are used to destroy living things 
and crush materia ls .  Sound will  be studied in re la t ion  to its physical 
properties,  not those properties that are b a s ic a l ly  dependent on the 
presence of an ear.
Unit Object ives
1. To uncover the general character is t ics  of sound w av es .
2.  To discover  the b a s ic  operations of sound d e v ic e s .
3 .  To d is cu ss  how sound waves are produced, transmitted, 
ref lected , and absorbed .
4 .  To gain an understanding of musical sounds and the 
terminology of sound: pitch, frequency, in tensity ,  beat ,
and o th ers .
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Suggested Outline for Presentation
I.  Sound




3 .  G ases
4 .  Vacuum |
C .  Properties
1. Intensity
2 .  Loudness
3 .  Pitch
D .  Ranging by speed
1. Radar
2. Sonar
E . Spec ia l  behavior
1. Doppler ef fect
2 .  Infrasonic and ultrasonic
F. Resonance
1. Tuning forks,
2 .  Strings
3 . Open and closed pipes
G.  Interference I.
II .  Physical and Sensory Properties of Noise and Music
A. D iaton ic ,  chromatic and tempered s c a l e s
B. Harmony and discord
C .  Laws of strings
[r
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Procedural Activities  
Motivational Techniques (Four Modules)
The following films can be shown to introduce the unit and to 
stimulate student interest.
1. Sound Waves in Air 35 minutes (two modules)
2 .  Looking at Sounds 10 minutes )
)
3 .  M usic  in Motion 18 minutes ) (two modules)
)
4 .  Wire for Sound 10 minutes )
The records,  "The Sc ien ce  of Sound,"  and "Computer T a lk , "  or a 
modern musical recording of e lectronic  sounds might be used .  It is 
entirely proper to use modern recordings of popular music to set the mood 
for the study of music .
An o sc i l lo sco p e  allows students to se e  their voice as  a note is 
sung and compare it with the purer tone of an instrument or a tuning fork.
Note: The total time for motivational techniques should be limited 
to four modules.
Sound: Large Group (Four Modules)
Sounds are produced by matter that v ibrates .  The quiver of the 
leaves  on a quaking aspen tree or the footsteps of a fly can be heard 
because matter is caused to vibrate in each c a s e .  Sounds can be tran s­
mitted only by means of matter in the sol id , liquid or gaseous s ta te .
The accent  should be directed toward an understanding that sound is
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longitudinal vibration by means of a demonstration model and that it 
cannot be transmitted in a vacuum. The large group in our physics 
situation will usually contain no more than forty students ,  so it is 
suggested that the following demonstrations be conducted as large group
• i.
a c t iv i t i e s .  i
By using- transparencies , the instructor will  explain the re la t ion­
ship of intensity to loudness and frequency to pitch. Then, student
demonstrations should be made to reinforce the instructor's presentation.
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Independent study reports should be given by students who chose to 
study radar and/or sonar,  Doppler e f fe c t ,  infrasonic ,  ultrasonic  sounds,  
and other s p e c ia l  interest to p ics .
Suggested Topics :  Small Group (One Module)
1. If space  is a near vacuum, how is sound transmitted from 
our man-occupied sa te l l i t e s  to earth?
2.  Why can a train be heard by placing the ear against  a rail  
before it can be heard through a ir?
3 .  What functional parts does the ear  have for discerning 
sound: Demonstrate harmony and discord as an ef fec t  on 
the ear .
Laboratory (Four Modules)
1. Experiment to demonstrate the laws for open and closed 
p i p e s .
2 .  Experiment to demonstrate the laws of str ings .
3 .  Demonstration by the instructor or students of b e a ts ,  
sympathetic  vibration, nodes,  and antinodes,  using 
tuning forks and sonometer.
Note: The Doppler apparatus is very e f fect ive  for demonstrating that 
principle .  "The Sc ie n ce  of Sound,"  a record included in the motivational 
technique,  presents the topic w ell .
Resonance can be shown by use of the tuning forks as  shown in the




b e a ts ,  reinforce 




nected as diagrammed 
to demonstrate 
r e s o n a n c e .
Physical and Sensory Properties 
of Noise and M usic
Sounds that are pleasant  to the ear are said to be .m usic ,  while 
those that are not pleasant are called n o ise .  It should be understood 
that what is music to one person could well  be noise to another.  The 
pitch of a sound is changed by varying the rate of vibration for the sound­
ing apparatus. Quality is determined by the musician and the instrument.
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Two violins might produce the same pitch with great divergence in quality,  
depending upon the construction of the instruments.
Closure Activit ies
If a violin bow is used to produce the vibration of a sonometer
i
string, nodes and antinodes can readily be marked by the use of r iders,  
strips of paper folded to slip over the string, which jump off at the 
antinodes and remain on the str ings 'a t  the nodes.
A tuning fork orchestra is fun for the students .
A stroboscope can be used to view the vibration of s tr ings .  It is 
suggested that some of the better students be utilized to set  up demon­
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The study of l ight,  a form of energy, takes on a new dimension as 
transmission is keynoted. It is hoped that as the student studies the
wave,  corpuscular,  e lectromagnet ic ,  and quantum th e o r ie s , he will
■ \
acquire sk i l l  in theory formation. The common asp e c ts  of motion, 




Unit O bject ives
1. To reiterate material pertaining to the transmission of 
energy by wave motion.
2.  To develop the wave and particle models as modes-of light 
transmission (radiation phenomena).
3 . To gain an appreciation for the electromagnetic  theory 
through a study of the photoelectric  e f fe c t .
4 .  To project  the quantum theory (dual nature- of l ight).
5. To understand how the speed,  luminous intensi ty ,  luminous 
flux, and other ch aracter is t ic s  of light are measured.
6 . To familiarize properties such as:  rect i l inear  motion, 
polarizat ion, finite ve loci ty ,  refraction,  ref lec t ion ,  and 
o th e r s .
7. To provide through demonstration an understanding of images 
formed by mirrors and l e n s e s .
8 . To rela te  and d is cu ss  the operational principles of the micro­
sco p e ,  te le s c o p e ,  camera, and other optical  equipment.
9 .  To study color as relevant to light,  pigments, and spectrum 
analys is  .
10. To descr ibe  polarization of light and its pract ical application
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Suggested Outline for Presentation
I.  The Nature of Light
A. Huygens' :  Wave Theory
B. Newton's:  Corpuscular Theory
C .  M axw el l 's :  Electromagnetic  Theory
D. Planck's:  Quantum Theory
E. Hertz's:  Photoelectric  Effect
F. E ins te in 's :  Photoelectr ic  Equation
II. Sources of Light
A. Luminous bodies
B. Illuminated bodies
III. Properties of Light




4.  Shadows (umbra and penumbra)
B. Measurable or finite velocity
1. Velocity in a vacuum (M ichelson 's  experiment)
2.  Velocity in other media (water, a ir ,  g l a s s ,  and others)




3 .  Illumination
4.  Photometers (Bunsen, Joly ,  and Spherical)
5. Photoelectric c e l l
6 . Invis ible  light
(a) Infrared
(b) Ultraviolet IV.
IV. Reflection of Light
A. Laws of ref lect ion
B. Regular ref lection
C .  Diffused ref lection










4 . The mirror formula
5. Aberration
V. Refraction of Light
A. Optical densi ty ,  refraction and the speed of light
B. Index of refraction
C .  Laws of refraction
D. Atmospheric refraction and mirages
1. Cri t ical  angle
2 .  Total ref lection
E. Derivation of Sn el l ' s  Law










4 .  Aberration VI.
VI. Color
A. Interference and diffraction





Motivational Techniques:  Large Group (Two Modules)
Introduce light by showing the PSSC film, Introduction to Optics . 
Then, in a darkened room students may use diffraction gratings to view 
a ser ies  of spectrum tubes placed on a stand in conjunction with a 
spectrum tube power supply. The very beautiful array of colored bands 
and their s p e c i f ic  arrangement will enthuse most students . '  It is a lso  
suggested that a prism and a light source be se t  up to produce a rainbow 
on a scree n .  If a Kirchoff and Bunsen spectroscope is a v a i la b le ,  the 
students can look at a sodium or mercury vapor light source through i t .  
The color change of f luorescent  minerals,  liquids and powders.when 
exposed to ultraviolet light can a ls o  be used to motivate .  This large 
group period should be used for observation and not for d is cu ss io n  of 
what is being v iew ed.
C a r b o n  a r c  P r i s m
The Nature of Light: Large 
Group (Three Modules)
There are several things that come to mind when the study of light 
is undertaken. Two of the early questions would likely be: (1) Where 
does light come from or originate,  and (2) How does it get from one place 
to another ?
Consider the sun as a source of l ight.  Explain the transmission-of  
light to the earth, by adhering to the wave theory. This will  enable the 
students to discover the strengths and shortcomings of the theory. 
Proceed to study in a similar manner the corpuscular ,  e lectromagnetic ,  
and quantum theor ies .  Endeavor to discover  the strengths and w eak­
n e s s e s  of each theory as an explanation of light transmission.
Sources of Light: Small 
Group (One Module)
Objective:  To demonstrate the transition of rays from the invisible  
to the v i s i b l e .
Materia ls :  Any incandescent  light source ,  a rheostat ,  and an 
ammeter.  A sens i t ive  photometer is desirable  a l s o .
Procedure: Connect the light source,  rheostat  and ammeter so that 
an increased current, as indicated by the ammeter and regulated by the 
rheostat ,  can cause  the light to fade or to brighten. Regulate the 




Conclusions: When the current Is increased,  it produces a corre­
sponding increase in the light source brightness .
Demonstrate the difference between luminous and illuminated 
bodies.
Properties of Light: Large 
Group (Three Modules)
Pass a beam of light from a carbon arc through a small hole .  This 
allows the student to observe the rect il inear property of light t rans­
miss ion. If chalk dust is placed on the beam's path, the straight line 
character is t ics  of the beam are emphasized. The dust ca u s es  some of 
the light to scat ter  or diffuse as particles of chalk are struck by the 
beam. Carefully explain the relationship of the terms ray, beam, and 
pencil of l ig h t .
Using a light source-and an opaque o b je c t ,  cast  a shadow upon a 
screen .  Indicate the regions referred to as  the umbra and penumbra. 
Discuss  shadow formation as related to light traveling in a straight l ine.  
Briefly compare light and sound in relation to abili ty  to bend around 
corn ers .
The speed of light is an important constant  in p h y s ics .  The 
students who have been doing independent study on Roemer and 
Michelson should be asked to report to the entire group. The methods 
for determining the speed of light employed by the two men were very 
different.  The instructor should suggest the use of visual aids such as:
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an overhead projector and transparencies ,  pictures and an opaque 
projector,  and models constructed by the student if p o s s ib le .  The 
reports should be written so that copies could be given to each student 
for future reference and d iscu ss io n  in the small groups. Independent 
study pro jec ts ,  papers,  and reports should whenever possible  cross  
over course l in e s .
After the small groups have discussed  the concept  of speed of 
l ight ,  the PSSC film, Speed of Light, should be shown.
Note: Light has been observed to exert pressure.  This can best  
be illustrated and explained by showing the PSSC film, Pressure of Light . 
All films should be shown as large group a c t iv i t i e s .  The radiometer
f
should not be used to explain light pressure,  because  it exempli fies a 
fa l lacy  in man's thinking. It operates on the push exerted by expanding 
air as the air becomes heated more on the dark side of the vane.  The 
darkened area absorbs light at a fas ter  rate ,  and when the light energy 
changes to heat energy it is warmed more than the light side of the vane.  
The d iscu ss io n  on the radiometer should be done before the large group, 
but the radiometer should be taken to the small group for observation.  A 
brief explanation of the ve loci ty  of light in media other than air and in a 
vacuum should be made in conjunction with the explanation.
As the study of photometry is init ia ted, care should be exerc ised 
to define thoroughly al l  terms. For example, it is imperative that the 
student understand c learly  the “candle"  unit.
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Photometry: Large Group (Four Modules)
The common unit of intensity is the candle .  It is defined as the 
intensity of the light emitted through an opening 1/60 of a square c e n t i ­
meter in area from a hollow enclosure maintained at the temperature of 
solidif ication of platinum, about 1773°  C .  This can be demonstrated with 
sophist icated equipment not found in an ordinary school laboratory. In 
the formula below, the symbol I is used for intensi ty .
Luminous flux and the lumen should be related and the formula
clearly  explained . F = i 3U > ™ P "s  x I (candles)
candle
Illumination is the density of the luminous flux on a surface .  This 






The illumination on a surface varies direct ly with the cos ine  of the 
angle between the luminous flux and the normal to the surface .  Then,
I cos  9
_  J L
A
X  - 4 77 1 _ x
A 4 T T s 2 s 2 
= illumination
= luminous flux = a JT\




Do an experiment using the optical bench and a Bunsen photometer 
to reinforce the inverse square law:
1. Experiment number 35 ,  Laboratory Experiments in P h y s i c s , or
2.  Experiment number 42 ,  Sc ienti f ic  Experiments in P h y s ic s . 
Proficiency in problem solving should be achieved during small
group instruction.
Reflection of Light: Small 
Group (Two Modules)
Each small group should have large convex, con cav e ,  and plane 
mirrors. The curved mirrors should be at leas t  twenty-five centimeters 
in diameter.  The groups will  need a light source,  o b je c t s ,  s c r e e n s ,  and 
an optical bench on which al l  equipment may be mounted. After the small 
groups have d iscussed  the terminology that is applicable to ref lect ion of 
l ight,  al l  equipment should be transported to the laboratory.
Laboratory (Four Modules)
Do an experiment that will  reinforce the laws of re f lec t ion .  Set up 
the c a s e s  for curved mirrors .
Analogies can be drawn by using a "high bounce" ball and throwing 
it on the floor at various angles of incidence to observe the angle of 
ref lec t ion .  If the spin of the ball could be discounted, the angles would, 
be nearly equal ,  even though the ball is not perfectly e l a s t i c .  The ripple
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tank may be used very ef fect ively  to demonstrate the ref lection of w a v e s , 
and if a hand stroboscope is used the motion can be observed more 
c lo s e ly .  Caution: Do not confuse the angle and its complement.  In a 
darkened room a large plate g lass  mirror could be placed on the instruc-- 
tor's desk top and a beam of light directed on it at an angle .  The angle 
of incidence and the angle of ref lection can be explained with added 
understanding by measuring the angles .  The following apparatus makes 
a rather spectacular  demonstration.
The actual light bulb 
is within the black 
box.  However,  when 
focused properly the 
image of the bulb 
appears in the empty 
socket  on the box 
top.
The light bulb,  which is in the box,  appears to be in the empty 
socket  on the top of the box. The PSSC Teachers Resource Book 
descr ibes  a projection of a bouquet of flowers in space  by means of 
spherical mirrors or parabolic mirrors. These experiments are recom­
mended highly to increase  student in teres t .  They may be set up by
students doing independent study.
2 0 1
Laboratory
There are many experiments that can be done in connection with 
mirrors. The instructor must make his own s e le c t io n .
1. Experiment number 43 , Sc ienti f ic  Experiments in P h y s i c s .
2 .  Experiment number 4 7 ,  Laboratory Experiments in P h y s i c s .
3 . Experiment number I I—2 , PSSC Laboratory Guide for P h y s i c s .
Note: There are several  films listed at the end of this unit that 
pertain directly to the study of ref lec t ion .
Refraction of Light: Small 
Group (Two Modules)
Light bends or refracts as  it travels  from one media to another of a 
different optical density .  This sect ion is concerned with the behavior of 
light during refraction.  As an introduction to refraction,  conduct the 
following demonstration:
O b ject ive :  To acquaint the student with the phenomena of light 
refract ion.
M ater ia ls :  Cardboard, p ins ,  a g la s s  plate with parallel  s id e s ,  an 
equilateral triangular g l a s s ,  and a right angle g la s s  tr iangle .  The three 
high grade g la s s  o b je c ts  are approximately one centimeter in th ic k n e s s .
Procedures:  Set up the apparatus as  shown on the following page.  
Arrange two pins on viewer's  side of the plates  and look along a line
made by them through the p la te s .  Place two more pins on the opposite
2 0 2




side of the plates so that they seem to form a straight line with the first 
pins .  Remove the plates and draw in lines  a s  indicated by the pins .
Conclusions: Light is refracted as  it enters and leaves  the p la tes .  
If another example of bending light rays is des irab le ,  it is  easy  to 
perform the following demonstration. The demonstration is most effect ive 
if  the containing v e s s e l  is opaque. Do hot use a beaker.
Small Group (One Module)
Place  the containing v e s s e l  on a pedestal against  the blackboard. 
Draw the line of sight for the eye on the board. Attach the coin to the 
bottom of the container so that it cannot move when the water is added. 
What happens if a different liquid is used?
If the eye follows the same line of sight as  it did before the water 
was added, the coin will come into view. The fixed position of the coin 
should be noted so that the line segment can be drawn to indicate the 
bending of the light .
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Try the same experiment using c lear  glycer in ,  liquid ge la t in ,  hypo 
solution,  and others .  Exercise care in the measurements that are taken 
so that a dif ference can be noted even though it might be s l ight .
Perhaps one of the most e f fec t ive  demonstrations of refraction is " 
the following:
Place a coin on the desk top. Slide a single p lane-s ided g la s s  
plate in front of the co in .  Note how the coin seems to move a s  the plate 
is caused to slide back and forth. Repeat ,  using two g la s s  p lates  to 
give added t h ick n e s s .
The coin seems to be 
at point A, but it is 
actual ly  at point B.
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D iscu ss io n  Question
If you were standing by a lake and wanted to spear a fish swimming 
o f f -sh o re ,  where would you throw the spear?
It might be of interest to the c la s s  to d is cu ss  the phenomenal 
accuracy of the archer fish as  it captures food.
Prisms should be avai lable  for individual student use during their 
independent study time so that more sophist icated experiments may be 
conducted.
Index of Refraction: Large 
Group (Two Modules)
Light does not travel in a l l  media at the same speed.  In a
vacuum, it travels  approximately 1 86 ,000  miles per second.  In water
the speed is reduced to about 1 40 ,000  miles per second and if ordinary
g la s s  becomes the media for t ransmission,  we note a further reduction of
speed to about 12 4 ,0 0 0  miles per second.
When we consider the speed of light in a vacuum as a ratio to the
speed of light in a substance ,  the index of refraction is determined. The
index of refraction equals  ..5£§_§_4 .. Q ̂ i f f M -i—  -Y_5?cuPUL. _ Accordingly,
speed of light in a media
the index of refraction for ordinary g lass  would be determined as follows:
„ _  18 6 ,0 0 0  3 1 rn -  ——_i—  = —  = 1 .5
1 2 4 ,0 0 0  2
If the index of refraction were desired for water,  it would be found by
dividing 1 8 6 ,0 0 0 / 1 4 0 ,0 0 0
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It is  interesting to note that Willebrord Snell  (1591-162  6) d i s ­
covered the fundamental principle of refraction to be the ratio of the sine 
of the angle of incidence to the sine of the angle of refraction.  The 






The line AO represents 
a ray of  light through 
the a ir ,  incident upon a 
g la s s  plate at point O. 
This ray is  refracted as  
it enters the g la s s  
along the path OB. To 
find the index of 
refract ion,  a c irc le  is 
drawn in the plane of 
the ray about point O 
and the normal to the 
surface of the g la s s  at 
point O is drawn as  NN'. 
The l ines  AC and DB are 
drawn perpendicular to 
N N ' . Since AO and OB 
are radii of the same 
c i r c l e ,  they are equal.
Schematic Demonstration: Large Group
The question may arise  as  to what happens when the light source 
is  placed within the more dense media and the rays of light travel from
that media into the a ir .  What path will the light ta k e ?  Does it reverse
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i t s e l f ?  With a brief explanation, students should understand that 
reversal o c cu rs .  Well-prepared transparencies  using color aid in 
c lar i f icat ion .  It should a lso  be shown schem atica l ly  that a s  the angle 
of incidence for a beam or ray of light which is traveling from'a more 
dense media to a l e s s  dense media in cre a se s  the angle of refraction 
becomes greater .  When the refraction angle is 9 0 ° ,  the light ray will 
be ref lected to ta l ly .  If the angle of refraction is greater than 9 0 ° ,  all  
light will be returned to the more dense media.
This is refraction. 
However,  when i  ̂ is 
great ,  ref lect ion o c c u r s .
During the experiment 
i -y produces r^, and ^ 2  
goes along path 1 2  .
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Actual Demonstration: Small Group
When a c lear  water g la s s  or beaker is placed on top of a co in ,  the 
coin is c lear ly  v is ib le  through the sides of the g la s s  as  well  as  from the 
top. If the top is covered and the g lass  f i l led ,  the coin disappears .
Dispersion and Spectra Formation-
Each student should be supplied with a prism and a diffraction 
grating. He should observe the continuous spectrum emitted by sunlight,  
incandescent so u rces ,  and some ref lective matter.  The grating may be 
used to observe the bright and dark lines emitted by spectrum tu b e s ,  and 
sodium and mercury arc lamps. If a spectroscope is a v a i la b le ,  the 
student should have an opportunity to observe the arc lights through it .
Laboratory: Experiment with 
Spectrum Analysis (Two Modules)
O bject ive :  To observe the band absorption spectrum produced by 
chlorophyl in solution.
Materia] s:  Fleshy green le a v e s ,  ethyl a lco h o l ,  250 ml. beaker ,
tes t  tube, water ,  hot pla te ,  and a light source.
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Procedure: Soften the lea f  t issue  by boiling the leaves  in a 
beaker containing water.  After a few minutes,  the leaves  should be 
taken from the water and placed in a bea}cer containing ethyl a lcohol .  
Gently boil the ethyl alcohol  and leaves  until an appreciable amount of '  
chlorophyl enters the a lcohol .  Pour the chlorophyl solution into a test  
tube . The solution should be placed in a strong beam of light and viewed 
through a spectroscope .
Observat ions: (1) The beam of light without the chlorophyl solu­
tion emits a bright continuous spectrum. (2) Conspicuous dark bands 
are seen when the chlorophyl solution is p laced in the beam and observed 
through the spectroscope .
Conclusions: (1) Chlorophyl produces a character is t ic  band 
spectrum. (2) Chlorophyl can be identified by spectrum a n a ly s i s .
Note: Standard spectra charts should be avai lable  for comparison.
Laboratory: Experiment with Con­
verging and Diverging Lenses  Setting 
Up All C a se s  (Four Modules)
h s n
Small groups should then determine the lens formulas,  —— = ------
hi s t
and —L  + —L_ = —i -  . 
so s i f
The d iscuss ion  and problem solving will  take at l e a s t  two
modules.
w irin'M rair n,ffliiTmTBM'n«lii(trrriOT,iiM flM ffl^ ^ ______  -
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Laboratory: Experiment II—4 in the 
PSSC Laboratory Guide for P h y s i c s , 
or Experiment Number 45 in Experi­
ments in Physics  (Two Modules)
These two experiments may be completed.
Summary D iscu ss io n :  Large Group 
1. Aberration
2 . Structure and defects  of the human eye
3 .  Simple m agnif iers , m icroscopes ,  t e l e s c o p e s ,  and the . 
formulas pertaining to their operation.
Color: Large Group (Two Modules)
In a well -darkened room, the instructor should provide each  
student with a diffraction grating and complete the demonstration of the 
spectrum tube ser ies  used to introduce the light unit.  It is hoped that a 
Singerman Color Mixer is available  for this  study of color .  With the 
buil t -in  screen readily v is ible  on the color mixer the instructor will  mix 
the various light colors and produce the experiences  desired.  The color 
mixer will :
1. Produce each spectral color.
2 .  Demonstrate the primary co lo rs .
3 . Show the combination of complementary c o l o r s .
If an infrared photography apparatus is av a i lab le ,  a picture of the c l a s s
should be taken while the room is thoroughly darkened and projected by
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means of an opaque projector.  With the lights on ,  the group should see 
a rotating color d is c  with the primary pigment c o lo r s .  The instructor 
should show the character is t ic  differences between primary light colors 
and primary pigment co lors .
Discuss ion  of the Rainbow:
Small Group (One Module)
A good introductory point of interest is a d iscu ss io n  of the rainbow 
as  presented in PSSC Teacher 's  Resource Book and G u ide , Appendix 2 , 
Supplement to Chapter 13.  Topics for d is cu ss io n  might include: Why 
is the rainbow "bow" shaped? What c a u s e s  the color of a rainbow?
How are the colors arranged in a rainbow, and why? How is a double 
rainbow formed ? Explain the inversion.
Development of a Light Model:
Large Group (Two Modules)
The unit on light was begun with a d is cu ss io n  of the four most 
common theories pertaining to light t r a n s m is s io n . Each theory should 
be reviewed with the students and weighed a s  to its merits .  Strive for 
student formulation of a sat is factory  model. When the models have been 
d is cu sse d ,  introduce diffraction and interference.  Does the light model 
developed by the students s t i l l  answer the behavior problems to a
sat is factory  degree ?
Laboratory: An Experiment on 
Interference (Four Modules)
Student "team-learning" pairs should work with ripple tanks setting 
up constructive and destructive interference patterns,  a s  well  a s  phase 
rela t ionships of sources .  Help the students discover the analogy 
between light and water wave behavior.
Young's experiment which produces a v is ib le  interference pattern 
on a screen should be done.
Experiment 11-14 from PSSC Laboratory Guide for Physics  and/or 
experiment number 47 from Sc ienti f ic  Experiments in Phys ics  are se lec ted  
for this purpose.
Laboratory: An Experiment on 
Diffraction (Two Modules)
Experiment 11-15 from PSSC Laboratory Guide for Phys ics  is 
s u g g es ted .
D iscu ss ion :  Small Group (One Module)
The optical  geometry of a transmission grating for determining 





Polarization: Small Group (Two Modules)
D iscu ss io n  questions such a s :  (1) What is polarized l ight?
(2) What are a polarizer and an analyzer?  (3) Examine and then explain 
how Polaroid disks  function. (4) What is plane-polarized l ight?  The ,, 
instructor should use a tourmaline crystal  to show polarization by 
se lec t ive  absorption.  Use g lass  plates and Polaroid disks to show 
polarization by ref lec t ion .  A clear  crystal of c a lc i te  may be used to 
illustrate polarization by double refraction.
D iscuss ion  of U ses  of Polarized 
Light: Small Group (One Module)
Laboratory: Experiment Number 56 
from Laboratory Experiments in Physics
This experiment is suggested.
Closure Activities
Demonstration *1
A demonstration of the use of  polarized light to determine structural 
strain can be made by placing a small sect ion of transparent plas t ic  
between two Polaroid disks located on an overhead projector.  When the 
p las t ic  is tw is ted ,  the projected color pattern will  display the areas  of 
maximum and minimum strain .
1. Test ing:  two parts (two modules per part)
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Audio-Visual Aids
Electromagnetic W a v e s . 3 0 min. , B & W .
Eye to the Unknown. 3 5 min. , Color (free loan) ,  Modern Talking Serv ice ,  
3 E. 44 M Street ,  New York, New York.
Interference of Photons . PSSC 0 4 19 ,  16 min. , B & W .
Introduction to Optics . PSSC 0201 ,  23 min. , B & W.
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Light and Illumination. 11 min. , Color.
L ig h tw a v e s  and U s e s . 11 min. , B & W.
NAA Optical Laboratory. 10 m in . ,  Color (free loan) ,  North American 
Aviation, I n c . ,  International Airport, Los Angeles , California..
Nature of C olo r . 11 m in . ,  Color (rental),  Coronet Films Company, 
6 E. South Water  S t r e e t , Chicago, I l l ino is .
Photons. PSSC 0418 ,  25 min. , B & W.
Polarized Light . (Rental) , #6 17 F .O .M  . , McGraw-Hil l ,  41 frames, 
Color.
Pressure of Light . PSSC 0202 , 23 min. , B & W .
Principles of the Optical M a s e r . 3 0 min. , Color (free loan),  Bell 
Telephone Company.
Sc ience  of Color Photography. (Rental), #576 F . O . M . ,  M cG raw -H il l ,  
42 frames, Color,  r _
Speed of Light. PSSC 0203,  21 min. , B & W .




The p h y s ics  student is to be made aware of the c o n ce p ts ,  rules 
and laws, that are involved. He is not to become a circuitry builder or 
designer e xcep t  a s  his  interest might direct him during independent 
study. He should understand the indestruct ib il ity  of e le c t r i c  charge,  
and that such charge can be transferred and uti l ized.  The e f fe c t s  of  an 
e le c t r ic  field on p art ic les  near and within that field become pertinent 
po in ts .
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Unit O b jec t iv e s
1. To develop an understanding that matter has an e le c t r i c a l  
structure.
2 . To direct  students toward an understanding that concepts  of 
charge and e le c tr ic  field are n e c e s s a r y .
3 .  To relate how men of sc ien ce  work with the unknown, use it 
and gradually come to an understanding of its v a lu e s .
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Suggested Outline for Presentation
I .  E lectrostat ics
A. Electr ic  charges
1. Posit ive charge: g lass  rod and si lk  will  produce (+) 
on rod
2 .  Negative charge: p last ic  rod and fur will produce (-) 
on rod
B. Demonstration of forces exerted by charged part ic les  and 
bodies
1. Two e lectr i f ied  g lass  rods repel each  other
2 . Two e lectr i f ied  plas t ic  rods repel each  other
3 . A charged g lass  rod attracts a charged p las t ic  rod
4 . The pith ball  or lea f  e lectroscope may be used to
detect  an e lec tros ta t ic  charge,  and to' show that 
like charges repel while unlike charges attract
(a) Charging by induction and induced charges
(b) Charging by conduction and unbalanced potential
C .  Coulomb's law of e le c tro s ta t ics
1. The force between two point charges is directly pro­
portional to the product of their magnitudes and inversely 
proportional to the square of the d is tan ces  between them
Ql Q2












D. Atoms as partic les  having a charge or not having a charge
1. If a body is neutral,  the resultant  force exerted by all  
the e le c t r i c  partic les on any particle is zero
2 .  A body can be neutral on the average and, n e v er th e le ss ,  
contain areas of concentrated e le c t r i c  charge
E. Fields of e le c t r i c  force and e le c t r i c  potential
F.  Capacitance and die lectr ic  constant  I.
II .  Electric  Current
A. Difference of potential
B. Electromotive force
C. Electr ic  current
1. Conductivity of gases  and ionization
(a) Cloud chamber
(b) Discharging ef fect  of x - r a y s
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2 . Conductivity of solutions
3 .  Conductivity of solids
D.  Insulators and conductors
E. Sources of electromotive force:  voltaic  c e l l  and the volt
F.  Ohm's Law of Resistance
j   ̂ _  _E_ _ volt__  _ joule/coulomb
I ampere coulomb./second
2 r = joule second _ kg m^/sec 
coul^ coul^
3 .  Res is tance  in ser ies
4 .  Res is tance  in parallel
G .  Res is t iv i ty--dep endence  on:
1. Temperature
2 . Length of conductor
3 .  C r o s s - s e c t io n a l  area 
4 . Nature of the material
H. Measurement of res is tan ce
1. Voltmeter-ammeter method 
2 . Wheatstone bridge method





E. Electric  power
1. W = Vlt
2 .  Jou le 's  law; W = JQ; power = energy/time
IV. Electrolysis
A. Electrolytic  c e l l
B. Electroplating
C .  Faraday's laws of e le c tro ly s is  V.
V. Electromagnetism and Magnets
A. Magnets and magnetic fields
1. Domain theory of magnetism
2 .  Flux density ,  field intensi ty ,  permeability,  unit pole
B. Electromagnets
1. Oersted experiment
2 .  Ampere's rule for a straight conductor
3 .  Ampere's rule for a solenoid
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VI. Alternating Current Circuits
A. Impedance
B. Capacitance
C .  Resonance
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Procedural Activities
Motivational Techniques: Large Group (Two Modules)
In a well darkened room, the Van De Graff generator with an 
insulated sphere may be used to produce sparks twenty-f ive to thirty 
centimeters in length. In this manner, a tube-type fluorescent  lamp may
\
be lighted, and the light can be wiped from the tube by running the hand 
along the tube. The a c c e s s o r y  set for the Van De Graff makes an 
exce l len t  stimulator of in terest .  The Wimshurst s ta t ic  machine with the 
a c c e s s o r y  set should be demonstrated a l s o .
Laboratory: Small Group (Four Modules)
O b jec t iv e s :  (1) To understand the b a s i c  concepts  pertaining to 
s ta t ic  e le c tr ic i ty .  (2) To develop concepts  relat ive to the understanding 
of  magnets and magnetism.
Materia ls :  Magnetizer,  magnets ,  a ln ico  bar and disk magnets,  
magnet model (Welch No. 1800) ,  g la s s  tank,  iron f i l in g s ,  soft iron rods, - 
corks ,  and non-magnetized sewing n ee d le s .  E le c tro sco p e s ,  g la s s  rods,  
p las t ic  rods,  fur, e lectrophorus, hollow cylinder,  induction cylinder and 
an ell ipsoidal conductor.
Procedures: Se lect ion becomes difficult when there are many 
experiments that may be done.
1. Demonstrate the difference between plus and minus ch arges .
i
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Demonstrate charge transfer,  charging by induction, 
res idence on outer surface of a conductor,  dependency 
on the curvature of the surface.
3 .  Demonstrate attraction and repulsion of magnets .
4 .  Demonstrate the formation of a magnetic field and
illustrate the theory of molecular magnets.
5 .  Float needles with corks in a g la s s  tank containing water 
and observe their behavior when strong, alnico magnets
are brought into the f ie ld .
Observations: List what is seen by the students.  The small 
groups should d is cu ss  the cause and effec t  re la t ionsh ips .
Conclusions: (1) There are two kinds of f ie lds ,  the magnetic field 
around a magnetized ob ject  and the e le c tr ic  field around an electr i f ied 
o b je c t .  Conductors and non-conductors behave differently in the two 
f ie ld s .  (2) The fie ld force is exerted through a dis tance so it need not
be a contact  f o r c e .
The experiments in Part IV of the PSSC Laboratory Guide for Physics  
are recommended highly. The PSSC Teacher 's  Guide for Laboratory 
Experiments has several  demonstrations that are e x c e l le n t .  In a large 
group instruction se ss io n  of two modules,  the best  of the experiments 
may be se lec ted  for teacher  presentation or by students who have chosen 
to become w e l l -v e rsed  in this particular area as  an independent study
p r o je c t .
-
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Large Group (One Module)
1. Explain the theory of e le c t r o s t a t i c s .
2 .  Explain the theory of magnetism.
Electrostatics :  Small Group (Two Modules)
Thumbnail sk etches  of T h a les ,  Gilbert ,  Franklin, Davy,  Faraday, 
Perrin, Crookes, Thompson, Becquerel ,  M il l ikan,  Bohr, and Chadwick 
may be presented* to the c la s s  as student reports.  Each report is of 
necess i ty  brief and designed to s t ress  only the contribution to p h y s ics .  
Stress the birth and development of id e a s .  D iscu ss  the meaning of • 
discovery,  rediscovery,  and hypothesis .
Laboratory: Small Group (Two Modules)
Object ives :  To demonstrate the discharging e f fec t  of a Tesla  high 
frequency coi l  on e lec troscopes  that have been given a charge,  and to 
show the attraction and repulsion of charged bodies .
Materia ls :  Tesla  c o i l ,  e l e c t r o s c o p e s ,  G e is s le r  t u b e s , weak 
magnets,  and cotton.
Procedures:  Charge an e lec troscope  by conduction and place it on 
one end of the instructor's laboratory d e sk .  Turn on the Tesla  coi l  at the 
other end of the desk and watch the e lectroscope react  to the e l e c t r i f i c a ­
tion of air molecules through the gap separating it from the c o i l .  Hold 
the operating coil  near G e is s le r  tubes and observe the ef fect  produced.
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Touch the Tes la  co i l  spark to a weak magnet.  Let the spark touch cotton 
soaked in a lcohol .
Observations: .The e lectroscope is discharged more rapidly when 
the coil  is operating. The G e is s le r  tubes glow. The magnet is weaker 
than before.  The cotton ignites .
Conclusions: (1) The e lectroscope discharges because  the Tesla  
coil  ionizes the air molecules and permits charge loss  through con ­
duction. The odor of ozone can be detected .  (2) G e is s le r  tubes are 
discharge tubes and glow in the presence of a high-frequency d ischarg e .
(3) High-frequency discharge causes  magnets to lose  their magnetic 
strength. (4) The ignited cotton indicates that the Tesla  coi l  produces 
a high-frequency discharge that has a heating ef fect  a l s o .
It is of interest and value for students to plot fie lds and to use an 
e le c tr ic  field mapping set designed to show various configurations 
(Welch No. 1960).  If a small stream of water is approached by a 
charged rod, it will be attracted to the rod. The rod is discharged if 
allowed to touch the stream. This attraction is very similar to the pith 
ball and rod react ion.
Films: Large Group (Two Modules)
1. E l e c t r o s t a t i c s , 11 minutes,  Resource Center
2 . M agn e t ism , 15 minutes,  Resource Center
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3 .  E lectrochem istry , 11 minutes.  Resource Center
4 .  Coulomb's Law, 30 minutes,  PSSC
Filmstrips: Large Group (One Module)
1. E lectr ic i ty  and M agnet ism , Resource Center (set of three)
.2. E le c tr ic i ty ,  Resource Center (set o f  two)
Difference in Potential and Current *1
Electric ity:  Small Group (Eight Modules)
The ampere, which is one coulomb per second ,  is the most widely
used unit of current. The definition of the international ampere is based
on the rate at which si lver is deposited by an e le c tr ic  current pass ing
through a solution of s ilver  nitrate .  In the MKS system , the ampere is
defined in terms of force between two parallel  conductors.  The coulomb
is defined as the quantity of e lectr ic i ty  equal to the charge on
0
6 .2 5  x 10 e le c t ro n s .  One e lectron,  a single unit of negative e le c t r i c i ty ,
-19carries a charge which is equivalent to 1 . 6  x  10 coulomb. If
1 86 .2 5  x 10 elementary charges (electrons) move past a point in one 
second, we have an ampere or a coulomb per second.  The copper or 
si lver voltmeters (coulombmeter) may be used to measure accurately  a 
quantity of e le c tr ic i ty  pass ing through i t .  The potential difference 
between two points in an e le c t r ic  field such that one joule of work moves 
a charge of one coulomb between these points is a volt .  The volt is the 
MKS unit of potential difference or electromotive force or emf. The volt
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; equal to one joule/one coulomb or 1 . 6  x 1 0   ̂ joules per elementary
harge. The electron volt is commonly used as a measure of e le c t r i c a l
-■>9rnergy. It is equivalent to 1 . 6  x 10 * jo u le s .  Terminology should be . 
dearly set forth at the beginning of this unit.
Laboratory: Small Group
1. An experiment may be conducted to prove Ohm's Law of
%
R e s is ta n c e .  It should deal with both se r ies  and paral lel  
c i r c u i t s .
2.  An experiment should be done that re lates  temperature, 
length, c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l  area,  and nature of the material 
to the laws of r e s i s ta n c e .
Electr ical Units and Electr ic  Power:
Large Group (Two Modules)
The teacher  should s t ress  that concepts are the aims of this study. 
The relationship of laws is the important factor in the learning process 
not the memorization of isolated fa c t s .  The instructor may add a practical 
aspect  when e le c tr ic i ty  is studied. It should be related to day by day 
use in the home. Start with the unit cf  force,  the newton, and continue 
until a ll  work and power units have been shown to be in terre la ted . 
D is c u s s ,  a l s o ,  Joule 's  Law.
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Electro ly s is : '  Small Group (Two Modules)
Pure water is es s e n t ia l ly  a non-conductor of an e le c t r i c  current.  
Why, then, is it so dangerous to work with e le c tr ic i ty  when the condi­
tions present a wet environment? The conductivity of water may be 
demonstrated by the use of an e lectrolytic  c e l l .  There is a negligible  , 
amount of action until a few drops of an a c id ,  for example, are added to 
the water .  The presence of the acid allows ion movement during the 
e lec tro ly s is  of the water.  It is found that the passage  of 9 6 ,5 0 0  
coulombs through the solution r e le a se s  one gram-atomic-weight  of 
.hydrogen, which is monovalent,  and only on e -h a lf  gram-atomic-weight 
of oxygen, a divalent element.  Faraday's laws of e le c t ro ly s is  have 
meaning with this experiment.  A student working an independent unit on 
electroplating should demonstrate his project to each small group. 
Experiment IV-6 , "The Charge Carried by Ions in So lu t ion ,"  from the 
PSSC Laboratory Guide for Physics is recommended . A brief study of the 
construction and care of the storage battery will  be.o f  some interes t .
Electromagnetism and Magnets:
Small Group (Two Modules)
An electromagnetism demonstration se t  (Welch No. 2462) shows 
many fundamental e f fe c ts  of magnetic f ie lds 'w hile  using A . C .  and D . C .  
This is recommended as a teacher  or student demonstration to be done 
for small groups, because  students must be c lo s e  to see  some of the
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e f f e c t s .  There are several films dealing with ferromagnetic domains that 
may be obtained from Bell Telephone.
1. Part I: Magnetism and Domains., 11 minutes
2. Part II: How They are Formed, 11 minutes
3 .  Domains and Hysteresis  in Ferromagnetic M a t e r i a l s , 3 6 minutes 
"Bell Telephone a lso  have a fi lmstrip-recording combination entitled
"The Formation of Ferromagnetic D om ains,"  which is forty- five minutes 
in length. It is 'not  recommended that a l l  the aids mentioned be used.
The instructor should s e le c t  the films and filmstrips to be shown.
Special Reports by Individuals from 
Independent Study and Film: Large 
Group Activity (Three Modules)
The reports on Clerk Maxwell,  James Franck, Gustav Hertz,
J .  J .  Thomson, Niels  Bohr, and Ernest Rutherford will  illuminate the study
of electromagnetism. The PSSC film, Franck-Hertz Experiment, twenty-
five minutes,  should be viewed.
Laboratory: Small Group (Two Modules)
Experiment IV-9 ,  "The Measurement of a Magnetic Field in Funda­
mental Units , " from PSSC Laboratory Guide for Physics is recommended.
Closure Activities :  Small Groups (Four Modules)
During independent study a student may have studied capaci tance  
and inductance.  If so ,  he should be asked to display the Choke and
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Resonance demonstration to small and large groups.
Another suggested demonstration employs the use of primary­
secondary coi l  se t  to demonstrate electromagnet ic  induction e f f e c t s . 
Cathode-ray tubes that depict the following ef fec ts  should be
demonstrated in a darkened room:
1 . Heating ef fect
2 . Deflect ion ef fect
3. Shadow effec t
4 . Kinetic-energy ef fect
5. Fluorescent  ef fect
6 . Focusing effect
7. Direct ional ef fec t
8 . Canal rays
As an independent study project a cathode-ray tube may be con ­
structed. Charts and diagrams can explain its operation. Several  
procedures may be used in the construction of a cathode-ray tube. 
Directions are av a i lab le .
The preceding ac t iv i t ies  are designed for either large or small 
groups, but it is recommended that small groups be utilized if possib le  
because of difficulty in viewing from a d is ta n ce .
Another closure activity that makes for an interesting demonstration 
is the use of resonant Leyden jars to set  forth the b as ic  principle of
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wireless  transmission and reception of Hertzian w aves .  This apparatus 
may be constructed by a student in independent study and demonstrated 
to the small groups.
At the very c lo s e  of the unit the film from PSSC, M a s s  of the 
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Audio-Visual Aids
oulomb's Law. PSSC 0403 , 30 min. , B & W . 
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Many excel lent  fi lmstrips are avai lab le  to the teacher  from
atalog h o u s e s .





Sc ience  has reached into the past ,  cultivated the present ,  and 
looked into the future as it constantly searches  for more understanding. 
The quest brings forth new hypotheses ,  new theor ies ,  and an e v e r -  
increasing caution regarding so cal led " l a w s . "  Challenges to twentieth 
century s c ie n t i s t s  are the constant  extension of learning and the wise 
utilization of learned concepts .
Each new generation has_ produced several  types of persons.  There 
are those who believe man has reached the pinnacle of learning and must 
only refine what has been learned beforehand . Some fe e l  that man has 
only scratched the surface of the vast  unknown. There are those who 
fear that man treads pathways of destruction,  and those who live each 
moment filled with expectation and anticipation of the thrill of d iscovery.
With the advent of the sp e c ia l  theory of rela t iv ity and the quantum 
theory, the s c ie n t i f i c  world touched a new realm of needed understand­
ing. Old hypotheses ,  theor ies ,  and " law s"  were subjected to greater 
t e s t s .  Much of the prior knowledge withstood the tes ts  and was used to 
explain the new concepts  .
The student should be made aware that the s p e c ia l  theory of 
relat ivity and the quantum theory have no simple des ign .  I t ,  then,  
fringes on the impossible  to discover  simple techniques that will  give . 
an adequate understanding. The instructor must be cognizant of the
danger present in any attempt to simplify materials where simplification 
might be regarded as r idiculous.
This unit is designed to loosen shack les  that soc ie ty  and the educa
237
tional environment tend to produce.
; ■ ■ ■ v w .v  .^ ,,w « > .v .—» , : . w
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Unit Object ives
1. To develop an appreciation for modern s c ie n c e  and modern 
s c i e n t i s t s .
2 .  To investigate some of the developmental theories and 
experiments of modern phy sics .
3 .  To increase our understan'ding of the structure of matter.
4 .  To introduce an experimental method that obtains results  
" in d irec t ly . "
It is strongly suggested that chapters 3 2 ,  33 ,  and 34 from the 






Suggested Outline for Presentation
I . Exploring the Atom
A.
B.








The deflect ion of alpha particles and the Rutherford 
Model of Atoms
C .  Cloud-chamber photography
Modern Concept of Atomic Structure
A. Heisenberg 's  Uncertainty Principle
B. The photoelectric  ef fec t
C .  Photons and matter waves
D. Planck's  Quantum Hypothesis
E.  E ins te in 's  Photoelectr ic  Equation
F.  The mass spectrograph
G. Cathode rays and x 'rays
Quantum M echanics
A. Atomic leve ls  of energy
1. Determination
2. Schematic  i l lustrations
3 .  Experiment of Franck and Hertz
B. Quantum numbers
-34
1 0  joule second
1. Determination
2. E = hf 
h = 6 . 6 2  x 
f = vibrations per second
E = energy comprising a photon 
Pauli 's  Exclusion Principle 
Nichols  and Hull — pressure of light
Experiments
A. M ichelson-M orley
B. Mill ikan oil-drop
C. The e/m apparatus for measuring the ratio of the charge 
to the mass of an electron
D. Scaler  radioactivity lab demonstration apparatus
Elementary Part icles  
A. Known particles  and antoparticles 








B. Measurement of atomic mass
C .  Stable and unstable nuclei




Motivational Techniques: Large Group (Two Modules)
In it ia l ly ,  students can d iscu ss  how platinum m asses  distributed 
inside a bale of hay could be located without tearing apart the b a le .  The 
PSSC text explains  the details  of this hypothetical  experiment.  Interest  
will  be enhanced if the apparatus used to probe the interior of atoms with 
alpha-partic le  bullets  can be demonstrated. The students should be 
asked to estimate the percentage of bullets that would emerge on the far 












2 0  m - ---------- f>~
If the grove were 20 meters 
deep and 1 0 0  meters long with 
2 0  equal sized t r e e s ,  we may 
determine the s ize  of a tree 
. trunk by firing bullets  through 
the grove. Consider the 
diagram and explain how it 
may be done. Set a r e a l i s t i c  
s iz e  (suggest 8 - 1 0  inches or 
less)  for the diameter of each 
trunk and estimate the per 
cent  of 2 2  ca l iber  bulle ts that 
•would pass  through the grove 
without obstruct ion . What 
arrangement of trees would 
present the greatest  obstruc­
t io n ?  Bullets should be fired 
at the grove so that their 
paths are perpendicular to the 
ear th 's  surface .
W»M*«
The experiment pertaining to probing atoms with alpha part ic les  
hould be il lustrated on transparencies .
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laboratory: Small Group (Four Modules)
1. The experiment from the PSSC Laboratory Guide for Physics  
entitled "The M ass  of the Electron" should be conducted.
2 .  The PIoag-Mil likan oil-drop apparatus enables  the student 
to measure experimentally the "Charge on the Electron"
(Welch No. 0620) .
3 .  The ratio of the "Charge to the M ass  of an Electron"  may 
be determined by using an e/m apparatus such as  that 
designed by Bainbridge (Welch No. 0623 and 0 6 2 3 a ) .
Uomic Structure: Large Group
This introductory lecture should relate chronologically the theories 
pertaining to atomic models.  A thumbnail sketch of s c i e n t i s t s  who were 
instrumental in development of atomic theories may be presented by 
various members of the c l a s s .  Biographical research should be done 
during independent study time. During this large group instruction period
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it is suggested that the film from the PSSC ser ies  entitled The Rutherford 
Atom be shown. In the Rutherford model of any atom, it is assumed that 
the dimensions of the nucleus are very small when compared to the 
overall  s ize  of the atom.
Even though the linear 
magnification is in the order
Q
of 1 0  , the proton making up 
the nucleus and the electron 
could not be seen  on this 
s c a l e .
The Rutherford model assumes that the nucleus is a proton with one 
planetary electron moving in orbit around this unit.  An alpha part icle is 
the nucleus in the helium atom. The screening e f fec t  of the e lectrons 
should be d iscussed  in relation to the e le c t r i c  f ie ld .
An ex ce l len t  demonstration experiment may be conducted by the 
instructor or capable  students showing the scattering of atomic p art ic les .  
The apparatus (Welch No. 0615) simulates,  scatter ing of atomic part ic les .
The quantum theory had its origin in the study of continuous 
spectra ,  but the full realization of its magnitude became more vivid as 
new methods of conducting quantitative experiments were discovered.
As an interest  builder,  the students may once again observe several 
spectra while looking through diffraction gratings .  The instructor should
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relate  their observations to the quantum theory. If time is a v a i la b le ,  the 
students may conduct the following experiment.  It may be used as  a 
demonstration.
O bject ives :  To observe the continuous spectrum emitted by an - '  
incandescent sol id .
Materia ls :  Bunsen burner, spectroscope or diffraction grat ing , 
platinum wire mounted in g la s s  tubing, supports and c lam ps.
Procedure: Clamp the tubing holding the platinum wire so that it 
will  be firmly held in the non-luminous part of the burner flame.  Adjust 
the spectroscope so that observations might be made by the student.
Observations:  As the wire becomes heated,  it begins to emit 
v is ib le  l ight.  The spectroscope shows this to be a continuous spectrum. 
Note: There is a correlation between temperature and the color of  light 
emitted by the glowing platinum w ire .
Conclusions;  Platinum wire when heated to incandescence  produces 
a continuous spectrum as indicated by the sp e c tro sco p e .  There is a 
direct  relationship between radiation and temperature.
The deflect ion of alpha part ic les may well  be demonstrated by the 
use of a cloud-chamber apparatus. It is possible  to photograph the tracks 
of these  partic les as they move through nitrogen. The deflect ion of the 
alpha particle when it co l l ides  with a nitrogen atom is c lear ly  il lustrated.
i ..— I...
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Modern Concept of Atomic Structure:
Small-Large Groups
The nature of the material to be covered in connect ion with this 
part of the unit makes it best  done by lecture ,  blackboard s k e t c h e s ,  and 
transparencies .  The d iscu ss io n  of Kirchhoff and black body radiation/ 
Heisenberg 's  uncertainty principle,  Planck's  quantum hypothesis ,
Pauli 's exclusion principle,  and E inste in 's  work, can be extended or 
limited depending on the instructor's time and knowledge.
A d iscu ss io n  of the photoelectric e f fec t  can serve as an introduction 
to quantum physics and it is suggested that the PSSC film, Photons,. be 
viewed. The d is cu ss io n  should include:
1. The equations for photoelectric  emission
2.  An explanation of threshold frequency
3 .  Electromagnetic theory and quantum theory
a .  Failure in relation to photoelectr ic  e f fec t
b. S u c ce s s  in relation to the photoelectric  ef fect
4 .  S ignif icance of the quantum theory to modern physics 
The PSSC film, Photoelectr ic  E f f e c t , should be viewed.
The photon theory, Roentgen's discovery and use of x - ra y  photons, 
the properties of these  ray s ,  and the process of production may be 
d is cu sse d .  The Compton Ef fec t ,  its relation to the quantum theory and
numerous other topics can be included.
Quantum M echanics :  Large 
Group (Four Modules)
A definition and explanation of the four quantum numbers that 
describe the motion of electrons should be determined, defined, and 
illustrated s c h e m a t ic a l ly . The s ignif icance of the numbers to the f ie ld" '  
of physics and chemistry should be explained. The Pauli Exclusion 
Principle with some of its most potent asp e c ts  should be related in the 
large group and discussed in small groups. The M ichelson-M orley  
experiment should be considered. Experiments in the PSSC Laboratory 
Guide for Physics that are signif icant  for development of this unit *12345
sect ion are:
1. "The Michelson Interferometer"
2.  "Waves in a Moving Medium"
3 .  "Matter  W aves"
4 .  "An ‘Ether1 Experiment"
5. "Interference in a Moving Medium"
Perhaps, the bes t  PSSC film in the ser ies  may be viewed at this 
time. It is ent it led,  Frames of R eferen ce .
There is very lit tle that the average secondary student of physics 
can derive from his limited background that could make Einste in 's  
Specia l Theory of Relativity understandable.  However,  the curiosity of 
the student can be thoroughly aroused by a brief presentation of the m ass ,  
energy, and speed re la t ionsh ips .  What happens to the mass of an
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ob ject  when its speed of motion approaches the speed of l ight?  Endeavor 
to arouse the student by discussing:  (1) The e f fec ts  of time dilat ion,  
and (2) length contraction.
D iscu ss ion  of Particles:  12
Small Group (Two Modules)
In the d is cu ss io n  of e le c tron s ,  protons, neutrons, nucleons,  
i so topes ,  alpha p a r t i c le s , beta par t ic les ,  and others,  it is  proposed 
that each term be defined and then an effort be made to tie them all  
together.  It is only through an overall  understanding that the rela t ive 
importance of the consti tuent parts can be ascer ta ined .
If equipment is av a i lab le ,  some experimentation should be done that 
involves particle detection d e v ic e s .  Two experiments taken from 
Laboratory Experiments for Foundations of Physics may be conducted.
1. "Determination of the Source of Geiger-M uller  
Counter Background" (two modules)
2 .  "Operation of a Geiger-Muller  Counter" (two modules)
The concept and calcula t ion of binding energy and the descript ion 
of nuclear forces should be presented to the students.  An explanation of 
binding energy leads to the d iscu ss io n  of the concepts of f is s ion  and 
fusion. It is suggested that a student in independent study make a 




Discussion:  Small Group
1. Chain reactions
2.  H alf - l i fe
3 .  Types of radiation
4 .  Properties of radioactive nuclei
5.  Thermonuclear energy
a .  Atomic bomb— simplified explanation of the reaction
b.  Hydrogen bomb— simplified explanation 
Experiments taken from the PSSC Laboratory Guide for Physics
applicable to this sect ion  are:
1.  "Simulated Nuclear Collis ions"
2 .  "Randomness in Radioactive D e ca y . "
The following experiments were taken from Laboratory Experiments 
for Foundations of Physics:
1. "Analysis of Particle Tracks"
2 .  " Intensity  of Gamma Radiation from a Point Source"
3 .  "H a l f - l i f e  of a Radioactive Source"
4 .  " S ta t i s t i c s  of Events Controlled by C h a n c e . "
If possib le  an expert in the field of radiation should speak to the
large group on the ef fect  of radiation on living t i s s u e .
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Closure Activities
A field trip to a plant using nuclear-energy or a lecture by an expert 
in the practical application of nuclear energy in our lives makes an 
excel lent  c losu re .
It is a lso  of great value to secure the serv ices  of an individual from 
the f i s h ,  game and wildlife department or commission and have that person 
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APPENDIX II
Teaching Aids: Audio-Visual,  Field and Community
"Many sound motion pictures are offered without charge by 
industries and may be utilized in the c lassroom . A wide variety of 
lectures and demonstrations, some a bit unusual,  entertaining, and 
interesting,  are a lso  avai lable  to help solve program planning.
An attempt herein has been made to compose a list ing of several of 
the resource centers and materials outlets for teacher  convenience .  
During the school year ,  brochures may be received which will  update 
some of the information being presented in the guide, but a l l  materials 
l isted should be at the instructor's  d isp osa l .
Requests for items should be made on sp e c ia l  order sheets  which 
may be provided by the resource center or department head. Most audio­
visual materials should be booked approximately two months in advance 
to insure securing the order at the proper time. The common period for 
rentals  to be retained by the school  varies from three days to one week 
in duration. A film-card file should be kept by the resource center  or by 
the department head. Audio-visual guides should a lso  be avai lable  in 
the aforementioned p l a c e s . '
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The following is a l is t  of fi lms,  fi lmstrips,  and records suggested 
for use  in physics c l a s s e s :
1.  Behavior of G a s e s , PSSC 0115 ,  15 min. , B & W
2.  Change of S c a l e , PSSC 0106 ,  23 m in . ,  B & W
3.  C ol l is ions  of Hard Spheres , PSSC 0 3 1 9 ,  19 min. , B & W
4.  Conservation of Energy, PSSC 0 3 13 ,  2 7 min. , B & W
5. Coulomb Force C o n stan t , PSSC 0 4 05 ,  34 min. , B & W
6 . Counting Electr ical-Charges in M o t io n , PSSC 0 4 0 8 ,  22 m in . ,
B & W
7 • C r y s t a l s , PSSC 0 1 1 3 ,  2 5 min. , B & W
8 . Definite and Multiple Proportions, PSSC 0 1 1 0 ,  30 min. , B & W
9.  Deflect ing F o r c e s , PSSC 0 3 05 ,  30 m in . ,  B & W
10. E M F , PSSC 0430 ,  20 min. , B & W
11.  E la s t ic  Coll is ions  and Stores Energy, PSSC 0 3 1 8 ,  27 m in . ,  
B & W
12. E lectr ic  Fields , PSSC 0406 ,  25 min. , B & W
13 . Electromagnetic W a v e s , PSSC 0 4 1 5 ,  33 m i n . ,  B & W
14. Electrons in a Uniform Magnetic  F ie ld , PSSC 0 4 1 2 ,  11 m in . ,  
B & W
15. Elementary Charges,  Transfer of Kinetic Energy, PSSC 0 4 09 ,
34 min. , B & W
16. Elements,  Compounds and M ix tu r e s , PSSC 0 1 1 1 ,  33 m in . ,
B & W
17. Ell iptical  O rb its , PSSC 0310 ,  19 min. , B & W
18. Energy and Work, PSSC 0311 ,  28 min. , B & W
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19.  F o r c e s , PSSC 0 3 01 ,  23 m in . ,  B & W
2 0 .  Frames of Reference , PSSC 0 3 0 7 ,  30 m in . ,  B & W
21.  Frank-Hertz Experiment, PSSC 0421 ,  25 m in . ,  B & W
22.  Free Fall  and Projecti le M otion , PSSC 0 3 0 4 ,  27 min.
2 3 .  In ert ia , PSSC 0 3 02 ,  27 min. , B & W
2 4 .  Inertial  M a s s , PSSC 0303 , 19 min. , B & W
25.  Interference of Photons, PSSC 0 419 ,  13 m in . ,  B & W
26. Introduction to Optics , PSSC 0201 ,  23 m in . ,  Color
2 7 .  Long Time In tervals , PSSC 0 1 02 ,  25 min. , B & W
2 8 .  M a ss  of the E le c t ro n , PSSC 0 4 1 3 ,  18 min. , B & W
2 9 .  Measuring Large D i s t a n c e s , PSSC 0 1 0 3 ,  29 m in . ,  B
3 0 .  Measuring Short D i s t a n c e s , PSSC 0 1 0 4 ,  20 min. , B
3 1 .  M echanica l  Energy and Thermal Energy, PSSC 0312 ,  
B & W
3 2 .  Mil likan Experiment, PSSC 0 404 ,  30 min. , B & W
33.  Periodic M otion , PSSC 0306 ,  33 min. , B & W
3 4 .  Photoelectric E f f e c t , PSSC 0 4 17 ,  28 min. , B & W
3 5 .  Photons , PSSC 0 4 1 8 ,  25 min. , B & W
3 6 .  Potential Energy, Part I ,  PSSC 0431B,  B & W
3 7. Pressure of Light, PSSC 0202 , 2 5 min. , B & W 
38 .  Random E v e n ts , PSSC 0116 ,  31 mi n. ,  B & W  
‘ 3 9 .  The Rutherford Atom, PSSC 0 4 16 ,  40 m in . ,  B & W 
4 0 .  Short Time Intervals , PSSC 0119 ,  21 min. , B & W




4 1 .  Simple W a v e s , PSSC 0 2 04 ,  27 min. , B & W
4 2 . Sound Waves in Air, PSSC 0 2 0 7 ,  35 min. , B & W
43. Speed of Light,  PSSC 0203, 21 min. , B & W
4 4 . Straight Line Kinematics,  PSSC 0 1 0 7 ,  30 m in . ,  B & W
45. Time and C l o c k s , PSSC 0101 ,  28 min; , B & W
46. Universal Gravitation,  PSSC 03 0 9 ,  31 m in . ,  B & W
4 7 . Vector Kinematics,  PSSC 0 1 09 ,  16 m in . ,  B & W
48. V ecto rs , PSSC 0 1 08 ,  27 m in . ,  B & W
The following films can be found in several  c a ta lo g s .  It is recom­
mended that they be purchased by the Physics  Department and kept in the 
Resource Center.
1 . Gravity,  Weight and W e ig h t le s s n e s s ,  11 m in . ,  B & W
2 . Hearing the Orchestra ,  13 min. , B & W
3. How TV W o r k s , 10 min. , B & W
4. Introduction to P h y s ics ,  10 min. , B & W
5. L ig h tw a v e s  and Their Uses , 11 m in . ,  B & W
6 . Looking at Sounds, 10 min. , B & W
7. Magnetism, 15 min. , B & W
8 . The Micrometer,  15 min. , B & W
9. Molecular Theory of Matter ,  11 min. , B & W
1 0 . Nuclear Submarine, 12 min. , B & W
1 1 . Our Friend the Atom (2 reels)  , 60 min. , Color
1 2 . Preface to P h y s ics ,  15 min. , B & W
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13. Rockets and S a t e l l i t e s , 14 m in . ,  Color
14. Simple M a c h in e s , 11 min. , B & W
15.  Sound Waves and Their Sources-, 11 min. , B & W
16. Speed of Light, 14 min. , B & W
17. Strange Case  of the Cosmic Rays (2 r e e ls ) ,  60 m in . ,  Color 
18 . Thermodynamics , 11 min. , B & W
19. This is Aeronautics , 19 m in . ,  Color
20. U.  S .  Space Pioneer, 10 min. , B & W
The following films and taped lec ture s ,  provided by the Bell 
Telephone Company, are applicable to physics :
Films
1. About Time, 60 min. , Color
2. Bell  Solar Battery, 12 m in . ,  Color
• 3 . Coaxia l and Microwave M i r a c l e s , 11 min. , B & W
4.  Crystal C le a r , 10 min. , Color
5 .  The Far Sound, 26 min. , Color
6 . K rysta l los , 7 min. , Color
7. A M is s i l e  Named M a c , 10 min. , Color
8 . Mr. B e l l , 3 0 min. , B & W
9.  M usic  in M o t io n , 18 min. , Color
10. Our Mr. Su n , 60 min. , Color
11. The Rest less  Sea , 60 min. , Color
12. The Strange C ase  of the Cosmic Rays ,  60 mi n. ,  Color
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13.  Talking of Tomorrow, 10 min. , Color
14. Tasi  the Time M a c h in e , 10 min. , Color
15. Telstar ,  27 m in . ,  Color
16.  The Transis tor , 10 min. , 3 & W
17. The Unchained G o d d e ss , 60 min. , Color
18. A Voice for Mercury, 14 min. , Color
19. Wire for Sound, 10 min. , Color*
Lectures
1. Bell Solar Battery, 20 min.
2 .  Hop, Skip and Jump in Telephony, 26 min.
3 .  Mites  and Midgets That Make M irac les  of Communication, 
2 0  min.
4 .  The Optical M ase r ,  35 min.
5. Our Role in Space and National D e fen se ,  3 0 min.
6 . Project Telstar ,  25 min.
Other Audio-Visual Sources
Shell  Oil Company 
149-07  Northern Boulevard 
Flushing, New York 11354
F ilms
1. Approaching the Speed of Sound
2. An Introduction to the Heat Engine
— — —  S ■ . ■- •  —
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3 .  Supersonic Flight
4 .  Transonic Flight
Dr. Robert Overman 
Institute for Nuclear Studies 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Oak Ridge, T ennessee  37830
'Three ex ce l len t  films are available  at this source.
Additional Aids and Sources for 
the Sc ience Teacher 1
1. American Association for the Advancement of Sc ience  
1515 M a ss a ch u se t t s  Avenue , N .W .
Washington, D. C .  20005
2 . Modern Physics  (complete high school physics  course on film)
Professor Harvey White ,  Instructor 
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films 
W ilmette ,  Il l inois  60091
3 . National Aviation Educational Council
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N .W .
Washington, D. C . 20006
4 .  National Science Teacher 's  Association » •
1201 16th Street ,  N .W .  ■ .
W ashington , D.  C . 20006
5 .  United States  Off ice of Education 
Washington, D. C , '  20025
Note: Many sc ien ce  lea f le ts  can be obtained from the makers of 
World Book Encyclopedia, Field Enterprises ,  Inc.  , Chicago,  I l l in o is .  
These are free materials or at a very small c o s t .
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APPENDIX III-
Experimental Equipment and Supplies
Equipment List
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
5 PSSC Four Student Bas ic  Kit Assortment 
M echanics
# 5 0 0 1 -M a c a l
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1/4 Acceleration Apparatus (Packard) #852-W
1 / 2 Balan ce ,  Dial Spring (500 gram) # 4 0 7 8 -W
5/L B alan ce ,  Spring (demonstration) # 4 0 7 5 -W
5/L Balls , Assorted # 7 1 3 -7 3  5-W
5/L Ball ,  Inertia # 545-W
1/L Bicycle  Wheel Gyroscope # 9 7 5-W
2/L Car Ba l l i s t ics # 07 4 2 -W
2/L Center of Gravity Apparatus # 8 5 7 - W
2/L Centrifugal Hoop # 9 1 7 - W
2/L C o ll is io n  Balls Apparatus 
(with balls  and sc a le s )
# 7 0 1 - W
1 /2- Density Cylinder # 1 1 6 2 -  W
1 / 2 Force Table #740 -  W
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M e c h a n ic s — Continued
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1 / 2 H a ll ' s  Carriage # 8 1 8 -W
1 / 2 Inclined Plane and Pulley # 8 1 3 -W
l/L Loop-the-Loop Apparatus # 8 14B-W
2/L Motor,  Lab. , Adjustable Speed # 9 0 2 -W
I / 4 Pucks #3 6 0 0 -M a c a l
1 / 2 Pulley and Clamp # 7 7 7 - W
1 / 2 Pulleys (assorted) # 7 5 6 ,  758 ,  760-W
1 / 2 Recording Timer Kits # 2 2 0 0 - M a c a l
l/L Rotator (hand driven with worm drive) #909A-W •
5/L Second-Law -of-M otion  Apparatus # 887-W
1 / 2 Sp ec i f ic  Gravity Specimens #113 7-W
l/L Stool ,  Rotating #570B-W
1 / 2 W heel  and Axle # 7 5 2 -W
Key
1 / 2 one per each two students
1/4 one per each four students
2/L two per laboratory
5/L five per laboratory
W The Welch Sc ie n t i f ic  Co.
c Central Sc ie n t i f ic  Co.
M aca l  = M a ca la s te r  Sc ie n t i f ic  Corporation
Quantity




5/L Archimedes'  Principle Apparatus it 10 9 2 -  W
2/L Barometer, Aneroid #1239 - W
1 /L Barometer,  Mercury 4t 1215-W
1 / 2 Boyle 's  Law Apparatus # 1078-W
5/L Browian Movement Apparatus ’ # 4 8 6 0 -W
5/L Cohesion Plates • # 0 5 0 - W
1 / 2 Hooke's  Law Apparatus # 5 6 9 -W
10/L Hydrometers,  Light Liquids # 1 126-W
10/L Hydrometers,  Heavy Liquids # 1 128-W
2/L Magdeburg Hemispheres # 1 5 0 9 - W
2/L P a s c a l ' s  V a s e s ,  Simple Form # 1 0 2 6 -W
1 / 1 Sp ec i f ic  Gravity Bottles (25 ml) # 1 1 3 6 - W
1 / 1 Sp ec i f ic  Gravity Bottles (50 ml) # 113 6 -W
1 / 1 Sp ec i f ic  Gravity Specimens ' # 113 7-W
5/L Spring, Slinky (coiled) # 3 3 3 9 - W
(wave motion demonstration)
5/L String Vibrator #3256A-W
5/L Water Hammer
# 1 5 3 0 - W
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Heat
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
2/L Bott les ,  Thermos, 1 quart # 1 7 0 3 -W
2/L Ball and Ring (hand form) # 1 6 6 1 -W
1 / 1 Bunsen Burners (high BTU) # 4 7 5 2 -W
1 / 2 Calorimeters (double-walled) # 1 6 8 9 -W
5/L Conductometer #1651 - W
5/L Convection Boxes # 1 7 2 7 -W
5/L Disti l l ing Apparatus # 1 2 7 5 0 - C
1 / 2 Generator ,  Steam # 1 6 2 5 -W
1 / 2 Linear Expansion Apparatus 
(Micrometer-screw form)
# 1633-W
5/L Parabolic Ref lectors  (large) # 1739-W
5/L Radiation Outfit
(rate of cooling apparatus)
# 173 2-W
2/L Radiometer (single vane type) # 173 3 -W
5/L Sp ec i f ic  Heat Specimens (set of five) 4r 1714-W
1 / 1 Thermometers, Centigrade 
( - 2 2 °  to 1 1 0 °)
# 5670-W
2/L Unequal Expansion 
(compound bar)
# 1 6 6 3 - W
Note: It is strongly recommended that several  supply houses




Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
2/L Metronomes # 825-W
2/L Stroboscopes,  White Light # 2 153B-W
Light
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1/L Camera, Polaroid 110 B # 2 2 9 - M a c a l
1/1 C a n d le s , Paraffin 
(for optical bench tests)
# 3 5 9 1 - W
2/L Carbon Arc Light Source 
(with ballast)
#3 680K-W
1/L Chart,  Spectrum #4856A~W
. 2/L Color Apparatus (Singerman's) # 3 5 7 1 - W
1/1 Diffraction Gratings (replica) #86252~C
4/L Fi l te rs ,  G lass  Color (set of eight) #366 1T-W
2/L Fluorescent Minerals Kit ■ #63 8C-W
1/1 Foot-Candle Meters #3 588-W
1/1 Index-of-Refraction Plate 
(7 cm square and 6 mm thick)
#3494A-W
5/L Interference Plates # M 5 218 - W
5/L L e n s e s ,  Achromatic # 3 4 4 8 -C
1/1 L e n s e s ,  Mounted 
(diameter-7 5 mm-convex)
#3 500-W
1/1 L e n s e s , Mounted 
(diameter-75 mm-concave)
# 3 5 0 0 - W
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Light— Continued
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1/2 Light Sources (for optical benches) # 3 5 7 0 -W
2/L Lucite Rod, Coiled # 3 5 3 0 -W
2/L Microwave Optics Ed. Set (Mark II) # 2 6 4 3 -W
1/1 Mirrors,  Plane (10 x 15 cm) #3 5 1 0-W
1/2 Mirror, Spherical (10 cm diameter) # 3 5 1 6 - W
5/L Mirrors (concave-JO cm) # 3 5 2 5 - W
2/L Multi-Image Apparatus # 3 5 2 6 -W
1/2 Optical  Benches
(get better type if possible)
# 3 6 0 0 -W
2/L Optical Disk (multiple-sl it  
adjuster  and a c c e s s o r ie s  set)
4 3 6 7 5 - W
1/2 Photometer Head (Bunsen) tt3 57 8-W
5/L Polaroid Film Disks 
(plastic-rimmed , se t  of two)
# 3 7 0 7 - W
1/2 Prisms (10 cm length) # 3 4 6 4 - 7 6 - W
1/L Projector # 3 9 6 2 C -W
5/L Refraction Tank #3 500-W
1/L Sodium-Arc Light Source #3 720B-W
1/L . Mercury Vapor Light Source # 3 7 2 1 - W
1/2 Supports (meter s t ick  with 
holders for multiple candles)
#3 5 6 6 - 6 7 - W




Organ Pipes (open-set) 





Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1/2 Monochromatic-Flame Attachment, 
Cup Type
#3 720-W
1/L Helium Spectrum Tube W
1/L Argon Spectrum Tube W
1/L Neon Spectrum Tube W
1/L Hydrogen Spectrum Tube W
1/L Chlorine Spectrum Tube W
• 1/L Mercury Spectrum Tube W
1/L Oxygen Spectrum Tube W
1/L Nitrogen Spectrum Tube W
Sound
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
2/L Air-Jet Attachment (for siren disk) # 953-W
2/L Crova's  Disk # 9 4 2 -W
2/L Cubical Mirror # 926-W
2/L Doppler's Principle Apparatus #964-W
2/L Galton 's  W hist le # 3 332-W
2/L Kundt’s Apparatus #33 02-W
2/L Manometric Flame (Koenig's) #963-W
# 3 2 7 2 - W
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Sound — Continued
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1/2 Resonance Tube Apparatus 
(resonance reservoir type)
# 3 308-W
2/L Siren Disk # 949-W
5/L Sonometers (multiple stringed 
metal framed-adjustable tension)
#33 50-W
2/L String Vibrator (12 0 vps) # 3 2 5 6 -W
2/L Sympathetic Tuning Forks (with 
adjustable  s l ides  and mounted)
# 3 2 4 6 -W
2/L Tuning Forks (ton alloy) 









1/L Vibrograph (with tuning fork) # 3 2 6 0 C -W
Electr ic i ty  and Electronics
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1/L Audio Amplifier and Speaker # 8 0 5 7 5 - C
1/L Audio Osci l la tor # 8 0 5 9 3 - C
1/L Battery Charger (6 V and 12 V) # 7 9 5 5 9 - C
20/L Battery,  Dry C el ls  ( 1 . 5  V). #79 145-C
1/5 Battery, Storage (6 .0  V) # 7 9 4 8 2 - C
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E lectr ic ity  and E le c tro n ics— Continued
lantity Equipment Number and Catalog
2/L Capacitance  Boxes 
High and 
Low Ranges
# 2 152B-W 
# 2 152C-W
1/L Cathode R ay  Tube (deflection) # 2 145-W
1/E Cathode Ray Tube (rotating wheel) # 2 145A-W
1/L Cathode Ray Tube (cross) # 2 145B-W
2/L C o i l ,  High Frequency # 8 0 7 3 0 - C
1/2 C o i l ,  Induction # 7 9 8 0 0 - C
1/2 C o i l s ,  Primary and Secondary # 7 9 7 5 0 - C
1/1 C o m p asses ,  Magnetic  (45 mm) # 7 8 4 3 0 - 4 - C
1/2 Connecting Cord Assortment # 8 4 0 9 8 - C
10/L Connecting Wire Sets #29 78 -C
2/L. Discharger (jointed arms) # 7 8 9 7 5 - C
1/4 Demonstration Cel l  (Gotham) . # 7 9 3 3 0 - C
2/L Electromagnet (lab. model) #79 6 39 -C
5/L Electro lysis  Apparatus 
(Hoffman1 s)
#812 00-C
2/L Electrophorus Demonstration # 7 8 6 7 6 - C
1/2 Electroscopes # 7 8 7 0 5 - C
1/L Electros ta t ic  Generator . 
(Van de Graaf)-
# 7 8 6 8 8 - C
5/L Exciting Pad, s i lk # 7 8 6 3 5 - C
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E le ctr ic ity  and E le c tro n ics— Continued
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1/2 Excit ing Pad, wool felt #7863 0 -C
2/L Flashlight #84461
1/2 Friction Rods (hard rubber,  solid) # 7 8 6 2 0 - C
1/2 Friction Rods (pyrex g l a s s ,  solid) # 7 8 6 0 5 - C
1/4 Galvanometer ,  Lecture Table #82 133-C
1/4 Galvanometer,  Weston Model #3 75 # 8 2 1 10-C
1/4 Headphones,  Double #80795
1/4 Key, Single Contact # 8 4 2 10-C
1/4 Lamp-Board Rheostat ,  5 socket # 2 4 2 4 - W
2/L Leyden, Jar, large #789  15-C
1/1 M agnet ,  Bar (alnico) # 7 8 2 8 8 - C
1/4 M agnet ,  Lifting Heavy Duty # 7 9 6 4 7 - C
1/4 M agnetic  Needle (dipping) # 7 8 4 2 5 - C
2/L Magnetizer • # 1 8 4 4 - C
1/4 Magneto Electr ic  Generator # 7 9 8 9 5 - C
1/4 Magnetometer MH Measurement # 7 8 4 8 5 - C
1/2 M agnet-U-shaped # 7 8 3 4 0 - C
1/2 M e te r s ,  A. C.  Am-range 
0 -2 5  amp
# 8 2 4 2 6 - 5 -C
1/2 M e te rs ,  A. C.  Volt-triple range, 
0 - 3 0 ,  0 - 1 5 ,  0 -1 5 0
# 8 2 6 4 2 - 2 - C
E le ctr ic ity  and E le c tro n ics— Continued
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
2/L M e te r s ,  D . C .  Am-single range 
0 -5 0  milliamps
# 8 2 4 8 3 - l - C
1/2 M e te rs ,  D . C .  Volt-triple range, 
0 - 1 . 5 ,  0 - 3 ,  0 -30
# 8 2 4 8 1 - 1 - C
1/2 M e te r s ,  D . C .  Volt-triple range, 
0 - 1 . 5 ,  0 - 1 5 ,  0 -115
# 8 2 4 8 6 - 2 - C
2/L M eter ,  Volt-ohm-mil am # 8 2 4 6 1-C
2/L Microphone Connectors # 8 4 0 9 1-C
1/2 Motors ,  S t .  Louis # 7 9 9 4 5 - C
2/L Microphone, Hand and Table ,  
ceramic
# 8 0 8 0 9 - C
2/L Multimeter,  Demonstration # 3 0 6 5 -W
2/L O s c i l l i o s c o p e , Cathode Ray 
five inch
# 7 1 5 5 6 - C
2/L Photoelectr ic  Demonstration Set # 8 0 9 3 4 - C
1/2 Pith B a l ls ,  assorted colors # 7 8 6 4 5 - C
2/L Power Supply 0 -5 0 0  vo l ts ,  D . C . #79 552-C
2/L Power Supply High Voltage, 
D . C .  0 -5 0 0 0
# 7 9 5 7 2 - C
1/2 Power Supply Low Voltage, 
■ A. C.  —D . C .
# 7 9 5 4 9 - C
2/L Radio Demonstration Outfit #8043 5-C
2/L Radio Transmitter Demonstration # 2 6 2 1 - W
2/L Receiving Antenna # 8 0 4 4 1-C
)
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E le ctr ic ity  and E le c tro n ics— Continued
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
1/2 Rheostats  A ir-Cooled, 2 . 8  ohms # 8 2 9 1 0 - 1 7 - C
1/2 Rheostats  Air Cooled, 11 ohms # 8 2 9 1 0 - 1 4 - C
2/L Solar Energy Demonstration Kit # 8 1 0 9 0 - C
1/1 Switch,  Knife, Single Pole,  
Single Throw
#843 15-C
2/L Thermoelectric Pair # 8 1 0 6 0 - C
1/4 Transformer Rheostat Voltage Control # 8 0 2 9 5 - 3 - C
1/2 Transistor Analyzer # 8 0 3 9 0 - C
1/4 Vacuum Tube’Volt-Ohmmeter # 8 2 4 6 5 - C




Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
2/L Alpha Ray Tip # 7 1 0 2 1-C
2/L Beta Ray Capsule # 7 1022-C
2/L Cathode Ray Tubes
1. Kinetic energy of particles
2.  Fluorescent e f fec ts
# 7 1 7 0 5 -C  
' # 7 1 5 6 0 -C
2/L Chart of Atoms on Spring Roller #4854A-W
2/L
s'
Diffraction Grafting, replica # 8 6 7 6 3 -C
2/L Diffusion Cloud'Chamber, 
with clearing field
# 7 1 8 5 0 - C
8/L Dosimeter,  direct reading # 6 5 0 - M a c a l
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Modern P h y s ics— Continued
Quantity . Equipment Number and Catalog
2/L Dosimeter Charger, transistorized # 7 1 2 5 1 - C
2/L Microwave Apparatus, 3 cm # 8 0 4 7 0 -C
2/L. NTS-II Nuclear Training System # 7 1293-C
2/L Spectrometer,  student #869 70-C
2/L Spectrum Chart # 12068-C
2/L Spectrum Chart # 12068-C
8/L Spinthariscope # 7 1205-C
M iscel laneous
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
2/L Air Pump Plate (with rubber pad) # 1426-W
1 doz/1 A s b es to s ,  Squares # 5 9 0 6 -W
1/2 Balance ,  Harvard Trip (with s ta in ­
l e s s  s te e l  pans , s ingle-beam)
4 4 0 4 5 - W
2/L Balance ,  Spring (50-pound capacity) # 40 7 2 -W
1/2 Balance ,  Triple-beams (low form) # 4 0 4 8 -W
Beakers ,  Griffin low form -  100,  
250 ,  400 ,  600,  1000,  2000 ml 
number depends on program
# 4 5 16P-W
1/4 Caliper ,  Micrometer Metric # 40-W
1/4 Caliper ,  Vernier # 4 6 -W
2/L Cart ,  Laboratory # 54-W
1/1 C Clamp # 5 9 -W
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M isce lla n e o u s— Continued
Ouantity Equipment
2/L C harts ,  Physics with Portable Tripod
1/1 Clamp, Lever (knife edge)
1/2 Clamp, Meter S t ick ,  parallel  type
1/2 Clamps and Tongs, various types
1/5 C lo c k ,  Stop, E lectr ic
3/L Counter,  Revolution Handheld
12/L 
of each




Funnel,  short or long stem, 
fluted










Jar,  Bell ,  High Solid Top 
High Open Top
Meter St ick  (maple)
Pump, Vacuum and Pressure 
(motor driven with pump plate)
Rods and supports
Stroboscope
Range: 6 0 - 1 4 ,  400 RPM
Tubes,  Test  Various Sizes 
depends on program
Number and Catalog 
# 1 5 7 5 -W  
# 7 4 5 -W  
# 43 2 5 -W
#824H-W
#1 6 1 1 0 - 5




# 1 4 10-W
# 7 4 6 7 5 - C
1/1 Weight Hangers #785-W

Supplies List
Quantity Equipment Number and Catalog
10 lb/L Acetamide, Pure
5 pt/L A cid , Hydrochloric
1 pt/L Acid, Oleic
10 lb/L Acid, Sulfuric
2 gal/L Alcohol,  Ethyl Denatured
2 gal/L Alcohol ,  Methyl
10/L Bologna Vials
10/L Ice  Bomb
10 lb/L Camphor, Gum
10 lb/L Carbon Tetrachloride #1670
4 lb/L Copper M eta l ,  Shot
2 bags/L C orks ,  Assorted Sizes
18 oz/L Cement,  Pliobond # 68 6 4 -W
6 lb/L Cupric S u l fa te , Powder 
Technical
10 oz/L Lycopodium Powder
16 lb/L Mercury Tech.
2 lb/L Paraffin,  Solid
1 lb/L S h e l la c ,  bleached dry
Tubing, G lass  Various S izes  
depends on program
Tubing, Rubber and Plast ic
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